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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
EQ 513. Communications Systm Engineing IL Modion is the
second of a redesigned three-course sequence for the C3, Space Systems
Operations, and Information Technology Management curricula at the Naval
Postgraduate School in Monterey, California. The EO sequence provides
students with the background required to understand and apply basic
telecommunications and computer technology principles in operational
environments.
The content of the previous courses came under review by the C3 Academic
Group as part of a strategy to address the concerns highlighted in the 1992
curriculum review [Moose 93]. Problems addressed by the group included the
lack of "homogenity" in student academic background and a need to extend the
basics of the technological support systems-communications systems,
computers, and sensors-to cover the engineering aspects of C3 systems. (For
example, students should understand why specific systems designs are chosen
and know the limitations of various technologies that may hamper development
of future systems.)
Among the specific actions recommended were the adoption of a new course
matrix in the communications and sensors area and the raising of the required
student Academic Profile Code to reflect the completion of a calculus-based
physics course. The new matrix eliminated MA 1248, Selected Topics for Applied
Mathematics, which introduced Fourier series and Fourier integral transforms.
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Instead, these topics, along with complex mathematics and an introduction to
circuits, are taught in the first course of the new EO sequence, EO 2413. EO 3513
follows with a review of Fourier analysis, analog modulation, sampling theorem,
spectral representation of pulse and digital systems, pulse and digital modulations,
baseband coding forms, and frequency- and time-division multiplexing. The final
course of the sequence, EO 3503, includes the effects and measurement of noise
models, channel capacity and antennas, other transmission media, error correction,
the performance of complete systems, and an introduction to communications
security.
The development of this unique course sequence indicated the necessity for
the concurrent development of specialized supporting laboratories. It was the
opinion of the Curriculum Working Group that computer-based laboratories
allowing students to program inputs and analyze outputs would best suit the
objectives of EO 3513. MATLAB, a software package developed by The
MathWorks, Inc., was felt to be the optimal programming environment for these
laboratories.
This document chronicles the development and implementation effort for the
laboratories supporting EO 3513 as initiated by the Curriculum Working Group.
The contents of the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB and two
associated laboratory sets are included as appendices.
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II. DESIGN NOTES
A. GENERAL LABORATORY CONCEPT
The predominant concept for a set of laboratories supporting EO 3513 was
that students would be able to work with a set of MATLAB functions (".m"
files) that would perform modulation, demodulation, radio frequency conversion,
and similar procedures. By linking the functions together, students could
simulate the outputs of communications systems introduced in the classroom. The
collective functions would be known as the Communication Toolbox. This
concept had the additional benefit of reinforcing computer programming skills
and theoretical concepts without requiring proficiency in using laboratory
equipment.
It was proposed that the laboratories be written during the Summer 1993
"development" quarter while a session of EO 2750 (precursor to EO 3513) was
being taught. Laboratories and newly-developed MATLAB function files would
be provided to stuAents each week to support classroom instruction. The
following "clean-up" quarter (Fall 1994), during which EO 3513 would not be
offered, would provide an opportunity to fine-tune the laboratories and
Communications Toolbox before the course was taught again in the Winter 1994
quarter.
Both advantages and disadvantages were present in this proposal. A truly
concentrated effort would be required to generate and test the code needed
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during the I 1-week quarter. However, feedback would be almost immediate, and
with a large course enrollment (more than 100 students), functional testing would
be brutally thorough. The development challenge was accepted.
B. INITIAL LABORATORY OBJECTIVES
In June 1993, the following objectives were provided for the laboratory set:
"* Laboratory 1 -Fourier Techniques Review
Evaluate the spectrum of a signal using Fourier methods
Evaluate the effect of filters on a signal
Differentiate between time and frequency domain
representations of a signal
"• Laboratory 2 -Sampling and Reconstruction
Observe the effect of sampling on spectrum
Observe the effect of aliasing
Oberve the different types of reconstruction
"* Laboratory 3 -PAM, PWM, PPM
Observe difference in the time and frequency domain
between the original signal and its pulse representation
"* Laboratory 4 -Analog to Digital Conversion and Digital Encoding
Observe the effect of quantization noise
Observe the process of PCM encoding
Calculate the dynamic range of a system
Observe the effect of companding
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"* Laboratory 5 -AM SSB and AM DSB
Observe the time and frequency domains for both types of
modulation with inputs: (1) single tone, (2) two tones, (3)
simulated speech
Calculate the power and bandwidth of the above signals
"* Laboratory 6 - Conventional AM
Observe the time and frequency comain for conventional
AM modulation with inputs: (1) single tone, (2) two tones,
(3) simulated speech
Calculate the power and bandwidth of the above signals
"• Laboratory 7 - Frequency Modulation and Angle Modulation
Observe the time and frequency domain for both with inputs:
(1) single tone, (2) two tones, (3) simulated speech
Calculate the power and bandwidth of the above signals
"• Laboratory 8 - Frequency and Time Division Multiplexing
Observe the processes in the time and frequency domains
Be able to explain in words what each is doing
"• Laboratory 9 - RF Digital Modulation: ASK, FSK, DPSK, QPSK
Observe the processes in the time and frequency domains
Be able to explain in words what each is doing
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III. DEVELOPMENT NOTES
An initial set of six of the nine proposed laboratories was developed during
the Summer 1993 quarter. The remaining laboratories were disposed of as
follows:
"* Laboratory 1, Fourier Techniques Review, was a topic that the course
instructors felt they could best develop themselves.
"• Laboratory 6, Conventional AM, was merged into Laboratory 5, AM SSB
and AM DSB, due to the similarity of the subject matter.
"• Laboratory 8, Frequency and Time Division Multiplexing, was dropped.
The topics were such that instructors "wove" them into
their lectures wherever relevant. There appeared to be no
optimal placement for a laboratory on multiplexing.
The majority of development effort during the Summer 1993 quarter was
spent writing code for the functions and ensuring their interoperability. The
primary focus was on functionality rather than performance, partly due to the
lack of leisure time enforced by the schedule-and the knowledge that there
would be plenty of time to improve the functions during the cleanup quarter.
Following limited testing of the functions by the developer, the associated
laboratory was drafted, then approved by one or more of the instructors. A
narrative format was chosen because it was explanatory rather than cryptic.
Answer keys and sample scripts were not specifically provided until
Laboratory 4. At that time, an appreciation was gained for the amount of time
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invested by students in performing calculations and printing plots, in addition to
the primary task of coding the function calls and producing plots.
A. A PARADIGM SHIFT
With the development of Laboratory 5 came a shift in the laboratory focus.
The developer was requested by instructors to provide a MATLAB script file for
students to run, rather than require students to write any MATLAB code.
Subsequently, Laboratories 5, 7, and 9 were developed with a tutorial aspect
absent in Laboratories 2, 3, and 4.
B. DEVIATION FROM OBJECTIVES
The initial objectives were altered in the following cases:
"* Laboratory 2 used a signal recovery method in the frequency domain
(filtering) rather than in the time domain (reconstruction).
"* Laboratories 5 and 7 employed three-tone rather than two-tone signals for
the multi-tone input.
"* Laboratories 5 and 7 did not incorporate a simulated speech input.
"* Laboratory 7 focused only on frequency modulation. Because of the
similarity of frequency and phase modulation, phase
modulation is not widely covered.
"* Laboratory 9 replaced differential phase-shift keying (DPSK) with binary
phase shift keying (BPSK) as one of four digital modulation
methods explored.
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING NOTES
A. TOO LITTLE, TOO LATE
The attempt at simultaneous laboratory development and implementation
proved in the end to be unresponsive to the pulse of the classroom. Ideally, a
student is given a laboratory handout at the time its topic is introduced in the
classroom. The instructor will have had the opportunity to review the laboratory
content before finalizing lecture notes, so that lecture and laboratory reinforce
one another. The ambitious development schedule for the weekly laboratories
was simply too tight to allow adequate review by instructors prior to distribution
to students.
Laboratories 7 and 9 were each completed on schedule, but a few days too
late to do little more than increase student/instructor workload as the classroom
lecture pace quickened towards the end of the quarter. Therefore only
Laboratories 2, 3, 4, and 5 were assigned to students.
B. FEEDBACK VIA STUDENT CRITIQUES
A feedback sheet was attached to each laboratory handout. Approximately
120 students were enrolled in five sections of EO 2750 during the Summer 1993
quarter. While it is not known exactly how many laboratories were assigned and
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with what direction, approximately 129 student feedback forms were returned to
the developer. While this number provided ample student feedback, the feedback
tended to focus on problems created by the large enrollment: overcrowding of
the laboratories, competition for printers, corruption of files, and other trying
circumstances.
Discounting specific problems with Toolbox functions and computer facility
resources, feedback generally fell into one of five areas:
"* "Teach me EO, not MATLAB!" (Emphasize analysis, not programming.)
"* The laboratories require too much memory to run on the average personal
computer.
"* The laboratories take too much time to complete.
"• Questions on the laboratories are too vague.
"• There is no opportunity to vary the input parameters and see the effects on
the signals.
C. INSTRUCTOR PREFERENCES
It became apparent rather quickly that philosophies among the three
instructors regarding use of the laboratories differed widely. Laboratories were
assigned in full, in part, or not at all. They were assigned to individuals or to
groups. In one case, a set of graphs was produced and duplicated for others to
use, so that computer time was avoided altogether.
Nonetheless, the developer remained determined to produce a laboratory set
that would simultaneously satisfy several instructors' needs.
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D. INCORPORATION OF FEEDBACK
While the programming-type laboratories were abandoned fairly early during
the development quarter, their value as a learning vehicle was never questioned.
The developer chose to promote the harmonious existence of two independent,
related sets of laboratories: "computer-aided" laboratories that require no
programming whatsoever, and "programming" laboratories, smaller in scope,
with clearly defined procedures designed not to frustrate students.
Other changes stimulated by student feedback include the following:
"* Laboratories are considerably shortened (sometimes by dividing into
smaller separate laboratories).
"* Laboratory 1, Signal and Spectrum Generation, assumes no prior
experience with MATLAB.
"* To better manage memory, all scripts to be run by students were developed
on a platform with just 4 megabytes of memory installed.
Programming laboratories include instructions to help
manage memory.
"• The wording of all questions is clarified significantly, with all necessary
formulas provided in the laboratory handout.
"* Plots are kept to a minimum by overlaying signals whenever possible.
Gratuitous labeling of plots is avoided.
"* In programming laboratories, MATLAB coding requirements appear in bold
type and are preceded either by the words "M-file" or
"Plot."
E. INSTRUCTOR-FRIENDLY FORMAT
When an assignment is difficult to correct, its return to students is invariably
delayed. Instructor needs are taken into account in the following ways:
* Recognizing that instructors may ignore certain topics in favor of
emphasizing others, a modular structure is adopted. For
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example, Computer-aided Laboratories 5-8, which deal with
single- and multi-tone input, delay the treatment of multi-
tone input so that it can be easily eliminated from the
assignment. In Computer-aided Laboratory 9, each RF digital
modulation section can be run independently.
"* Questions and plots are numbered so that instructors can easily choose
from among them.
"* Answer keys contain (1) a complete set of questions and answers, (2) a
complete set of labeled plots, and (3) MATLAB code for
either the "scr.m" tutorial script file or the "ex.m"
programming example file.
"* The coding information provided in the computer-aided laboratory set is
sufficient to allow students to switch to programming
laboratories at any time.
"• Although numbering between the two laboratory sets is consistent, the
computer-aided and programming laboratories are different
enough to preclude substitution of the tutorial scripts for
programming assignments.
"* Since laboratories vary quite a bit in length, a summary of comparative
requirements is provided in Appendix G. Credit for each
laboratory might be assigned on a strict percentage basis.
F. REVISED OBJECTIVES AND REFERENCES
While Stanley [Stanley 82) provides the majority of formulas and
techniques, other sources are consulted. Objectives and references for each
laboratory are summarized below.
1. Computer-aided Laboratories
• Computer-aided Laboratory 1 - Signal and Spectrum Generation
Observe single- and multi-tone signal generation,
understanding the role of time and signal vectors
[MathWorks 92, p. 164] and the use of plotting commands
[MathWorks 92, Chapter 14].
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Observe single- and multi-tone one-sided signal spectra,
understanding function calls [MathWorks 92, Chapter 161.
Relate spectral characteristics to signal characteristics
[Stanley 82, Chapter 2-3].
Computer-aided Laboratory 2 - Sampling and Recovery
Observe the effects of impulse, flattop, and natural sampling
on the spectrum. Calculate sampling periods, bandwidths,
and pulse durations. Label spectral components and
calculate their amplitudes. Calculate and label the first zero
crossings [Stanley 82, Chapters 6-1 and 6-21.
Observe message signal recovery via use of a lowpass filter
[Stanley 82, p. 98].
Observe the effects of aliasing on the spectrum and signal
recovery [Stanley 82, p. 2671.
Observe the effect on the spectrum of varying the duty
cycle.
Computer-aided Laboratory 3 - Pulse Modulation (PAM, PWM, PPM)
Observe the differences in the time domain for the three
types of modulation. Calculate the sampling period and pulse
duration for PAM. Calculate the maximum pulse duration for
PWM. Calculate the maximum pulse offset for PPM [Stanley
82, Chapters 6-3 and 6-5].
Observe the differences in the frequency domain for the
three types of modulation. Label the sampling frequencies
and calculate approximate baseband bandwidths.
Computer-aided Laboratory 4 - Analog-to-Digital Conversion and
Digital Encoding
Observe the quantization process and the effect of
quantization noise. Calculate dynamic range, actual step size,
actual resolution, percentage resolution, and number of levels
[Stanley 82, Chapters 7-1 and 7-2].
Observe the process of pulse code modulation (PCM)
encoding. Label bit values for non-return-to-zero level
(NRZL) unipolar, return-to-zero level (RZL) unipolar, and
Manchester coded signals [Stanley 82, Chapter 7-4].
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Observe the spectrum of each and calculate approximate
baseband bandwidths.
Observe the effect of companding on the quantization
process [Stanley 82, Chapter 7-31, via use of a g-255
compander [Schweber 91].
" Computer-aided Laboratory 5 Amplitude Modulation Double
Sideband (AM DSB)
Observe the AM DSB process using a single-tone input.
Calculating peak and average power and baseband and
transmission bandwidths. Observing coherent detection
[Stanley 82, Chapters 4-2, 4-4, 4-7, and 4-8].
Observe the AM DSB process using a multi-tone input.
Calculate baseband and transmission bandwidths, and
observe coherent detection.
"* Computer-aided Laboratory 6 - Amplitude Modulation Single
Sideband (AM SSB)
Observe the AM SSB process [Couch 93] using a single-
tone input. Calculate peak and average power and baseband
and transmission bandwidths. Observe coherent detection
[Stanley 82, Chapters 4-3, 4-4, 4-7, and 4-81.
Observe the AM SSB process using a multi-tone input.
Calculating baseband and transmission bandwidths. Observe
coherent detection.
"• Computer-aided Laboratory 7 - Conventional Amplitude Modulation
(Conventional AM)
Observe the conventional AM process using a single-tone
input. Calculate peak and average power and baseband and
transmission bandwidths [Stanley 82, Chapters 4-5 through
4-8]. Observe envelope detection [Brown 92] [MathWorks
92, p.310].
Observe the effect of overmodulating the conventional AM
signal.
Observe the conventional AM process using a multi-tone
input. Calculate baseband and transmission bandwidths.
Observe envelope detection.
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"* Computer-aided Laboratory 8 - Frequency Modulation (FM)
Observe the FM modulation process [Haykin 83] for single-
tone input. Calculate peak and average power and baseband
and transmission bandwidths (using Carson's rule). Observe
control of the FM bandwidth by varying 03 [Stanley 82,
Chapters 5-1 through 5-4]. Calculate and label Af. Determine
distance between the sidebands in the spectrum.
Observe the FM modulation process for multi-tone input.
Calculate peak and average power and baseband and
transmission bandwidths (using Carson's rule). Observe
control of the FM bandwidth by varying Af.
"• Computer-aided Laboratory 9 - Radio Frequency Digital Modulation
Methods (ASK, FSK, BPSK, QPSK)
Observe the process of amplitude shift keying (ASK) and
coherent detection. Calculate bit duration and baseband
bandwidth. Label bit values and carrier frequency [Stanley
82, Chapter 7-6].
Observe the process of frequency shift keying (FSK) and
coherent detection. Calculate bit duration and baseband
bandwidth. Lab bit values and carrier frequency [Stanley
82, Chapter 7-6].
Observe the process of binary phase shift keying (BPSK)
and coherent detection. Calculate bit duration and baseband
bandwidth. Label bit values and carrier frequency [Stanley
82, Chapter 7-6].
Observe the process of quadriphase shift keying (QPSK) and
coherent detection. Calculate bit duration and baseband
bandwidth. Label bit values and carrier frequency [Stanley
82, Chapter 7-8].
2. Programming Laboratories
* Programming Laboratory 1 - Signal and Spectrum Generation
Produce and plot single- and multi-tone signals, controlling
signal plots [MathWorks 92, p. 164 and Chapter 14].
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Produce and plot spectra, using function calls [MathWorks
92, Ch. 16]. Relate spectral characteristics to signal
characteristics [Stanley 82, Chapter 2-3].
Programming Laboratory 2A - Natural Sampling and Recovery
Generate a naturally-sampled signal and its spectrum.
Calculate the sampling period, bandwidth, and pulse
duration. Label spectral components and calculate their
amplitudes [Stanley 82, Chapter 6-1].
Recover the message signal via use of a lowpass filter
[Stanley 82, p. 98].
Generate an undersampled signal to observe the effects of
aliasing on the spectrum and signal recovery [Stanley 82, p.
267].
Vary the duty cycle of the sampled signal to observe the
effect on the spectrum. Calculate and label the first zero
crossing.
* Programming Laboratory 2B - Flattop Sampling and Recovery
Generate a flattop-sampled signal and its spectrum. Calculate
the sampling period, bandwidth, and pulse duration. Label
spectral components and calculate their amplitudes (Stanley
82, Chapter 6-1 ].
Recover the message signal via use of a lowpass filter
[Stanley 82, p. 98].
Generate an undersampled signal to observe the effects of
aliasing on the spectrum and signal recovery [Stanley 82, p.
267].
Vary the duty cycle of the sampled signal to observe the
effect on the spectrum. Calculate and label the first zero
crossing.
* Programming Laboratory 2C - Impulse Sampling and Recovery
Generate an impulse-sampled signal and its spectrum.
Calculate the sampling period and bandwidth. Label spectral
components [Stanley 82, Chapter 6-2].
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Recover the message signal via use of a lowpass filter
[Stanley 82, p. 981.
Generate an undersampled signal to observe the effects of
aliasing on the spectrum and signal recovery [Stanley 82, p.
267].
Programming Laboratory 3A - Pulse Modulation (PAM and PWM)
Generate PAM and PWM signals to observe the differences
in the time domain for the two types of modulation.
Calculate the sampling period and pulse duration for PAM,
and maximum pulse duration for PWM [Stanley 82,
Chapters 6-3 and 6-5].
Generate the spectra of the PAM and PWM signals to
observe the differences in the frequency domain for the two
types of modulation. Label sampling frequencies and spectral
components. Calculate baseband bandwidths.
Programming Laboratory 3B - Pulse Modulation (PAM and PPM)
Generate PAM and PPM signals to observe the differences in
the time domain for the two types of modulation. Calculate
the sampling period and pulse duration for PAM, and
maximum pulse offset for PWM [Stanley 82, Chapters 6-3
and 6-5].
Generate the spectra of the PAM and PPM signals to
observe the differences in the frequency domain for the two
types of modulation. Label sampling frequencies and spectral
components. Calculate baseband bandwidths.
• Programming Laboratory 4A - Analog-to-Digital Conversion
(Quantization)
Produce and evaluate the characteristic for two analog-to-
digital converters. Calculate dynamic range, actual step size,
actual resolution, percentage resolution, and number of levels
[Stanley 82, Chapters 7-1 and 7-2].
Sample and quantize a signal using each of the converters.
Measure the quantization noise and compare the noise in the
two systems.
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"* Programming Laboratory 4B - Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
Quantize a signal and generate a bitstream for (PCM)
encoding.
Generate the digital signal and spectrum for NRZL unipolar,
RZL unipolar, and Manchester coded signals [Stanley 82,
Chapter 7-4]. Predict and calculate approximate baseband
bandwidths.
"• Programming Laboratory 4C - Companding
Generate a specified message signal and compress it using a
gi-255 compander [Schweber 91]. Understand the purpose of
companding[Stanley 82, Chapter 7-3].
Vary the sampling rate and value of gi to reduce quantization
noise in a 2-bit unipolar A/D system.
"* Programming Laboratory 5 - Amplitude Modulation Double Sideband
(AM DSB)
Generate single- and multi-tone signals and spectra.
Calculate peak and average power and baseband bandwidth
for the single-tone signal.
Generate AM DSB signals and spectra. Calculate peak and
average power for the single-tone AM DSB signal [Stanley
82, Chapters 4-2, 4-7, and 4-8]. Calculate transmission
bandwidth for both signals.
Coherently detect the AM DSB signals [Stanley 82,
Chapter 4-4].
• Programming Laboratory 6 - Amplitude Modulation Single Sideband(AM SSB)
Generate single- and multi-tone signals and spectra.
Calculate peak and average power and baseband bandwidth
for the single-tone signal.
Generate AM SSB signals and spectra [Couch 931.
Calculate peak and average power for the single-tone AM
SSB signals [Stanley 82, Chapters 4-3, 4-7, and 4-8].
Calculate transmission bandwidth for both signals.
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Coherently detect the AM SSB signals [Stanley 82,
Chapter 4-4].
Programming Laboratory 7 - Conventional Amplitude Modulation
(Conventional AM)
Generate single- and multi-tone signals and spectra.
Calculate peak and average power and baseband bandwidth
for the single-tone signal.
Generate conventional AM signals and spectra. Calculate
peak and average power for the single-tone conventional
AM signal [Stanley 82, Chapters 4-5 through 4-8].
Calculate transmission bandwidth for both signals. Perform
an envelope detection on each signal [Brown 93]
[MathWorks 92, p. 310].
Overmodulate the single-tone conventional AM signal and
observe the result.
* Programming Laboratory 8 - Frequency Modulation (FM)
Generate single- and multi-tone signals and spectra.
Calculate peak and average power and baseband bandwidth
for the single-tone signal.
Frequency-modulate the signals [Haykin 831, using 3 = 10.
Calculate peak and average power and transmission
bandwidth (using Carson's rule) for the single-tone signal
[Stanley 82, Chapters 5-1 through 5-4]. Calculate and label
Af. Determine distance between the sidebands in the
spectrum.
Control bandwidth of the FM signal by varying A3, then by
varying Af.
* Programming Laboratory 9 - Radio Frequency Digital Modulation
Methods (ASK, FSK, BPSK, QPSK)
Generate the NRZL unipolar digital message signal and
spectrum, using a random bitstream. Label bit values in the
signal. Calculate baseband bandwidth. Generate the
amplitude shift keyed (ASK) signal and spectrum. Label bit
values and carrier frequency [Stanley 82, Chapter 7-6].
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Generate the frequency shift keyed (FSK) signal and
spectrum. Label bit values and carrier frequencies [Stanley
82, Chapter 7-6].
Generate the NRZL bipolar digital message signal and
spectrum, using a random bitstream. Label bit values in the
signal. Calculate baseband bandwidth. Generate the binary
phase shift keyed (BPSK) signal and spectrum. Label bit
values and carrier frequency [Stanley 82, Chapter 7-61.
Split the signal into odd and even parallel signals. Generate
the quadriphase shift keyed (QPSK) signal and spectrum.




The success of this laboratory development effort cannot currently be
measured due to the fact that only about 70% of the initial laboratories have
been evaluted in a classroom setting. This figure translates to only 40% of the
final laboratory sets.
But in other ways, tb, development effort can be considered successful. It is
a walking advertisement for rapid prototyping-the difficulties inherent with
"build as you go" resulted in a product much closer to the users' needs than
they themselves initially envisioned. Given the adaptive nature of rapid
prototyping, the process was no more chaotic than could be expected. It must be
noted, however, that the rapid prototyping applied essentially to the laboratory
contents and not to the Communications Toolbox functions. It would have been
advantageous if development of the Communications Toolbox had been
completed prior to the quarter in which the laboratories were developed.
So while the development effort can be considered successful, an evaluation
of the total success of this project is premature. In fact, it may be ripe for
judgement only after graduates have completed follow-on tours. For the
immediate future, however, the developer is confident that the product is
responsive to the needs of the users.
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EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 1
Signal and Spectrum Generation
This laboratory introduces the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platform& Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
While the laboratories in this set require you only to run MATLAB script files, you
will want to be familiar with some basic plotting and printing commands, and understand
the mechanics of script writing and function calls.
The m-file for this laboratory is "lab lscr.m.". It may be helpful to print the m-file for
reference before running the script
Part 1-Observe signal generation
A. Establishing the time vector
Since signals are functions of time, a time vector must be established prior to
generating a signal Below is the time vctor"tl" that is one second in duration and has a
"step size" of one-thousandth of a second. The variable name "delta._" (At) is usually
assigned to the step size throughout this series of laboratories. The time vector consists of
1,001 values, or points, starting at 0 and ending at 1.
tl=O:0.001:l; %time vector
B. Generating a signal
The single-tone periodic signal sI, generated using the formula below, has a
frequency of 10 Hz:
sl=cos(2*pi*10*tl); %single-tone signal
A multi-tone signal can be generated by adding sinusoids together. The signal s2
contains frequencies of 20,35, and 50 HzI
s2=10*cos(2*pi*20*tl)+4*cos(2*pi*35*tl)+6*cos(2*pi*50*tl); %multi-tone signal
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In future laboratories you will use the maximum amplitude of a signal in order to
calculate its power in the time domain. The signal "s2' has a maximum amplitude of 20 (in
this case, conveniently found by adding the maximum amplitudes of its three cosines). If
not easily determined from the formula or the signal plot, use the '"max" command in
MKILAB to find the approximate maximum signal amplitude:.
max_of_s=max(s); %maximum amplitude in the signal s
The "plot", "title", "xlaber', and "ylabel" commands, used as shown below,





Run the script "iabiscr.m."
Plot 1: Observe the single-tone signal sl plotted against the time
vector tl.
Plot 2: Observe the multi-tone signal s2 plotted against the time vector
t1.
C. Controlling signal plots
Signals sl and s2 are lower-frequency signals than will commonly be used in these
laboratories. The vectors t2, s3, and s4 below are representative of the time and signals
vectors that you will be observing.
t2=0-0.0001:1; %fime vector of 10,001 points
s3=5*sin(2*pi*200*t2); %single-tone signal
s4ff10*cos(2*pi*130*t2)+5*cos(2*pi*335*t2)+cos(2*pi*400*t2); %multi-tone signal
Using higher frequencies makes signal characteristics hard to distinguish when the
entire signal vector is plotted. Described below are two methods of limiting plot size to
1000 points.
(1) Restrict the number of points plotted. This method has an advantage in that
the two vectors need not be le same length:
plot(t2(l:1000),s3(1:1000))
(2) Use the "axis" command to freeze the axes at minimum and maximum
values of time, amplitude, etc, (as opposed to numbers of points). Following use of the
axis freeze, the axis must be released by typing the command "axis".
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One signal will frequently be plotted over another in order to compare signals (a
recovered signal and its message signal, for example). Three methods are described below.
(1) Listing pairs of x and y arguments for the "plot" command:
plot(t2(l:500),s3(l:500),t2(l:500),s4(l:500)) %plot s4 over s3
(2) Using the "hold on" and "hold ofi" commands, sometimes combined with
"pause":
plot(t2,s4) %plot signal with larger amplitude first
hold on
pause(3) %wait 3 seconds
plot(t2,s3, 'g') %plot in green
hold off
(3) Creating a signal matrix to plot against a single time vector.
plot(t2(l:1000),[s3(1: 1000);s4(l: 1000)])
Other commands that affect plotting of results that you may see in the scripts include
the following:
"Subplot" permits up to four plots per graphics window.
"Pause" with no argument delays program execution until the user presses return
(preventing graphs from whizzing by unobserved)
"Clg" between sets of plots prevents plots from being superimposed.
Press return to continue.
Plot 3: Observe s4; press return; and observe s3 plotted over it. These
signals are restricted to 500 points.
D. Printing plots
On PC platforms, the command "metr" create a graphics file. 'Prtsc" dumps the
current graph window to a printeL "Print" sends a high-resolution copy to the printer (The
capability to use these commands may vary according to machine and software
configuration.) You may need to edit the script file in order to print a plot.
For Macintosh platforms, choose "print" from the "file" menu to print the active
graph window, or use the "save as" command in the "file" menu to create a Quick-Draw
graphics file.
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Part 2-Observe spectrum generation
A. Calling a function
TW Commcations Toolbox contains the function "spectral," with the following
function cal.
[specsigifts =spectxl•(sdeltAj); %function call to spectual.m
"Spectral" produces a aw-idd fuwa. A two-sided spectrum with relatively-
correct amplitudes could also be generated using the following command:
two..ided.spec=fftshift(abs(fftsg)); %plot against the time vector
IU step size and number of points in the time vector relate directly to (1) the number
of frequencies observed in the spectrim, and (2) the resolution of the spectrum. The above
vector of 1,001 points with At=0.001 produces a one-sided spectrum of 500 Hz---half the
number of points--with a resolution of approximately 1 Hz.
Vector lengths for spectral plots are usually not reduced in order to see as many of the
spectral components as possible.
Press return to continue.
Plot 4: Observe the spectrum for sl.
LaM the Hz value and the amplitude of the spectral
component.
Press return to continue.
Plot 5: Observe the spectrum for s2.
Laka the Hz values and the amplitudes of the spectral
components.
Plot 6: Observe the spectrum for s4.
LaW the Hz values and the amplitudes of the spectral
components.
Question 1: Compare Plots s and 6. Why does Plot 6 display more
frequencies than Plot 5?
Question 2: Given the spectral plot of a multi-tone signal, how could you
detemine the amplitudes and frequencies of each of the signal
tones?
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Section: _____ ___
EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 2
Sampling and Recovery
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
The rn-file for this laboratory is "lab2scr.m." It may be helpful to print the m-file for
reference before running the script.
Part 1--Observe the effects of sampling on the spectrum
A. Generating the signal
You will be observing three types of sampling on the following message signal:
t=0:.0001:1; %time vector
s=cos(2*pi*120*t)+cos(2*pi*300*t)+cos(2*pi*450*t); %multi-tone signal
Run the script "lab2scr.m."
Plot 1: Observe the signal s plotted against the time vector t.
B. Sampling the signal
Signals are sampled by calling the functions "natsamp.m," "impsamp.m," and
"flatnop.m." Since 450 Hz is the highest frequency in the message signal, the sampling rate
of 1000 Hz adequately prevents aliasing.
The naturally-sampled signal is produced by multiplying a pulse train and the
message signal.
Press return to continue.
Plot 1: Observe the pulse train, at a rate of 1000 Hz and duty cycle of
0.5, plotted over the message signal.
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Plot 2: Observe the naturally-sanpled signal, at a sampling rate of
1000 Hz and duty cycle of 0.5.
The impulse-sampled signal is produced by multiplying an impulse train and the
msge signal.
Press return to continue.
Plot 3: Observe the Impulse train, at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz,
plotted over the message signal.
Plot 4: Observe the Impulse.sampled signal, at a sampling rate of
1000 Hz.
The flattop-sampled signal is produced by convolving the impulse train with a single
flattop pulse.
Press return to continue.
Plot 5: Observe the flattop-sampled signal, at a sampling rate of 1000
Hz and duty cycle of 0.5.









C. Generating the spectrum
The one-sided spectrum of each sampled signal is produced using the function
"spectral.m."
Press return to continue.
Plot 6: Observe the spectrum of the message signal.
Lahal the Hz value of each of the baseband signal frequencies.
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Plot 7: Observe the spectrum of the naturally-sampled signal.
Label the following groups of frequencies In the spectrum:
baseband signal frequencies
spectral components associated with the sampling
frequency (fs) and each of its multiples (2fs, 3fs, etc.)
Label the first zero crossing (1k).
Press return to continue.
Plot 8: Observe the spectrum of the Impulse-sampled signal.
Label the following groups of frequencies in the spectrum:
baseband signal frequencies
spectral components associated with the sampling
frequency (fs) and each of Its multiples (2fs, 3fs, etc.)
Plot 9: Observe the spectrum of the flattop-sampled signal.
Lahel the following groups of frequencies In the spectrum:
baseband signal frequencies
spectral components associated with the sampling
frequency (fs) and each of Its multiples (2fs, 3fs, etc.)
Label the first zero crossing (11t).
Question 3: Describe the overall shape of each spectrum. Does each of the
spectral plots conform to your theoretical expectations? Note
any discrepancies.
The amplitude spectrum of a naturally-sampled signal can be determined using the
formula




FN "" ' Nsrd
and d is the duty cycle and N indicates the number of the harmonic.
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Question 4: Calculate P. for N = 1, N = 2, and N = 3.
Compare with the values shown on the spectral plot for natural
sampling.
The amplitude spectrum of a flattop-sampled signal can be determined using the
formula





and d is the duty cycle, c is the pulse duration in seconds, and f indicates the frequency in
HZ.
Question 5: Calculate P. for f = 550, f = 700, and f = 880.
Compare with the values shown on the spectral plot for flattop
sampling.
Part 2-Observe the message signal recovery
Signals are recovered using the function "recovers.m."
A. Recovering the message signal
An ideal lowpass filter at 500 Hz retains the baseband frequencies while fltering out
the frequencies produced by sampling. Recovery of the message signal will be shown
using the naturally-sampled signal. In this "perfect" system, you will observe a nearly
perfect recovery.
Press return to continue.
Plot 10: Observe the recovered signal plotted over the message signal.
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Part 3-Observe the effects of aliasing on the spectrum and recovery
A. Generating undersampled signals
An undersampled signal is sampled less than twice the highest signal frequency,
producing an effect known as "aliasing." Undersampling will be demonstrated using
natural sampling at a rate of 600 Hz.
Question 6: What is the minimum theoretical sampling frequency for the
message signal s?
Press return to continue.
Plot U: Observe the undersampled (naturally-sampled) signal.
Plot 12: Observe the undersampled (naturally-sampled) signal
spectrum.
Press return to continue.
Plot 13: Observe the recovered undersampled (naturally-sampled) signal
plotted over the message signal.
Label the recovered signal.
Question 7: Compare the undersampled signal spectrum in plot 12 to its
counterpart in plot 7. What is the effect of undersampling on
the spectrum? What Is the effect of undersampling on the
signal recovery?
Part 4-Observe the effect on the spectrum of varying the duty cycle
A. Generating the sampled signal
The flattop-sampled signal is used to demonstrate the effects of varying the duty
cycle.
Press return to continue.
Plot 14: Observe the flattop-sampled signal, sampled at 1000 Hz with a
duty cycle of 0.7.
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Plot 15: Observe the flattop-sampled signal spectrum, sampled at 1000
Hz with a duty cycle of 0.7.
Ihhm the Hz value at the first zero crossing (1k).
Press return to continue.
Plot 16: Observe the flattop-sampled signal, sampled at 1000 Hz with a
duty cycle of 0.3.
Plot 17: Observe the flattop-sampled signal spectrum, sampled at 1000
Hz with a duty cycle of 0.3.
Label the Hz value at the first zero crossing (1h•).
Question 8: What is the effect of reducing the duty cycle on the sampled
signal baseband bandwidth?
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Seclion:_ _ _ _
EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 3
Pulse Modulation (PAM, PWM, PPM)
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
The m-file for this laboratory is "lab3scr.m." It may be helpful to print the m-file for
reference before running the script
Part 1-Observe the differences in the time domain for the three types of
modulation
A. Generating the signal
You will be observing the three types of pulse modulation on the following message
signal:
t=O:.0001:1; %time vector to one second
s=5*(cos(2*pi*75*t)+sin(2*pi*150*t)); %signal
Run the script "lab3scr.m."
Plot 1: Observe the signal s plotted against the time vector t.
B. Modulating the signal
Signals will be modulated using :he functions 'flattop.m," "pulswid.m;" and
"pulspos.m." To allow close examination of pulse widths and positions, a sampling rate of
500 Hz will be used.
You studied the flattop-sampled signal in Laboratory 2, and saw that while its pulses
varied in amplitude, they always appeared at the start of the sampling period T, and had a
constant duration r. Flattop sampling is one implementation of pulse-amplitude modulation
(natural sampling is the other). In this laboratory, the familiar characteristics of the pulse-
amplitude modulated (PAM) signal will be compared to characteristics of the pulse-width
and pulse-position modulated signals.
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Press return to continue.
Plot 1: Observe the PAM signal (d = 0.5) plotted over the message
signal.




Lik PAM signals, pulse-width modulated (PWM) signal pulses begin with the
sampling period T. Pulse amplitudes are constant, while their widths vary, based on the
amplitude of the message signal at each pulse beginning. To facilitate this variation in pulse
width, the maximum pulse duration is expressed as a fraction of the sampling period T. The
signal you will observe has a maximum pulse duration of 0.8, meaning that the widest
pulse that co ulo occur would be 0.8 of the sampling period T in duration, where maximum
,ignal amplitude fell at the beginning of a pulse. The most narrow pulse would occur where
the minimum signal amplitude fell at the beginning of a pulse.
Question 2: The maximum signal amplitude of s Is 8.8, the modulation rate
is 500 Hz, and the maximum pulse duration is 0.8 of the
sampling period. Calculate the duration in seconds of the
widest pulse that could occur for its PWM signal.
Question 3: The zero crossings in this signal occur halfway between the
minimum and maximum signal values. Calculate the pulse
duration in seconds for a PWM pulse that occurs at the
beginning of a zero crossing.
Press return to continue.
Plot 2: Observe the PWM (maximum pulse duration = 0.8) signal
plotted over the message signal.
The maximum signal amplitude in s occurs at 0.028 seconds; a
zero crossing occurs at 0.03 seconds. Verify your answers to
Questions 2 and 3.
Label the duration of each of these pulses on the plot.
A pulse-position modulated signal, like a pulse-amplitude modulated signal, has a
constant duration z. However, the pulse beginnings vary in location within the sampling
priod T. Most PPM systems vary pulse position from the middle of the sampling period T.
Negative signal amplitudes cause the pulse to shift left; positive signal amplitudes cause the
pulse to shift right.
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The function "pulspos.m" transmits signal information via the amount of the pulse
offset from the beginning of the sampling period. To allow for larger variations in the pulse
offset, the pulse duration t is kept small. The PPM signal you will observe has a duty cycle
of 0.1; thus the largest pulse offset that could occur would be 0.9 of the sampling period
T, observed at the maximum signal amplitude. No pulse offset occurs at the minimm
signal amplitude.
In the following plot, the sampling period T is defined by the grid imposed over the
plot.
Press return to continue.
Plot 3: Observe the pulse-position modulated signal (d = 0.1) plotted
over the message signal. Note the pulse positions at the signal
maximum (0.028 seconds), signal minimum (0.032 seconds),
and zero crossing (0.03 seconds) values.
Part 2-Observe the differences in the frequency domain for the three
types of modulation
A. Generating the spectra
The one-sided spectrum of each modulated signal is produced using the function
"spectral.m."
Press return to continue.
Plot 4: Observe the spectrum of the message signal.
Label the Hz values of the baseband signal frequencies.
Plot 5: Observe the spectrum of the PAM signal.
La! the Hz value of the sampling frequency (fs).
Press return to continue.
Plot 6: Observe the spectrum of the PWM signal.
Label the Hz value of the sampling frequency (fh).
Plot 7: Observe the spectrum of the PPM signal.
Label the Hz value of the sampling frequency (fs).
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B. Calculating baseband bandwidth
Recall that while PAM signals have a baseband bandwidth of approximately 0.5k,
PPM and PWM signals have larger baseband bandwidths, approximately 0.5/risetime.
Consider the risetime of the pulses in your modulated signals to be equal to the step size in
the time vector
Question 4: Using the above approximations, calculate the baseband
bandwidths for the PAM, PWM and PPM signals. Do these
values reflect what you observe In the spectral plots? Note any
discrepancies.




EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 4
Analog-to-Digital Conversion and Digital Encoding
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
The m-file for this laboratory is "lab4scr.m." It may be helpful to print the m-file for
reference before running the script.
Part 1--Observe the quantization process and the effect of quantization
noise
A. Generating the signal
You will be observing the quantization process on the following message signal:
t--0:.0001:1; %time vector to one second
s=5*cos(2*pi*50*t)+4*cos(2*pi*90*t); %signal
The function"quantize.m" is used both to set the characteristic for a bipolar
quantization system, and to quantize input signals. You will first be observing a 5-bit
bipolar offset converter that will quantize signals at values between -10 and + 10 volts.
B. Evaluate the converter
Run the script "lab4scr.m."
Plot 1: Observe the quantization characteristic for the converter.
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Question 1: Calculate the following values relating to the quantization
characteristic for this system:




Would you describe this quantizer as "mid-step," or "mid-
tread"?
C. Compare the sampled and quantized signals
Signals are typically sampled prior to quantizing."Flattop.m" is used to sample the
signal at a rate of 200 Hz with a duty cycle of 0.5.
Press return to continue.
Plot 2: Observe the sampled signal plotted over the message signal.
The signal is then quantized at the same rate, 200 Hz. The quantized signal is
assigned a bin number for each sample. Bin numbers for this quantized signal range from 0
to 31.
Plot 3: Observe the quantized signal plotted over the sampled signal.
From the command window, obtain the voltage value for each
level of the converter ("quanch..y"), and the bin numbers for
the first 6 samples In the plot ("binjiums").
Question 2: List the amplitude ("voltage") of the quantized signal in each
of the first 6 sampling periods.
D. Measuring the quantization noise
The difference between the message signal and the quantized signal is referred to as
"quantization noise"-noise introduced by the quantization process. The function "sinrm"
returns the signal to noise ratio, measured in dB.
Press return to continue.
Plot 4: Observe the quantized signal plotted over the message signal.
Question 3: From Plot 4, obtain the value of the signal-to-noise ratio for
the quantized signal. Record this value.
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Part 2-Observe the process of PCM (pulse code modulation) encoding
A. Generating a binary-encoded signal
The function "encode.m" is used to convert "bin..ums," the vector returned from
"quantizemi" containing the quantization levels, to "codedsig," a bitstrean of l's and O's.
The vector "codedsig" is passed to the functions "nrzluni.m," "rzunim," and
"manchest.m" which translate the bitstream into PCM signals.
In order for these PCM-encoded signals to transmit information at the same rate as the
sampled signal, the bit rate of the PCM signals must be fm vim as high as the sampling
rate (1000 vice 200) in order to efficiently transmit the five bits (elements) used in the
encoding scheme.
One-sided spectral plots are generated using the function "spectralm."
B. Generating a non-return-to-zero level (NRZL) unipolar coded signal
Press return to continue.
Plot 5: Observe the NRZL unipolar coded signal plotted over the
quantized signal.
Plot 6: Observe an expanded view of the first two words of the NRZL
unipolar coded signal.
Label the bit values (0 or 1) in these two words. (Refer to
"bin,_ums" for the base 10 values.)
Press return to continue.
Plot 7: Observe the NRZL unipolar coded signal spectrum. Note the
DC value present in the spectrum.
C. Generating a return-to-zero level (RZL) unipolar coded signal
Press return to continue.
Plot 8: Observe the RZL unipolar coded signal plotted over the
quantized signal.
Plot 9: Observe an expanded view of the third and fourth words of the
RZL unipolar coded signal.
La the bit values (0 or 1) in these two words.
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Press return to continue.
Plot 10: Observe the RZL unipolar coded signal spectrum.
D. Generating a manchester coded signal
Press return to continue.
Plot 11: Observe the manchester coded signal plotted over the quantized
signal.
Plot 12: Observe an expanded view of the fifth and sixth words of the
manchester coded signal.
LAW the bit values (0 or 1) in these two words.
Press return to continue.
Plot 13: Observe the manchester coded signal spectrum. Note the
absence of DC value present In the spectrum.
Question 4: From the command window, obtain the first 30 values of
"codedsig." Record these values. Is this bit pattern reflected
on Plots 6, 9, and 12?
Press return to continue.





E. Estimate bandwidth for the PCM signals
The minimum theoretical PCM bandwidth for sinc-shaped pulses is B*N, the
baseband message signal bandwidth times the number of elements(bits). Rectangular
pulses theoretically require an infinite bandwidth, but can be estimated based on c, the
pulse duration:
B = 0.5/k
The value of t depends on the PCM encoding scheme employed. For NRZL coded
signals, t is equal to the bit duration. For RZL and manchester coded signals, - is equal to
1/2 of the bit duration.
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Question 6: Calculate the approximate baseband bandwidth for the PCM
signals:
NRZL unipolar coded signal
RZL and manchester coded signals
Do these values reflect what you observe in the spectral plots?
Part 3-Observe the effects of companding on the quantization process
A. Generating a signal
The effects of the companding process will be observed upon the following signal:




Press return to continue.
Plot 14: Observe the plot of the message signal. Notice the low-level
signal activity.
B. Sampling and quantizing the signal (without companding)
The signal is sampled using "flattop.m" at a rate of 1500 Hz with a duty cycle of 0.5.
Press return to continue.
Plot 14: Observe the sampled signal plotted over the message signal.
This sampled signal is quantized using the function "quantuni.m." This unipolar
quantizing function accepts signals between 0 and 10 volts, and uses runcation rather than
rounding. The characteristic of a 3-bit binary converter is achieved by passing in two
symbols and three elements, resulting in 8 levels. The function "snr m" is used to calculate
the signal to noise ratio.
Plot IS: Observe the quantized signal plotted over the sampled signal.
Notice the changes In the signal level that are not captured by
the converter.
Press return to continue.
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Plot 16: Observe the message signal plotted over the quantized signal.
Question 7: From Plot 16, obtain the value of the signal-to-noise ratio for
the quantized signal. Record this value.
C. Compare compression characteristics for values of mu
Companding (the process of compressing, then expanding) improves the quantization
process by proportioning signals that spend most of the time in the lower range of the
dynamic range. The functions "compress•m" and "expand.m" simulate a mu-255
compander. Values of mu range from Ito 255.
"Compress.m" will be used to compress the signal two separate times.
Press return to continue.
Plot 17: Observe the plot of the message signal, compressed with a
value of mu = 255.
Plot 18: Observe the plot of the message signal, compressed with a
value of mu = 10.
Question 8: What is the effect of compression on the signal?
D. Sampling and quantizing the compressed signal
The compressed signal (mu = 10) is sampled at a rate of 1500 Hz with a duty cycle of0.5.
Press return to continue.
Plot 19: Observe the sampled compressed signal plotted over the
compressed message signal.
The sampled compressed signal is quantized at a rate of 1500 Hz, again using thech of a 3-bit converter
Plot 20: Observe the quantized compressed signal plotted over the
sampled compressed signal.
E. Expanding the quantized compressed signal
The function "expand.m" is used to expand the quantized compressed signal.
Press return to continue.
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Plot 21: Observe the companded signal plotted over the message signal.
Question 9: From Plot 21, obtain the value of the signal-to-noise ratio for
the companded signal. Record this value and compare it to the
ratio obtained in Question 7. Did the companding process
reduce the amount of quantization noise?
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EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 5
Amplitude Modulation Double Sideband (AM DSB)
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
The m-file for this laboratory is "lab5scr.m." It may be helpful to print the m-file for
reference before running the script.
Part 1--Observe the double sideband amplitude modulation (AM DSB)
process using a single-tone input
A. Generating the signal and spectrum
You will be observing the AM DSB process on the following single-tone message
signal:
t--O:.0001:1; %time vector to one second
s=15*cos(2*pi* 150*t); %single-tone signal
Parseval's theorem states that average signal power can be calculated in either the time
or the frequency domain. The following formula applies to calculation in the time domain:
P=A0 2 -+ (AN +BN2)
"2 N=I
Peak power is calculated as follows:
2
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Run the script "lab5scr.m."
Plot 1: Observe the message signal.
"Spectral.m" is used to generate spectra-
Plot 2: Observe the spectrum of the message signal.
Label the following values:
Hz value of the spectral component
amplitude of the spectral component
baseband signal bandwidth in Hz
B. Observe the single-tone AM DSB signal
The message signal is modulated by multiplying it with a cosine with a carrier
frequency of 2000 Hz.
Peak power for the AM DSB signal is calculated as before:
pp = AP_
2
Average power for the AM DSB signal is obtained using by adding the power
produced by each of the two components, resulting in
A 2
4





Press return to continue.
Plot 3: Observe the plot of the AM DSB signal.
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Plot 4: Observe an expanded view of the AM DSB signal.
Label the phase shifts shown in this portion of the signal.
C. Wrify the power and bandwidth of the AM DSB signal
Average power was calculated in the time domain; it will be verified in the frequency
domain. The function "psd.m" is used to generate the power spectral density of the
modulated signal. Thc power levels associated with each frequency are added using the
"sum" command to produce average signal power.
Press return to wontiime.
Plot 5: Observe the AM DSB signal spectrum.
Label the following values:
amplitude of each spectral component
Hz value of each spectral component
transmission bandwidth In Hz
Plot 6: Observe the AM DSB power spectral density.
Question 3: From Plot 6, obtain the values representing peak and average
power for the signal-tone signal, and record them.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power agree with the
computer-generated values and spectrum?
D. Observe the recovery of the AM DSB signal
AM DSB signals are recovered using a three-step process:
1) Modulate the DSB signal by the carrier (called "demodulation")
2) Use a lowpass filter to recover the signal frequencies in the
baseband
3) Multiply by a factor of 2 to restore signal amplitude
The function 'Wrcoverm.m" is used to lowpass-filter the baseband frequencies with a
cutoff frequency of 160 Hz. In this "perfect system," you will observe an almost perfect
recovery.
Question 4: Why Is coherent detection (detection using the carrier)
necessary for an AM DSB signal?
Press return to continue.
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Plot 7: Observe the demodulated AM DSB signal (prior to filtering).
Plot 8: Observe the AM DSB recovered signal plotted over the
message signal.
Press return to continue.
Plot 9: Observe the recovered amplified AM DSB signal plotted over
the message signal.
Press return to continue.
"Cmplxenv.m" is used to perform an envelope-detection on the AM DSB signal,
demonstrating the result of using an inappropriate detection method.
Plot 9: Observe the expanded view of the AM DSB signal and message
signal.
Press return to view the envelope-detected signal.
Part 2-Observe the double sideband amplitude modulation (AM DSB)
process using a multi-tone input
A. Generating the signal and spectrum
Next you will be observing the AM DSB process on the following multi-tone
message signal:
s=10*cos(2*pi*350*t)+12*cos(2*pi*220*t)+20*cos(2*pi*100*t); %multi-tone signal
Press return to continue.
Plot 10: Observe the multi-tone message signal.
Plot 11: Observe the spectrum of the message signal.
Label the following values for the message signal:
Hz value of each spectral component
amplitude of each spectral component
baseband bandwidth in Hz
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B. Observe the multi-tone AM DSB signal and spectrum
The message signal is again modulated by multiplying it with a cosine with a carrier
frequency of 2000 Hz.
Press return to continue.
Plot 12: Observe the plot of the AM DSB signal.
Plot 13: Observe an expanded view of the AM DSB signal.
Label the phase shifts shown In this portion of the signal
Press return to continue.
Plot 14: Observe the AM DSB signal spectrum.
Label the following values:
Hz value of each spectral component
amplitude of each spectral component
transmission bandwidth in Hz
C. Observe the recovery of the AM DSB signal
The three-step recovery process is repeated to recover the multi-tone AM DSB s nal
The ideal lowpass filter has a cutoff frequency of 360 Hz.
Press return to continue.
Plot 15: Observe the demodulated AM DSB signal (prior to filtering).
Plot 16: Observe the AM DSB recovered signal plotted over the
message signal.
Press return to continue.
Plot 16: Observe the recovered amplified AM DSB signal plotted over
the message signal.
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EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 6
Amplitude Modulation Single Sideband (AM SSB)
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
The in-file for this laboratory is "lab6scr.m." It may be helpful to print the m-file for
reference before running the script.
Part 1-Observe the single sideband amplitude modulation (AM SSB)
process using a single-tone input
A. Generating the signal and spectrum
You will be observing the AM SSB process on the following single-tone message
signal:
t=O:.001:l; %time vector to one second
s=15*cos(2*pi* 130*t); %single-tone signal
Parseval's theorem states that average signal power can be calculated in either the time
or the frequency domain. The following formula applies to calculation in the time domain:
P=A 0 2 +iy(AN2 +BN2)
N=1
Peak power is calculated as follows:
A2pp = A P_.._
2
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Run the script "lab6scr.m."
Plot 1: Observe the message signal.
"Spectral.m" is used to generate spectra.
Plot 2: Observe the spectrum of the message signal.
Label the following values for the message signal:
Hz value of the spectral component
amplitude of the spectral component
baseband signal bandwidth in Hz
B. Observe the single-tone AM SSB signals and spectra
Single sideband modulation could be accomplished, in theory, by double sideband
modulation followed by filtering of unwanted frequencies. In practice, however, retaining
one sideband while rejecting the other is a complex procedure. In this laboratory, a Hilbert
transform, simulated by the function "hilbert.m" will be used to apply a 900 phase shift to
the signal, cancelling either the upper or lower sideband.
"Hilbert.m" is called by the function "'ssb.m," which is used to generate the lower
and upper sideband signals at a carrier frequency of 3000 Hz.
Peak power for the AM SSB signal is calculated as before:
2
Average power for the AM SSB signal is calculated as follows:
A2
2
An examination of the AM SSB signal plots will confirm that the signal maximum in
an AM SSB signal is half of the signal maximum in its message signaL
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Press return to continue.
Plot 3: Observe the plot of the AM lower sideband (LSB) signal.
Plot 4: Observe an expanded view of the AM LSB and message
signals.
Press return to continue.
Plot 5: Observe the plot of the AM upper sideband (USB) signal.
Plot 6: Observe an expanded view of the AM USB and message
signals.
C. Verify the power and bandwidth of the AM SSB signals
Average power was calculated in the time domain; it will be verified in the frequency
domain. The function 'psd.m" is used to generate the power spectral density of the
modulated signals. The power levels associated with each frequency are added using the
"sum" command to produce average signal power
Press return to continue.
Plot 7: Observe the AM LSB signal spectrum.
Label the following values:
amplitude of each spectral component
Hz value of each spectral component
bandwidth in Hz
Plot 8: Observe the AM USB signal spectrum.
Label the following values:
amplitude of each spectral component
Hz value 1, each spectral component
bandwidth in Hz
Press return to continue.
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Plot 9: Observe the AM LSB power spectral density.
Plot 10: Observe the AM USB power spectral density.
Question 3: From Plots 9 and 10, obtain the values representing peak and
average power for the signal-tone signal, and record them.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power agree with the
computer-generated values and spectrum?
D. Observe the recovery of the AM SSB signals
AM SSB signals are recovered using a three-step process:
1) Modulate the SSB signal by the carrier (called "demodulation")b•2) Use a lowpass fIlter to recover the signal frequencies in the
bband
3) Multiply by a factor of 4 to restore signal amplitude
SThe function "recoverm.m" is used to lowpass-filter the baseband frequencies with a
utoff frequency of 150 Hz. In this "perfect system:" you will observe an almost perfect
ecovery.
Press return to continue.
/ Plot U: Observe the demodulated AM LSB signal (prior to filtering).
/ Plot 12: Observe the demodulated AM USB signal (prior to filtering).
Press return to continue.
Plot 13: Observe the AM LSB recovered signal plotted over the
message signal.
Press return to continue.
Plot 13: Observe the recovered amplified AM LSB signal plotted over
the message signal.
Plot 14: Observe the AM USB recovered signal plotted over the
message signal.
Press return to continue.
Plot 14: Observe the recovered amplified AM USB signal plotted over
the message signal.
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Part 2-Observe the AM SSB process using a multi-tone input
A. Generating the signal and spectrum
Next you will be observing the AM SSB process on the following multi-tone
message signal:
sp5*cos(2*pi*400*t)+12*cos(2*pi*230*t)+20*cos(2*pi*170*t); %multi-tone signal
Press return to continue.
Plot 15: Observe the message signal.
Plot 16: Observe the spectrum of the message signal.
Label the following values for the message signal:
Hz value of each spectral component
amplitude of each spectral component
baseband bandwidth In Hz
B. Observe the multi-tone AM SSB signals and spectra
The message signal is modulated by the function "ssb.m" at carrier frequency of
3000 Hz.
Press return to continue.
Plot 17: Observe the plot of the AM LSB signal.
Plot 18: Observe an expanded view of the AM LSB and message
signals.
Press return to continue.
Plot 19: Observe the plot of the AM USB signal.
Plot 20: Observe an expanded view of the AM USB and message
signals.
Press return to continue.
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Plot 21: Observe the AM LSB signal spectrum.
Lahel the following values:
Hz value of each spectral component
amplitude of each spectral component
bandwidth In Hlz
Plot 22: Observe the AM USB signal spectrum.
Label the following values:
Hz value of each spectral component
amplitude of each spectral component
bandwidth in Hz
C. Observe the recovery of the AM SSB signals
The three-step recovery process is repeated to recover the multi-tone AM SSB
signals. The ideal lowpass filter has a cutoff frequency of 420 Hz.
Press return to continue.
Plot 23: Observe the demodulated AM LSB signal (prior to filtering).
Plot 24: Observe the AM LSB recovered signal plotted over the
message signal.
Press return to continue.
Plot 24: Observe the recovered amplified AM LSB signal plotted over
the message signal.
Press return to continue.
Plot 25: Observe the demodulated AM USB signal (prior to filtering).
Plot 26: Observe the AM USB recovered signal plotted over the
message signal.
Press return to continue.
Plot 26: Observe the recovered amplified AM USB signal plotted over
the message signal.




EQ 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 7
Conventional Amplitude Modulation
(Conventional AM)
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MAThAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
The m-file for this laboratory is "lab7scr.m." It may be helpful to print the m-file for
reference before running the script.
Part 1-Observe the conventional amplitude modulation (conventional
AM) process using a single-tone input
A. Generating the signal and spectrum
You will be observing the conventional process on the following single-tone message
signal:
t--O:O.O001:l; %time vector to one second
s=cos(2*pi* 150*t); %single-tone signal
Parseval's theorem states that average signal power can be calculated in either the time
or the frequency domain. The following formula applies to calculation in the time domain:
P=A 02 +-I(AN2 +BN2)
"
2 N=1
Peak power is calculated as follows:
A2PP = AP_
2
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Run the script "lab7scr.m."
Plot 1: Observe the message signal.
"Spectral.m" is used to generate spectra.
Plot 2: Observe the spectrum of the message signal.
Labe the following values for the message signal:
Hz value of the spectral component
amplitude of the spectral component
baseband signal bandwidth in Hz
B. Observe the conventional AM signal and spectrum
The function "conv-am.m" is used to normalize the message signal and modulate itwith a carrier frequency of 2000 Hz and a modulation index of 0.8. Notice that this
message signal has an amplitude of I (normalization unnecessary).
Peak power for the single-tone conventional AM signal is calculated as follows:
pp = (1 + M)2 Pc
where P, is the average power of the carrier.
Average power for the single-tone conventional AM signal is calculated as follows:
P- 1+M C
where P. is the average power of the carrier
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Press return to continue.
Plot 3: Observe the plot of the conventional AM signal.
Amplitude of the spectral components in the sidebands of the conventional AM signal
can be calculated as
mA/2
where m is the modulation index and A is the amplitude of the signal tone. The amplitude
of the spectral component representing the carrier is equal to the amplitude of the carder.
Plot 4: Observe the conventional AM signal spectrum.
Label the following values:
amplitude of each spectral component
Hz value of each spectral component
bandwidth in Hz
C. Verify the power and bandwidth of the conventional AM signal
Average power was calculated in the time domain; it will be verified in the frequency
domain. The function "psd.m" is used to generate the power spectral density of the
modulated signal. The power levels associated with each frequency are added using the
"sum" command to produce average signal power.
Press return to continue.
Plot 5: Observe the single-tone conventional AM power spectral
density.
Question 3: From Plot 5, obtain the values representing peak and average
power for the single-tone conventional AM signal, and record
them.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power agree with the
computer-generated values and spectrum?
The power contained in the carrier of a conventional AM signal is sometimes referred
to as "wasted" because it conveys no information from sender to receiver.
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Question 4: Refer to Plot 5 and estimate the percentage of power contained
in the carrier. What might be an advantage of having this
amount of power transmitted in the carrier as opposed to
transmission in the sidebands?
D. Observe the recovery and detection of the single-tone conventional AM signal
Conventional AM signals are recovered via use of a bandpass filter and envelope
detector
The function "recoverm.m" is used to bandpass-filter the signal between the
frequencies of 1800 and 2200 Hz. Filtering is followed by envelope detection. The
function "envelope.mr' detects the complex magnitude of the conventional AM signal,
producing a highly accurate envelope detection.
Press return to continue.
Plot 6: Observe an expanded view of the envelope-detected signal
plotted over the conventional AM signal.
The DC value is subtracted from the detected signal, which is then divided by the
modulation index "in."
Plot 7: Observe an expanded view of the modified envelope-detected
signal.
Press return to view the message signal.
Part 2-Observe the effect of overmodulating the conventional AM signal
A. Observe the overmodulated conventional AM signal
The function "cony_am.m" is used to overmodulated the single-tone signal at a carrier
frequency of 2000 Hz and a modulation index of 1.5.
Press return to continue.
Plot 8: Observe the single-tone overmodulated conventional AM
signnl.
Plot 9: Observe the spectrum of the single-tone overmodulated
conventional AM signal.
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B. Observe the effect of overmodulation on signal recovery
Question 5: What result of overmodulation prevents the use of an envelope
detector for the conventional AM signal?
Question 6: What type of detection is needed for an overmodulated
conventional AM signal? Why?
The function 'recoverm.m" is used to bandpass-filter the signal between the
frlequencies of 1800 and 2200 Hz, followed by envelope detection.
Press return to continue.
Plot 10: Observe an expanded view of the envelope-detected signal
plotted over the overmodulated conventional AM signal.
The DC value is subtracted from the detected signal, which is then divided by the
modulation index "m."
Plot 11: Observe an expanded view of the modified overmodulated
envelope-detected signal.
Press return to view the message signal.
Label the recovered signal.
Part 3-Observe the conventional AM process using a multi-tone input
A. Generating the signal and spectrum
Next you will be observing the conventional AM process on the following multi-tone
message signal:
s=5*cos(2*pi*100*t)+4*cos(2*pi*300*t)+3*cos(2*pi*400*t); %multi-tone signal
Press return to continue.
Plot 12: Observe the message signal.
Plot 13: Observe the spectrum of the message signal.
Label the following values for the message signal:
Hz value of each spectral component
baseband bandwidth in Hz
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B. Observe the multi-tone conventional AM signal and spectrum
The function "conv_am.m" is used to normalize the message signal and modulate it
with a carrier frequency of 2000 Hz and a modulation index of 0.5.
Press return to continue.
Plot 14: Observe the plot of the multi-tone conventional AM signal.
Plot 15: Observe the spectrum of the multi-tone conventional AM
signal.
Label the following val ies:
Hz value of each spectral component
bandwidth in Hz
C. Observe the recovery and detection of the multi-tone conventional AM signal
The conventional AM signal is bandpass-filtered between the frequencies of 1500 and
2500 Hz using the function "recoverm.m," followed by envelope detection using
"envelope.m."
Press return to continue.
Plot 16: Observe an expanded view of the envelope-detected signal
plotted over the multi-tone conventional AM signal.
The DC value is subtracted from the detected signal, which is then divided by the
modulation index "m."
Plot 17: Observe an expanded view of the modified envelope-detected
multi-tone signal.
Press return to view the message signal.




EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 8
Frequency Modulation (FM)
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
The m-file for this laboratory is "lab8scr.m." It may be helpful to print the m-file for
reference before running the script.
Part 1--Observe the FM modulation process for single-tone input
A. Calculate theoretical average power, peak power, and bandwidth for the single-tone
message signal
You will be observing the frequency modulation (FM) process on the following
signal:
t=0:0.0001:1; %time vector to 1 second
s=15*cos(2*pi*50*t); %single-tone signal
Parseval's theorem states that average signal power can be calculated in either the time
or the frequency domain. The following formula applies to calculation in the time domain:
1 00P=A 02 +-Y(AN2 +BN2)
N=1
Peak power is calculated as follows:
2
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B. Observe the single-tone message signal and its spectrum
Run the script "lab8scr.m."
Plot 1: Observe the single-tone message signal.
"Spectral.m" is used to generate one-sided spectra.
Plot 2: Observe the spectrum of the single-tone message signal.
Label the following values for the message signal:
Hz value of the spectral component
amplitude of the spectral component
baseband signal bandwidth in Hz
C. Observe the process of FM modulation
The function 'fm_mod.m" is used to frequency modulate the message signal at a
carrier frequency of 1000 Hz and B (beta) equal to 1. (When B is specified, Af is returned,
and vice versa.) The amplitude of the returned FM signal is set at 15.




The average power of the FM signal is calculated as follows:
P=A2 /2
Recall that B and Af are related in that B f. = Af. There are three cases for estimating
transmission bandwidth, depending on the value of B:
for B8< 0.25 BT-2fm (narrowband FM)
for 2.55 <B < 10 BT- 2 (1 + B) fm (Carson's rule)
for B > 10 BT = 2 8 fm (wideband FM)
where fm is the frequency of the message signal.
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Question 2: Predict the following values for the single-tone FM signal:
peak power
average power
maximum frequency deviation Al
transmission bandwidth
Press return to continue.
Plot 3: Observe an expanded view of the FM signal plotted over the
message signal. Notice the frequency behavior of the FM
signal at high and low amplitudes of the message signal.
D. Observe the spectrum of the FM signal
Press return to continue.
Plot 4: Observe the spectrum of the single-tone FM signal.
Label the carrier frequency and the transmission bandwidth.
Label Al to each side of the carrier frequency.
Question 3: What is the distance between the sidebands in the FM spectrum
shown in Plot 4?
E. Verify the power and bandwidth of the FM signal
Average power was calculated in the time domain; it will be verified in the frequency
domain. The function "psd.m" is used to generate the power spectral density of the
modulated signal. The power levels associated with each frequency are added using the
"sum" command to produce average signal power
Plot 5: Observe the single-tone power spectral density.
Question 4: From Plot 5, obtain the values representing peak and average
power.
Do your theoretical calculations for bandwidth and power
agree with the computer-generated values?
Question 5: Consult a table of values for Bessel functions (or use the
MATLAB "bessel" function). Calculate the amplitude for the
spectral components shown in the FM spectrum in Plot 4 for n
= 0 through 6. List each frequency by its Hz value and
sideband number n. Values should be consistent with the
amplitudes shown for power spectral density in Plot 5.
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F. Control the bandwidth of the FM signal by varying 6
The bandwidth of an FM signal can be controlled by fxing either B or Af. The single-
tone message signal will be frequency modulated four times with a carrier frequency of
2500 Hz, using the following four values of B: 0.1, 1, 5, and 20.
Question 6: Calculate the maximum frequency deviation Af associated with





Question 7: Predict the transmission bandwidth for each of the FM signals
referred to in Question 6.
Press return to continue.
Plot 6: Observe the spectrum of the FM signal for 6 = 0.1.
Label the spectrum with the transmission bandwidth calculated
in Question 7.
Plot 7: Observe the spectrum of the FM signal for B = 1.
LabeLthe spectrum with the transmission bandwidth calculated
In Question 7.
Press return to continue.
Plot 8: Observe the spectrum of the FM signal for B = 5.
LabeLthe spectrum with the transmission bandwidth calculated
In Question 7.
Plot 9: Observe the spectrum of the FM signal for B = 10.
LabeLthe spectrum with the transmission bandwidth calculated
in Question 7.
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Part 2--Observe the FM modulation process for multi-tone input
A. Calculate theoretical average power, peak power, and bandwidth for the multi-tone
message signal
You will next be observing the frequency modulation (FM) process on the following
signal:
s=8*cos(2*pi*75*t)+12*cos(2*pi*25*t); %multi-tone signal





B. Observe the multi-tone message signal and its spectrum
Plot 10: Observe the multi-tone message signal.
Plot 11: Observe the spectrum of the multi-tone message signal.
Label the following values for the message signal:
Hz value of the spectral components
amplitude of the spectral components
baseband signal bandwidth in Hz
C. Observe the process of FM modulation
The function "fmrmod.m" is used to frequency moe4ate the message signal at a
carrier frequency of 1500 Hz and B (beta) eqial to 1. The amplitude of the returned FMsignal is set at 20. When working with multi-tone signals, f. is considered to be equal to
the highest frequency in the message signal.
Question 9: Predict the following values for the multi-tone FM signal:
peak power
average power
maximum frequency deviation Af
transmission bandwidth
Press return to continue.
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Plot 12: Observe an expanded view of the FM signal plotted over the
message signal. Notice the frequency behavior of the FM
signal at high and low amplitudes of the message signal.
D. Observe the spectrum of the FM signal
Press return to continue.
Plot 13: Observe the spectrum of the multi-tone FM signal.
Label the carrier frequency and the transmission bandwidth.
Question 10: What Is the distance between the sidebands in the FM
spectrum shown in Plot 13?
E. Verify the power and bandwidth of the FM signal
Average power is verified in the frequency domain using the function "psdm" to
generate the power spectral density of the modulated signal. The power levels associated
with each frequency are added using the "sum" command to produce average signal power
Plot 14: Observe the multi-tone power spectral density.
Question 11: From Plot 14, obtain the values representing peak and average
power.
Do your theoretical calculations for bandwidth and power
agree with the computer-generated values?
F. Control the bandwidth of the FM signal by varying Af
The multi-tone message signal will be fr- •.-y modulated four times with a carrier
frequency of 2500 Hz, using the following fo ces of Af: 25, 100,500, and 1000.






Question 13: Predict the transmission bandwidth for each of the FM signals
referred to In Question 12.
Press return to continue.
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Plot 15: Observe the spectrum of the FM signal for Af = 25.
LabIe the spectrum with the transmission bandwidth calculated
in Question 13.
Plot 16: Observe the spectrum of the FM signal for Af = 100.
Label the spectrum with the transmission bandwidth calculated
in Question 13.
Press return to continue.
Plot 17: Observe the spectrum of the FM signal for Af = 500.
Label the spectrum with the transmission bandwidth calculated
in Question 13.
Plot 18: Observe the spectrum of the FM signal for Af = 1000.
Label the spectrum with the transmission bandwidth calculated
in Question 13.
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EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 9
Radio Frequency Digital Modulation Methods
(ASK, FSK, BPSK, and QPSK)
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
The m-file for this laboratory is "lab9scr.m." It may be helpful to print the m-file for
reference before running the script.
Part 1-Observe the process of amplitude shift keying (ASK) and
coherent detection
A. Generating the digital message signal
Digital signals in this laboratory are generated using the "random" command in
MATLAB; four new digital signals are generated each time the script is run.
ASK signals require a unipolar digital signal. The function "nrzluni.m" is used to
generate a NRZL unipolar digital signal at a bit rate of 100 bits per second.
Question 1: Calculate the bit duration c for this signal.
From the command window, obtain the values of the first 10
bits in the bitstream. Record these values.
Run the script "iab9scr.m."
Plot 1: Observe the NRZL unipolar digital message signal, with a bit
rate of 100 bits per second.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the first 10 bits, and the bit
duration r.
"Spectral.m" is used to generate one-sided spectra. Recall that a "coarse"
approximation for baseband bandwidth of a digital signal is 0.5/.
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Question 2: Calculate the approximate baseband bandwidth of the NRZL
unipolar digital message signal.
Plot 2: Observe the spectrum of the NRZL unipolar digital message
signal.
Label the baseband bandwidth in Hz.
B. Generating the ASK signal
The digital message signal is modulated by a cosine with a carrier frequency of 800Hz.
Press return to continue.
Plot 3: Observe the ASK signal at a carrier frequency of 800 Hz.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the bits shown.
Question 3: Why is ASK modulation often referred to as "on-off keying"?
Plot 4: Observe the ASK signal spectrum.
Label the carrier frequency of the ASK signal.
C. Coherent detection of the ASK signal
The function "recover.m" is used to bandpass-filter the ASK signal between the
frequencies of 700 Hz and 900 Hz. The recovered signal is then multiplied by its carrier.
Question 4: Describe a noncoherent method of detection for this ASK
signal. Why will this method work for ASK?
Press return to continue.
Plot 5: Observe the spectrum of the demodulated ASK signal prior to
filtering.
The function "recoverm.m" is used to lowpass filter the signal at 100 Hz. The
recovered signal is then multiplied by a factor of 2 to restore its amplitude.
Plot 6: Observe the message signal plotted over the recovered ASK
signal.
Press return to observe the amplified recovered ASK signal.
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Part 2-Observe the process of frequency shift keying (FSK) and
coherent detection
A. Generating the digital message signal
The FSK signal can be based on either a unipolar or bipolar digital signal. The
function "nrzluni.m" is used to generate a unipolar digital message signal from a random
bitstream, at a bit rate of 100 bits per second.
Question 5: From the command window, obtain the values of the first 10
bits in the bitstream. Record these values.
Press return to continue.
Plot 7: Observe the NRZL unipolar digital message signal, with a bit
rate of 100 bits per second.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the first 10 bits, and the bit
duration r.
Plot 8: Observe the spectrum of the NRZL unipolar digital message
signal.
Label the baseband bandwidth in Hz.
B. Generating the FSK signal
The FSK signal is generated using the function "fsk.m." Within this function, the
bits representing l's are modulated at a frequency of 1500 Hz, and the bits representing O's
are modulated at a frequency of 500 Hz.
Press return to continue.
Plot 9: Observe the FSK signal at a carrier frequencies of 500 and
1500 Hz.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the bits shown.
Plot 10: Observe the FSK signal spectrum.
Label the two carrier frequencies of the FSK signal.
C. Coherent detection of the FSK signal
The function "recoverm.m" is used to bandpass filter the FSK signal between the
frequencies of 400 Hz and 1600 Hz. The recovered signal is multiplied twice, once by each
carrier signal.
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Press return to continue.
Plot 11: Observe the spectrum of the higher-frequency demodulated
signal, prior to filtering.
Press return to observe the spectrum of the lower-frequency
demodulated signal, prior to filtering.
The two signals are combined in the time domain by subtracting the lower frequency
signal from the higher frequency signal.
Plot 12: Observe the spectrum of the combined upper and lower
frequency signals, prior to filtering.
"Recoverm.m" is used to lowpass-filter the combined signal at 100 Hz. Notice that
the l's in the message signal are now represented by a positive value and the 0's are
represented by a negative value. The recovered signal is then multiplied by a factor of 2 to
restore its amplitude.
Press return to continue.
Plot 13: Observe the recovered FSK signal plotted over the message
signal.
Press return to observe the amplified recovered FSK signal.
Part 3-Observe the process of binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and
coherent detection
A. Generating the digital message signal
The BPSK signal is based on a bipolar digital signal. The function "nrzlbi.m" is used
to generate a bipolar digital message signal from a random bitstream, at a bit rate of 100 bits
per second.
Question 6: From the command window, obtain the values of the first 10
bits in the bitstream. Record these values.
Press return to continue.
Plot 14: Observe the NRZL bipolar digital message signal, with a bit
rate of 100 bits per second.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the first 10 bits, and the bit
duration x.
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Plot 15: Observe the spectrum of the NRZL bipolar digital message
signal.
Label the baseband bandwidth in Hz.
B. Generating the BPSK signal
The BPSK signal is generated by modulating the message signal with a cosine at a
carrier frequency of 800 Hz.
Press return to continue.
Plot 16: Observe the BPSK signal at a carrier frequency of 800 Hz.
Notice the phase shifts in the signal.
Press return to observe the message signal.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the bits shown.
Plot 17: Observe the BPSK signal spectrum.
Label the carrier frequency of the BPSK signal.
C. Coherent detection of the BPSK signal
The first step in coherent detection of the BPSK signal is to square the signal in the
time domain.
Press return to continue.
Plot 18: Observe the squared BPSK signal spectrum.
Question 7: What are the effects In the frequency domain of squaring the
BPSK signal?
The signal frequency is now twice the frequency desired. The function "freqjdiv.m"
is used to shift the frequency of the squared BPSK signal back to the carrier frequency of
800 Hz.
Plot 19: Observe the frequency-divided BPSK signal spectrum.
"Recoverm.m" is used to lowpass-filter the signal at 1000 Hz. In the time domain,
the recovered signal is multiplied by the received signal.
Press return to continue.
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Plot 20: Observe the spectrum of the recovered demodulated BPSK
signal, prior to filtering.
"Recoverm.m" is now used to lowpass-filter the signal at 100 Hz. The recovered
signal, which has a much higher amplitude than its message signal, is normalized by
dividing it by its maximum amplitude.
Plot 21: Observe the message signal plotted over the recovered
normalized signal.
Part 4-Observe the process of quadriphase shift keying (QPSK) and
coherent detection
A. Generating the digital message signal
The QPSK signal is based on a bipolar digital signal. The function "nrzlbi.m" is used
to generate a bipolar digital message signal from a random bitstream, at a bit rate of 100 bits
per second. (The first 8 bits are established in a pattern that will demonstrate the four types
of phase shifts present in the QPSK signal.)
Question 8: From the command window, obtain the values of the first 10
bits in the bitstream. Record these values.
Press return to continue.
Plot 22: Observe the NRZL bipolar digital message signal, with a bit
rate of 100 bits per second.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the first 10 bits, and the bit
duration v.
Plot 23: Observe the spectrum of the NRZL bipolar digital message
signal.
Label the baseband bandwidth in Hz.
B. Generating the QPSK signal
The first step in generating the QPSK signal is to split the signal by putting it through
a serial-to-parallel converter. One of the output signals is composed of the odd bits, the
other of the even bits. The bits in each output signal have a bii rate of half that of the input
signal.
Press return to continue.
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Plot 24: Observe the signal composed of odd bits.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the first 5 bits shown, and the bit
duration r.
Plot 25: Observe the signal composed of even bits.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the first 5 bits shown, and the bit
duration c.
Next, the signal composed of odd bits is modulated by a positive cosine with a carrier
frequency of 400 Hz. The signal composed of even bits is modulated by a negative sine
with a carrier frequency of 400 Hz.
Press return to continue.
Plot 26: Observe the modulated "odd-bit" signal. Notice the phase
shifts present.
Press return to observe the "odd-bit" signal.
Plot 27: Observe the modulated "even-bit" signal. Notice the phase
shifts present.
Press return to observe the "even-bit" signal.
The QPSK modulation process is completed by summing the two modulated signals
in the time domain.
Press return to continue.
Plot 28: Observe the QPSK signal.
Label the phase shifts present in the signal.
Plot 29: Observe the QPSK spectrum.
Label the carrier frequency of the QPSK signal.
C. Coherent detection of the QPSK signal
The first step in coherent detection of the QPSK signal is to generate two signals by
multiplying (demodulating) the QPSK signal in the time domain. Multiplication by a
positive cosine function at the carrier frequency of 400 Hz creates the "upper" odd-bit
signal. Multiplication by a negative sine function at the carrier frequency creates the 'lower"
even-bit signal..
Press return to continue.
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Plot 30: Observe the demodulated "upper" signal.
Press return to observe the demodulated "lower" signal.
Plot 31: Observe the demodulated "upper" signal spectrum, prior to
filtering.
Press return to observe the demodulated "lower" signal
spectrum, prior to filtering.
"Recoverm.m" is used to separately lowpass-filter and recover each signal, using a
cutoff frequency of 100 Hz.
Press return to continue.
Plot 32: Observe the odd-bit signal plotted over the recovered "upper"
signal.
Plot 33: Observe the even-bit signal plotted over the recovered "lower"
signal.
The final step in coherent QPSK detection is to join the signals using a parallel-to-
serial converter, performed by the function "par.ser.m." The bit rate of the output signal is
twice the bit rate of each of the input signals.
Press return to continue.
Plot 34: Observe the digital message signal plotted over the combined
"upper" and "lower" recovered signals.
Question 9: What is the chief advantage of quadriphase shift keying over
bipolar phase shift keying?
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APPENDIX B-COMPUTER-AIDED LABORATORY KEYS
EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 1 Key
Signal and Spectrum Generation
Question 1: Compare Plots 5 and 6. Why does Plot 6 display more
frequencies than Plot 5?
Answer. For signal s2 shown in Plot 5, the step size of 0.001 produced a one-sided
spectrum of only 500 Hz; for signal s4 shown in Plot 6, the step size of
0.0001 produced a one-sided spectrum of 5000 Hz.
Question 2: Given the spectral plot of a multi-tone signal, how could you
detemine the amplitudes and frequencies of each of the signal
tones?
Answer On a one-sided spectrum, the amplitude of each signal tone is plotted against
frequency in Hz. The amplitude of each signal tone could be found by
observing the amplitude of the spectral component. Frequencies could be
determined by observing the Hz values of the spectral components.
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lab lscr.m
%Computer-aided Lab I script for studlent use
%Computer-aided Lab 1 Signal and Spectrum Generation
%Part 1-Observe signal generation




%B. Generate a signal
sl=cos(2*pi* 10*t1); %single-tone signal
%multi-tone signal
s2--10*cos(2*pi*20*tl)+4*cos(2*pi*35*tl)+6*cos(2*pi*50*t1);,






























%Part 2--Observe spectrum generation
%A. Calling a function
[specl1,shortHzj=spectral(sI ,.OO 1); %generate spectrum for s2
%Plot 4
subplot(212),
plot(shortHz,specl) %plot spectrum of si





spec2=spectral(s2,.OOl); %generate spectrum for s2
%Plot 5
subplot(21 1),
plot(shortHz~sec2) %plot spectrum of s2
title(¶PIot 5 - spectrum of s2')
xlabelCfrequency in Hz')
ylabelCAmplitude')
(spec4,longHzj=spectWa(s4,.OOO1); %generate spectrum for s4
%Plot 6
subplot(2 12).
pboI(longHzAspec4) %plot spectrum of s4
titeCP7o 6 - spectrum of 94')
xlablml(requency in Hz')
ylabeWCAmpphtude')
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EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 2 Key
Sampling and Recovery




Answer. T = 1/fs => 1/1000 => 0.001 seconds
' = d * T => 0.5 * 0.001 => 0.0005 seconds





Answer. naturally-sampled - pulses follow the shape of the message signal
flattop-sampled - pulses have the amplitude of the message signal at the
pulse beginning, but remain flat over pulse duration
impulse-sampled - pulses are ideal impulses with the amplitude of the signal
Question 3: Describe the overall shape of each spectrum. Does each of the
spectral plots conform to your theoretical expectations? Note
any discrepancies.
Answer The naturally-sampled signal spectrum consists of groups of frequencies
which have a "sinc" shape to their envelope. The impulse-sampled signal
spectrum shows frequencies which have constant amplitudes. The flattop-
sampled signal spectrum shows frequencies that individually conform to the
"sine" envelope.
Naturally-sampled and flattop-sampled spectra are as expected, but the
amplitude of the spectral components in the impulse-sampled signal
spectrum should remain constant, not decline (due to the computer's
inability to generate a perfect impulse).
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Question 4: Calculate P,, for N = 1, N = 2, and N = 3.
Compare with the values shown on the spectral plot for natural
sampling.
Answer: For N = 1 PN = 0.3 18 3
ForN=2 PN= 0
ForN=3 PN=-0.1061
Values are consistent with those on the spectral plots. (Note that the absolute
values are plotted.)
Question 5: Calculate P. for f = 550, f = 700, and f = 880.
Compare with the values shown on the spectral plot for flattop
sampling.
Answer: For f = 550 PM . 0.4401
For f = 700 PN = 0.4 0 5 2
For f = 880 PN 0.3553
Values are consistent with those on the spectral plots.
Question 6: What is the minimum theoretical sampling frequency for the
message signal s?
Answer: > 2 * 450 Hz => > 900 Hz
Question 7: Compare the undersampled signal spectra in plot 12 to its
counterpart in plot 7. What is the effect of undersampling on
the spectrum? What is the effect of undersampling on the
signal recovery?
Answer. The replicas of the baseband message signal frequencies produced by
sampling overlap, and prevent proper recovery of the message signal (this
effect is called "aliasing").
Question 8: What is the effect of reducing the duty cycle on the sampled
signal baseband bandwidth?
Answer:. As the pulse width decreases, the sampled signal baseband bandwidth
increases, illustrating the trade-off between transmission power and
required bandwidth.
The decreased pulse width causes the pulse shapes to change more
frequently; thus higher frequencies are needed to capture the changes.
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Iab2scr. m
%Computer-aided Lab 2 script for student use
%Computer-aided Lab 2 Sampling and Recovery
WPart I--Observe the effects of sampling on the spectrum









subplot(21 1), %plot message and pulse train
plot(t(1 :400),s(1:400))












subplot(212), %plot naturally-sampled signal
plot(t(l:.400)jnatsigl(1:400))
title('Pko 2 - naturally-sampled signal')
labe(71'me')
ylabelCAmplitude')









subplot(21 1), %plot message and impulse train
pknt(1:400),[s(1:400);imptrn(1:400)])




subplot(2 12), %plot impulse-sampled signal
plot(t(l:400),impsigl(l :400))






subplot(21 1), %plot flattop-sampled signal
plot(t(l:400)A~atsigl(1:.400))




title(NO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN')
pause
cig
clear pulstrnl;ckea pulstrn2;clear imptmn;
%C. Generating the spectrum
%gcnemte spectrum for s
[spec..sHzJ=spectra1(sAe~ta~t);
%Plot 6








%generate spectrum for naturally sampled signal
[specnuzlHz~ffznatjq=setr(natsigl ,delta.t);
%Plot 7
subplot(2 12), %plot. spectrum of naturally-sampled signal
plot(Hzspenatl)














%generate spectrum for flattop sampled signal
[specflatl~lz,fftflat]=spectra(flatsigl,delga-t);
%plot 9
subplot(212). %plot spectrum of flattop-sampled signal
plot(Hzspecflal.)
titleClot 9 - spectrum of flattop-sampled signal')
zAb(1e1Fquency in Hz')
ylabel(Amplivide')
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Pam
dlein specflatl;lear fiatsgl;clea fffatclew iftimp;
%Part 2-O0bserve the message signal recovery














titleCO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN')
dearrecMl;
cig
%Part 3-Observe the effects of aliasing on the spectium
% and recovery
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%Fart 4-Observe the effects of akering the duty cycle on the
% baseband bandwidth
delta-t.OOO1; %regeneate the signal variables
amnmw=1000,
s-2*(cos(2*pi*150*z).+s(2*pi*250*t).os(2i*450Ot));
%A. Flaiop-sample the signal using a lage duty cycle
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flmsigbig-flattop(s~ehajt,samprate..7); %sample the signal
%Plot 14
subplot(21 1), %plot the signal
Plot(t(l :500).flatsigbig(l:500))
titlcCIot 14 - flattop-sampled signal with d = .7')
xlabe]('flme)
ylabelCAmplitude)
[specflatbigjHzI=spectra(flazigbig~deltaJt); %generate the spectrum
%Plot 15
subplot(212). %plot the spectrum
plot(Hz,specflatbig)





%B. FlUtop-sample the signal using a smaller duty cycle
flatsigshort--flattop(s,deltajt,samprate,.3); %sample the signal
%Plot 16
subplot(21 1), %plot the signal
plot(t(1:500),flatsigshart( 1: 500))





subplot(212). %plot the spectrum
plot(Hz,specflathotA)
titleCPlot 17 - spectrum of flattop-sampled signal with d =.3')
xlabelC(Requency in Hz')
ylabelCAmplitude')
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EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 3 Key
Pulse Modulation (PAM, PWM, PPM)




Answer. T = l1fs => 1/500 => 0.002 seconds
S= d * T => 0.5 * .002 = 0.001 seconds
Question 2: The maximum signal amplitude of s is 8.8, the modulation rate
is 500 Hz, and the maximum pulse duration is 0.8 of the
sampling period. Calculate the duration in seconds of the
widest pulse that could occur for its PWM signal.
Answer. Maximum pulse duration = 0.8 * T => 0.8 * 0.002 --> 0.0016 seconds
Question 3: The zero crossings in this signal occur halfway between the
minimum and maximum signal values. Calculate the pulse
duration in seconds for a PWM pulse that occurs at the
beginning of a zero crossing.
Answer. Pulse duration at zero crossing = 0.0016/2 => 0.0008 seconds
Question 4: Using the above approximations, calculate the baseband
bandwidths for the PAM, PWM and PPM signals. Do these
values reflect what you observe in the spectral plots? Note any
discrepancies.
Answer. PAM bandwidth = 0.5h => 0.5/0.001 => 500 Hz
PWM and PPM = 0.5/risetime => 0.5/0.0001 = 5000 Hz
The calculated baseband bandwidth of the PAM signal, 500 Hz, is adequate
to capture the signal 'nformation. The PAM pulses occur at fixed, known
intervals, and are of a fixed, known duration. The 500 Hz approximation is
based solely on zthe value of that duration.
PWM and PPM signals require a much higher baseband bandwidth because
less information is known about their pulses. The higher frequencies are
needed to convey the information regarding the exact locations or widths of
the pulses. The approximation of 5000 Hz appears to capture most of the
information required for the PWM and PPM signals.
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lab3scr. m
%Computer-aided Lab 3 script for student use
%%%%•%%%%%%%%%%%%%•%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Computer-aided Lab 3 Pulse Modulation (PAM, PWM, PPM)
%Part 1--Observe the differences in the time domain for the
%three types of modulation






%max(s) %find the max and min values of s
%min(s)
%Plot I
subplot(21 1), %plot the message signal
plot(t(101:500),s(101:500))





%B. Modulating the signal
flatsig=flattop(s,deltajt,samprate,.5); %flattop sample the signal (PAM)
plot(t(101:500),flazsig(101:500),I') %plot the pulse-amplitude modulated signal
hold off
pause
pwsig--puswid(s,deltatsamprate,.8); %pulse-width modulate the signal
%Plot 2
subplot(212),
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plot(t(101:500),[s(101:500);pwsig(101:500)]) %plot the pulse-width modulated





ppsigpualspos(sdelta-, samprate..1); %pulse-position modulate the signal
%Plot 3
subplot(21 1),
plot(t(201:400),[s(201:400,;ppsig(201:400)1) %plot message and pulse-position









%Part 2--Observe the differences in the frequency domain for the
%three types of modulation
%A. Generating the spectra
[spec s,Hz]=spectral(s,delta_t); %generate spectrum of the message signal
%Plot 4
subplot(21 1), %plot message spectrum
plot(Hzspecs)




specpam=spectral(flatsig,delta j); %generate spectrum of the PAM signal
%Plot 5
subplot(212), %plot PAM spectrum
plot(Hz~secpam)
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specpw=spectral(pwsig,deltat); %generate spectrum of the PWM signal
%Plot 6
subplot(21 1), %plot PWM spectrum
plot(HzAsecpw)




specpp=spectral(ppsig,deltat); %generate spectrum of the PPM signal
%Plot 7
subplot(212), %plot PPM spectrum
plot(Hz-pecpp)
title('Plot 7 - spectrum of PPM signal with d = .1)
xlabel(Frequency in Hz)
ylabelCAmplitude')
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EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 4 Key
Analog-to-Digital Conversion and Digital Encoding
Question 1: Calculate the following values relating to the quantization






Would you describe this quantizer as "mid-step," or "mid-
tread"?
Answer: dynamic range = 6 * number of bits => 6 * 5 => 30 dB
actual step size = 2 -n + 1 x full-scale V => 2 -5 + 1 x 10 => 0.625 V
actual resolution = ± 2 -n x full-scale V => 2 -5 x 10 => 0.3125 V
percentage resolution = ± 2 -n x 100% => ± 2 -5 x 100% => 3.125%
number of levels = 5 bits => 25 => 32 levels
This quantizer is "mid-tread."
Question 2: List the amplitude ("voltage") of the quantized signal in each







Question 3: From Plot 4, obtain the value of the signal-to-noise ratio for
the quantized signal. Record this value.
Answer 10.45 dB
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Question 4: From the command window, obtain the first 30 values of
"codedsig." Record these values. Is this bit pattern reflected
on Plots 6, 9, and 12?
Answer. 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
Yes--the bit pattern is reflected on the plots.





Answer. The NRZL unipolar encoded signal indicates a mark by remaining at some
voltage level throughout the bit duration; it indicates a space by dropping to
zero.
The RZL unipolar encoded signal indicates a mark by remaining at some
voltage level for the first half of the bit duration, then dropping to zero for
the last half; it indicates a space by remaining at zero for the bit duration.
The manchester encoded signal indicates a mark by remaining at some
voltage level for the first half of the bit duration, then dropping to a second
voltage level for the last half of the bit duration; it indicates a space by
remaining at the lower voltage level for the first half of the bit duration, and
rising to the higher level for the second half of the bit duration.
Question 6: Calculate the approximate baseband bandwidth for the PCM
signals:
NRZL unipolar coded signal
RZL and manchester coded signals
Do these values reflect what you observe In the spectral plots?
Answer. For NRZL signal: B = 0.5/, => 0.510.001 seconds => 500 Hz
For RZL and manchester signals: B = 0.5/, => 1/0.0005 seconds => 1000
Hz
The spectral plots support the above approximations.
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Question 7: From Plot 16, obtain the value of the signal-to-noise ratio for
the quantized signal. Record this value.
Answer. 10.97 dB
Question 8: What is the effect of compression on the signal?
Answer The compression function increases the lower-amplitude signal values in a
manner that minimizes the extreme differences in the signal.
Question 9: From Plot 21, obtain the value of the signal-to-noise ratio for
the companded signal. Record this value and compare It to the
ratio obtained In Question 7. Did the companding process
reduce the amount of quantization noise?
Answer 13.03 dB
Yes-the signal to noise ratio increased due to use of the compression and
expansion functions.
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3 Plot 10- RZL unipolar coded spectrum
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Iab4scr. m
%Computer-aided Lab 4 script for student use
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Computer-aided Lab 4 Analog-to-Digital Conversion and
% Digital Encoding
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Part 1-Observe the quantization process
%A. Generating the message and sampled signals
clg
clear




sl=5*cos(2*pi*15*t)+4*cos(2*pi*19*t); %signal and sammpling frequencies
%are intentionally low
flatsig=flattop(sI,deltaj,samprate,d);










%C. Compare the sampled and quantized signals
%Plot 2
subplot(21 1), %plot the message and sampled signals
plot(t(1: 1000),[sl(1:1000);flatsig(1: 1000)])



















plot(t(l: 1000),[sl(l: 1000);quansig(l: 1000)])





tizle(NO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN~)
%Pan 2--Observe the process of PCM encoding
%A. Generaig a binary-encoded signal
coedsig=encode(bin..numns,2,5); %binaiy-encode the signal
%B. Generating a nan-return-to-zeto level (NRZ) coded signal
up tesmlae5;
nrZlunsgnrl uni(codedsig~delta-tbitraz);
nrzlunisigm-4unisig'5; %increase signal level for plotting
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pcrn-.axis=[0 .05 -10 101;
pcm...axisl=[0 .01 -10 10];
pcm-.axis2rn(.0l .02 -10 10];
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%C. Grenerating a return-to-zero level (MZ) wunpolar coded signal
mmis-uui(,codedsig*dekaj~iLute);

























titeCNO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN')
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%D. Generating a manchester coded signal
mwwh~g~L1nchKodedsig~elmjL-bibule);




















somescodedsig=codedsig(1:30) %print out values of first 6 words
%Plot 13
subplot(21 1),




tdIleCO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN'
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Wart 3-Observe the effecs of comipmnding on fth quantization
% process








comp...axs=[O 0.04 0 10]; %set plotting boundaries
axis(comp...axis);
mul=255; %high value of mu
















diteCPI 15.- sampled signal and quantized signal)















plot(t(1: 1000),[s(l :1000);,quansigl(1: 1000)])





tidlcCNO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN')
Paum
cig
%C. Compare compression characteristics for values of mu



















%D. Sampling aund quantizing dhe compressed signal











plot(t( 1: 1000) ,[flazsig2( 1: 1000);quansig2(1: 1000)])





%E. Expand dfe compressed quantized signal






ddteCMlo 21 - message signal and compandted signal')
dabl"(Tie¶)
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EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 5 Key
Amplitude Modulation Double Sideband (AM DSB)






Answer. peak power 2 => 102/2=> 50
P=A0 2 + i (AN2 +BN 2 )
average power 2 N=I => 107 2 => 50
baseband bandwidth 150 Hz





Pp = A P._ 
Answer: peak power 2 => 102/2=> 50
A 2
average power 4 => 102/4=> 25
bandwidth 300 Hz
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Question 3: From Plot 6, obtain the values representing peak and average
power for the signal-tone signal, and record them.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power agree with the
computer-generated values and spectrum?
Answer. peak power = 50
average power = 25
Yes-calculations agree.
Question 4: Why Is coherent detection (detection using the carrier)
necessary for an AM DSB signal?
Answer: Envelope detection of the AM DSB signal would not detect phase shifts,
which indicate that the message signal has changed from positive to
negative values, or from negative to positive values.
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Plot I - single-tone message signal
10
0-c
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
10 Plot 2 - single-tone message signal spectrum
150 Hz with amplitude = 10
S 5-
P 4baband bandwidth =150 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 3 - single-tone DSB sigal
-10
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
0 iPlot 4.- singI-tone message si al, ex anded DSB si nal
-0
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01
Tune
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5 Plot 5- singLe-tone DSB signal spectrum
1850 Hz with amplitude = 5
-i2150 Hz with amplitude = 5
bandwidth 300 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 6- single-tone DSB sipnal power spectral density
10[ peak power50 avg power..25
5-
01
o 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
5 Plot 7- demodulated single-tone DSB signal spectrum prior to filtering
0 11
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
10 Plot 8- sin c-tone message, DSB recovered, and amplified signals
0-
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
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10 Plot 9 - expanded DSB, message, and envelope detected signals
-10
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 C.009 0.01
Tune
NO PLOT HERE--rJST PRESS RETURN
50 Plot 10- multi-tone messae si
-50'
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
20 . .Plot 11 - multi-tone me.ssage signal spectrum
100 Hz with amplitude =20
S10 220 Hz with amplitude = 12
3 350 Hz with amplitude = 10
0 t v ,' b a ,w i d ,t h 3 5 0 iH z,,...
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
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Plot 12 - multi-tone DSB signal
"0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
50 Plot 13 - multi-tone message signal, expanded DSB signal
-501... ..
0 0.001 0.002 0003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01
Time
Plot 14 - multi-tone DSB signal spectrum1960 Hz wiih. - - 2100 Hz with amplitude =10
amplitude = 10
5 1780 Hz with 2200 Hzwithamplitude= 6•-
amplitude =6 i 2350 Hz wit ampliue =6
1650 Hz with 0 M 2350 Hz with amplitude 5
amplitude = 5 - bandwidth 700 Hz0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
NO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN
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Plot 15 - demodulated multi-tone DSB sigal sR L'um prior to filtering
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
F'requency in Hz
5- Plot 16- muld-tone message, DSB recovered, and amplified signals
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
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lab5scr. m
WQmiputer-aided Lab 5 script for student use
%Computer-aided Lab 5 Amplitude Modulation AM DSB
%Part I-Observe the AM DSB modulation process with single-tone
% input
%A. Generating the signal and spectrum
clear
cig
deltaj=.0001; %set signal and sampling variables
t=0:delt_t: 1;
s=10*cos(2*pi* 150*"); %single-tone signal variable
fc2000, %modulating frequency for the carrier signal
cutoff=16&, %ideal lowpass filter cutoff fiequency for single-tone
%Plot I
subplot(21 1), %plot the signal
plot(t(1:500),s(1:500))
title(Plot I - single-tone message signal)
xlabel('Time)
ylabel(Amplitude)
[specsHz]=spectral(s,delta.t); %generate the spectrum
%Plot 2
subplot(212), %plot the spectrum





%B. Observe the single-tone double sideband (DSB) modulated
% signal
moddsbs=cos(2*pi*fc*.).*s; %modulate the signal by multiplying by a cosine
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%Plot 3
subplot(21 1), %plot the modulated signal
plot(l:500),moddsbs(l:500))




subplot(212), %plot detailed view to show phase shifts
plot(t(1:lOO),[s(1:lOO);moddsbs(1:100)])





%C. Veaify the power and bandwidth of the DSB signal
modspecdsbsfspectral(moddsbs,deltaJ); %generate the modulated spectrum
%Plot 5
subplot(21 1), %plot the modulated spectrum
plot(Hzjnodspecdsbs)




dsb.pk.pwr_sngl=((max(moddsbs))A2)/2; %find the peak power
strl=num2str(dsbpk..pwrsngl);
psddsb=psd(moddsbsdeltat); %generate the power spectral density




subplot(212), %plot the power spectral density for the modulated signal
$et(Hzpsddsh)
title(Plot 6 - single-tone DSB signal power spectral density)
xlabel('requency in &)
ylabel(Cower spectral density)







%D. Obiserve the recovery of the DSB signal
(I*11 L u:;= (2*pi*fc~t).*mfoddsbs; %first step in recovering the signal--
%multiply by the carrier









recdsbsurecverni(dsbfft,'ideallow',lz~cutofl); %recover and filter
bigrec~dsbs~recdsbs*2; %amplify signal
%Plot 8
subplot212), %plot the recovered signal on top of the message signal
plot(t(l:500)I(s(l:500)recdsbs(l:500)I)
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subplot(21 1), %plot the recovered signal on top of the message signal
plot(t(1: 100).[moddsbs(1:100);s(1:100)])





plot(t(1: 100),detdsbs(l: 100), 1b)
hold off
subplot(212).
tide(NO PLOT HERE-JUST PRESS RETURN')
pause
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Part 2-Observe the AM DSB modulation process with
% multi-tone input
%A. Generating the signal and spectrum
clear
cig




fc=2000; %modulating frequency for the carrier signal
cutoff=360; %ideal lowpass filter cutoff frequency for multi-tone
%Plot 10
subplot(21 1), %plot the signal
plot(t(1:500),s(1:500))
tile(Plot 10 - multi-tone message signal)
xlabe(Time)
ylabel('Amplitude)
[specsHzJ=spectal(s,delta t); %generate the spectrum
%Plot 11
subplot(212), %plot the spectrum
pkxM(Hzpc)
tide(Pot 11 - multi-tone message signal spectrum)
xlabel(Frequency in Hz)





%B. Observe the muld-tone double sideband (DSB) modulated
% signal and spectrum
moddsbs=cos(2*pi*fc*t).*s; %modulate the signal by multiplying by a cosine
%Plot 12
subplot(21 1), %plot the modulated signal
plot(t(l:500),mnoddsbs(l:500))




subplot(212). %plot detailed view to show phase shifts
plot(t(1:100),[s(1:100);moddsbs(l: 100)])





odpecdsbs=spectral(moddsbseljtat); %generate the modulated spectrum
%Plot 14
subplot(21 1), %plot the modulated spectrum
plot(Hzjnodspecdsbs)




tie(eCNO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN')
pause
cig
%C. Observe the recovery of the DSB signal
demoddsbmscos(2*pi*fc*t).*moddsbs; %first step in rccovering the signal--
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%multiply by the carrier




titleCPlot 15 - demodulated multi-tone DSB signal spectrum prior to filtering')
xlabeltRequecy in Hz)
ylabelCAmplitude)
clear r cs lear cclear modspecdsbs-clear demoddsbs;
clear moddsbs;
recdst wm(dsbll, w',zcwo); %recover and filter
bigrecI,=recdsbs*2; %amplify signal
%Plot 16
subplot(212), %plot the recovered signal on top of the message signal
plot(t(1:500),[s(1:50)rmecdsbs(l:500)])
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EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 6 Key
Amplitude Modulation Single Sideband (AM SSB)






Answer: peak power 2 => 152/2 => 112.5
P=A0 2 +IX(AN2 +BN 2 )
average power= 2 N=I => 152/2 => 112.5
baseband bandwidth = 130 Hz





Answer. peak power -- 2 => 7.52 /2 => 28.125
A2
average power = 2 => 7.52 / 2 => 28.125
baseband bandwidth = 130 Hz
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Question 3: From Plots 9 and 10, obtain the values representing peak and
average power for the signal-tone signal, and record them.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power agree with the
computer-generated values and spectrum?
Answer. single-tone LSB peak power = 28.72
single-tone USB peak power = 28.12
single-tone LSB average power = 28.79
single-tone USB average power = 28.13
Yes--calculations agree.
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Plot 1 - single-tone message signal20
-20
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
15 Plot 2 - single-tone message signal spectrum
d1 130 Hz with amplitude =15
Sbandwidth 
130 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 3 - sin le-tone LSB signal10
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
Plot 4 - single-tone message signal, expanded LSB signal
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01
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Plot 5 singic-tone USB signal
-10
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
20 Plot 6 - single-tone message signal, expanded USB signal
-20 -
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01
Taime
10 Plot 7 - single-tone LSB spectrum
5 2870 Hz with amplitude = 7. 13opH"••. bandwidth 130 Hz
01 L . I
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
10 Plot 8 - single-tone USB. spectrum
5[ 3130 Hz with amplitude = 7.5 •
P0N bandwidth 130 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
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"Plot 9 - single-tone LSB power spectral density
S•30 • ra dst
20 PEAK POWER=28.72
AVG POWER=28.12
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
"• 30 Plot 10-.single-tone USB power sppctral density
• 20 PEAK POWER=28.79
a) 10 AVG POWER=28.13
5000 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 11 - single-tone demodulated LSB spectrum prior to filtering
2-
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
20 Plot 12- single-tone message, LSB recovered, and amplified signals
MA€ .2
0 0.00..5 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
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Plot 13 - single-tone demodulated USB spectrum prior to filtering
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 14 - single-tone message, USB recovered, and amplified signals
20
S0-
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
50 Plot 15 - multi-tone message sinal
S 0
-50-
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
20 Plot 16 - multi-tone message signal spectrum
7 .. Hz.with.amptlitude=20
10 no 230 Hz with amptlitude = 12
400 Hz with amptlitude =501 --7ba odwith. . . . .
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
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Plot 17 - multi-tone LSB si gal
EI
-20
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
50 Plot 18 - multi-tone message.signal, expanded LSB signal
0
-50 . .. , ..
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01
Tume
20 Plot 19 - multi-tone USB signal
S 0
-20
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
50 Plot 20 - multi-tone message signal, expanded USB signal
-50 L... 
..
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01
Time
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10 Plot 21 - multi-tone LSB spectrum
2830 Hz with amplitude = 10
5-2770 Hz with amplitude = 6 -
2600 Hz with amplitude = 2.5 • bandwidth 400 H-z
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
1t Plot 22- multi-tone USB spectrum
3170 Hz with amplitude =10
5 4 3230 Hz with amplitude = 6
~ J3400 Hz with amplitude = 2.5 bandwidth 400 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
5 Plot 23 - multi-tone demodulated LSB spectrum prior to filtering
0- .... J,
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
50 Plot 24- multi-tone message, LSB recovered, and amplified signals
0-
"0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
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5 Plot 25 - multi-tone demodulated USB spectrum prior to filtering
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
50t Plot 26 - multi-tone message, USB recovered, and amplified signals
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
'fime
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%Computei-aided Lab 6 script for student use
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%gb•btbbt%%%%%%%
%Computer-aided Lab 6 Amplitude Modulation AM SSB
•%%%%%%g%g%g%%%%%%g%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Part 1-Observe the AM SSB modulation process with single-tone
% input






fc=3000; %modulating frequency for the carrier signal
cutoff=150; %ideal lowpass filter cutoff frequency for single-tone
%Plot 1
subplot(21 1), %plot the signal
plot(t(1:500),s(1:500))
title(Plot I - single-tone message signal')
xlabC(Tme')
ylabel(Amplitude)
[specsHzl=spectral(s,delta~t); %generate tle spectrum
%Plot 2
subplot(212), %plot the spectrum
plot(Hzspecs)






%B. Observe the single-tone AM SSB modulated
% signals and spectra
[Isbsusbsl=ssb(t,s,1,fc); %generate the upper and lower sideband signals
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%Ploi 3
subplot21 1), %plot the lower sideband signal
hitleC~ot 3 - single-tone LSB signal')
ylabelAmplitude')
%Plot 4
subplot(2 12). %plot detailed view-no phase shifts
Plot(t(I: 100),[s(1: 100);Wlsb(:10))]





subplot(21 1), %plot the upper sideband signal
plot(t(l:500),usbs(l:500));




subplot(2 12), %plot detailed view-no phase shifts
plot(t(1:100),[s(1:100);usbs(1: 100)1)




[sped bsHzI=spectralIsbs.deltajt); %generate the lower sideband spectrum
%Plot 7
subplot(21 1), %plot the lower sideband spectrum
plot(Hz,speclsbs);
titeCPlot 7 - single-tone LSB spectrum')
xlabM(Frequency in Hz')
ylabelCArnplitde')
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s !'Is.speual(usbsdetaj); %generate the upper sideband spectrum
%Plot 8
subplot(212), %plot the upper sideband spectrum
plot(Hz~specusbs);





%C. Verify the power and bandwidth of the SSB signals
Lsb..pk pwr..sngl=((max(sbs))A2)t2 %fred the peak power
[psdlsbHz]=psd(lsbs,deltaj); %generate the lower sideband power
%spectral density
sbtavg.pwr._sngl=sum(psdlsb) %f'md average power by summing the power
%spectral densities
%Plot 9
subplot(21 1), %plot the lower sideband power spectral density
pbKHZpss)




sb..pk.pwr)mgl=((max(usfs)A2)/2 %find the peak power
psdusb=psd(usbs,eltm.); %generate the upper sideband power
%spectral density
usb_.avgpwr.sngI=sumn(psdusb) %find average power by summing the power
%spectral densities
%Plot 10
subplot(212), %plot the upper sideband power spectral density
pla(Hzpdusb)
title(•ot 10 - single-tone USB power spectral density)
xlabel(Frquency in Hz')




%D. Observe the recovery of the SSB signals






subplot(21 1), %plot the remodulated isb spectrum
plo(~hx~csecqlsbs)








ubPlot(2 12), %plot the recovered signal on top of the message signal
plo9t1:500),[s(1:500);recsbs(1 :500)])








demnOdusbs-COS(2*Pi*fc*o).*usbs; %recover the signal by multiplying by
%the carrier
clear usbs;




subplot(21 1), %plot the remodulated usb spectrum








subplot(212), %plot the recovered signal on top of the message signal
ploLt(1:500).[s(1:500)recusbs(l:500)])








WPar 2-Observe the AM SSB modulation process with multi-tone
% input




tcO:.deltaJ I; %time vector
%muhi-tone signal
=5*cos(2*pi*400*t)+12*cos(2pi*230*t)+2*cos(2*pi* 170*");
fc=3000; %mndulauing frequency for the carrier signal
cutoff-420; %ideal Iowpass filter cutoff frequency for multi-tone
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%plot 15
subplot(21 1), %plot the signal
plot(t(1:500),s(l:500))
tileC(Plot 15 - multi-tone message signal)
xlabel('ime)
ylabelCAmplitude')
[specsHzlm-specul(sdela_0); %generate the specmun
%Plot 16
subplot(212), %plot the spectrum
plotH-zspecs)






%B. Observe the multi-tone AM SSB modulated
% signals and spectra
[Isbs,usbs]=ssb(ts,1,fc); %generate the upper and lower sideband signals
%Plot 17
subplot(21 1). %plot the lower sideband signal
plot(t(1:500)lsbs(1:500));




subplot(212), %plot detailed view-no phase shifts
plo(t(l: 100),[s(l:100);lsbs(1:100)])
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subplot(211), %plot the upper sideband signal
plot(t(1:500),usbs(1:500));




subplot(212), %plot detailed view-no phase shifts
plo(t(1:100),[s(1:100);usbs(1:100)1)





[speclsbs.Hz1=speczra(lsbsdeltajt); %generate the lower sideband spectrum
%Plot 21
subplot(21 1), %plot the lower sideband spectrum
plot(Hzspeclsbs);
tizle(PIot 21 - multi-tone LSB spectrum')
xlabel('Frequency in Hz)
ylabelCAmplitude')
specusbs=specbal(usbs,deltaj); %generate the upper sideband spectrum
%Plot 22
subplot(212), %plot the upper sideband spectrum
plot(Hzspecusbs);





%C. Observe the recovery of the SSB signals
demodlsbs=cos(2*pi*fc*t).*lsbs; %recover the signal by multiplying by
%the carrer
clear lsbs;





subplot(21 1). %plot the remodulated lsb spectrum
plo((Hz~respeclsbs)








subplot(2 12). %plot fth recovered signal on top of the message signal
ploi~t(1:500),[s(1 :500);reclsbs(1:SOO)])














subplot(21 1). %plot the remodulated usb spectrum
plot(Hzjrecspeusbs)
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subplot(212), %plot the recovered signal on top of the message signal
plot(t(I:500),fs( :500)recusbs(1 :500)1)
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EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 7 Key
Conventional Amplitude Modulation
(Conventional AM)





p p -- A P__ 2 
Answer: peak power = 2 => 12 / 2 => 0.5
P=Ao2 +I1(AN2 +BN 2 )
average power = N=1 => 12 / 2 => 0.5
bandwidth = 150 Hz





Answer: peak power = Pp = (1 + m) 2 Pc => (1 + 0.8)2 * 0.5 => 1.62
P = 1 +-E-- PC
average power = 2 => (I + (0.82 / 2)) * 0.5 => 0.66
bandwidth = 300 Hz
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Question 3: From Plot 5, obtain the values representing peak and average
power for the single-tone conventional AM signal, and record
them.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power agree with the
computer-generated values and spectrum?
Answer: peak power = 1.6172
average power = 0.6598
Yes-calculations agree.
Question 4: Refer to Plot 5 and estimate the percentage of power contained
in the carrier. What might be an advantage of having this
amount of power transmitted in the carrier as opposed to
transmission in the sidebands?
Answer: When m = 1, approximately 33% of the total average power is carried in the
sidebands, making the percentage of power in the carrier approximately
67%. The signal shown in Plot 5 had a value of m = 0.8. Approximately
75% of the power appears to be transmitted in the carrier.
Transmitting a high percentage of power in the carrier makes the carrier
easier to detect.
Question 5: What result of overmodulation prevents the use of an envelope
detector for the conventional AM signal?
Answer: The presence of phase shifts in the overmodulated conventional AM signal
prevents use of an envelope detector
Question 6: What type of detection is needed for an overmodulated
conventional AM signal? Why?
Coherent detection (detection using the carrier) is necessary for an
overmodulated conventional AM signal. The phase shifts preclude envelope
detection.
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Plot 1 - single-tone message signal
0-1
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
"ill _.. Plot 2.- single- tone message signal spectrum.
• [ I -- 150 Hz with amplitude = I11
S0.5
E
bandwidth 150 Hz05 it &
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Frequency in Hz
Plot 3- sin le-tone conventional AM signal
-2-•
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
Plot 4 - single-tone conventional AM spectrum
*l- -- 2000 Hz with amplitude = I
amp 1850 Hz with + 0-" 2150 Hz with amplitude = 0.4
amplitude = 0.4 
- bandwidth 300 Hz
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Time
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ZI Plot 5 - single-tone conventional AM ower specral density
S0.5-pwrpetadeiy
0 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000Frequency in Hz
NO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN
2 Plot 6 - single-tone filtered and envelope-detected signals
0
-2
0.015 0.016 0.017 0.018 0.019 0.02 0.021 0.022 0.023 0.024 0.025
Time




0.015 0.016 0.017 0.018 0.019 0.02 0.021 0.022 0.023 0.024 0.025
Time
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Plot 8 - single-tone overmodulated conventional AM signal
-5
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
Plot 9 - MSetrum of overmodulated conventional AM signal
10.5II-
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5- Plot 10 - filtered and envelope-detected overmodulated signals
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2 Plot 11 - enveloe-detected and message overnmodulated signals
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2( Plot 12 multi-tone messa e si nal
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Plot 14- multi-tone conventional AM sigal
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Plot 15 - multi-tone conventional AM spectrum
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Plot 16 - multi-tone filtered and enveloe-deectd signas
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20 Plot 17 - multi-tone envelope-detected and message signals
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lab7scr.m
%Computer-aided Lab 7 script for student use
%Computer-aided Lab 7 Conventional Amplitude Modulation--
% Conventional AM
%PART 1--Observe the conventional AM modulation process
% using single-tone input




t=0:delta t:l; %time vector
s=cos(2*pi* 150*"); %single-tone signal
fc=2000; %modulating frequency for the carrier signal
fs= 150; %highest frequency in the message signal
m=.8; %conventional AM modulation index
over_m=1.5; %index for overmodulated signal
cutoffl=1800; %lower cutoff frequency for ideal bandpass filter
%for single-tone signal
cutoff2=2200; %upper cutoff frequency for ideal bandpass filt'r
%for single-tone signal
%Plot 1
subplot(211), %plot the signal
plot(t(1:500),s(l:500))
tide(TPlot 1 - single-tone message signal)
xlabel(Time')
ylabelCAmplitude)
[specs.Hz]=specu(sdeltaj); %generate the spectrun
%Plot 2
subplot(212), %plot the spectrum
plot(Hz,specs, 'g)
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clg
%B. Observe the conventional AM signal and spectrum
convams=conv._am(s,deiajfc,m);
%Plot 3
subplot(211), %plot the conventional AM modulated signal
plot(t(l:500),convams(l:500))
tide(Plot 3 - single-tone conventional AM signal)
xlabel(Time)
ylabeli(Amplitude)
[convamspecHzfftconvams]=spectral(convams.deltaJt); %generate the modulated
%spectrum
%Plot 4
subplot(212), %plot the modulated spectrum
plot(Hz,convamspec, 'b')





%C. Verify the power and bandwidth of the conventional AM signal
cn.peakmpower=((max(convams))A2)/2; %find the peak power
psdcam=psd(convamsdelta_t); %generate the power spectral density





subplot(21 1), %plot the power spectral density for the modulated signal
plo(h)pdc)
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sibplo 212)i
title(NO PLOT HERE-JUST PRESS RETURN')
cig
%D. Recover and detect the conventional AM signal
%rmcover and filter
fihsig=-ovem(ff•cvams.'iabnXrHz,cutoffl,cutoff2);
filtsig=filsig(l:300); %shoen the vector for speed
envsig=envelope(filtsig); %envelope detect the signal
bigsig=(envsig-l)/mi; %remove DC value and divide by m




title('Plot 6 - single-tone filtered and envelope-detected signals)
xlabel(Time)
ylabel(Amplitude-)













%PART 2--Observe the effect of overmodulating the
% conventional AM signal
%A. Observe the overmodulated conventional AM signal
dear
clg





f=2000, %modulauig frequency for the carrier signal
fs= 150; %highest frequency in the message signal
mm.8; %conveanional AM modulation index
over m--1.5; %index for overmodulated signal
cutoffl=1800; %lower cutoff frequency for ideal bandpass filter
%for single-tone signal
cutoff2=2200; %upper cutoff frequency for ideal bandpass filter
%for single-tone signal
oconvams=conv.am(s,delta t,fcover._m); %overmodulate the signal
%Plot 8
subplot(21 1), %plot the overmodulated signal
plot(t(1 :500),oconvams(1:500))
title(Plot 8 - single-tone overmodulated conventional AM signal)
xlabel(Time!)
ylabeiCAmplitude)
[oconvamspec,Hz,fftconvams]=spectral(oconvams,deltajt); %generate the modulated
%spectrum
%Plot 9
subplot(212), %plot the spectrum of the overmodulated signal
plot(Hzoconvamspec, #g)





%B. Observe the effect of overmodulation on recovery
filtsig=recoverm(fftconvams,'idealbnd',Hz,cutoffl,cutoff2);
fdtsig=filtsig(1:300); %shorten the vector for speed
envsig=envelope(filtsig); %use envelope detector
bigsig=((envsig-l)/m); %remove DC value, divide by m
%Plot 10 %plot the envelope detected signal over the
%recovered signal
subplot(21 1).
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plot(t(151:250).[filsig(151:250);envsig(151:250)])
titleCPIot 10 - filtered and envelope-detected ovennodulated signals)
xlabel(CTi•e
ylabelCAmplitude)














%PART 3--Observe the conventional AM modulation process
% using multi-tone input





max-s-max(s); %save value to expand signal during detection
fc=2000; %modulating frequency for the carrier signal
fs=450; %highest frequency in the message signal
m=.5; %conventional AM modulation index
cutoffl=1500; %lower cutoff frequency for ideal bandpass filter
%for multi-tone signal
cutoff2=2500 %upper cutoff frequency for ideal bandpass filter
%for multi-tone signal
%Plot 12
subplot(21 1). %plot the signal
plot(t(1:50o),s(1:500))
itleCPlot 12 - multi-tone message signal)




[specs,Hz]-spectU(s,dehaj); %generate the spectuum
%Plot 13
subplot(212), %plot the spectrum
plot(Hz,specs, 'g')





%B. Observe the conventional AM signal and spectrum
convams=convam(sdeltatfcm);
%Plot 14
subplot(21 1), %plot the conventional AM modulated signal
plot(t(1:500),convams(1:500))
title('Plot 14 - multi-tone conventional AM signal')
xlabel('rime')
ylabelCAmplitude)
[convamspecHz,fftconvamsl=spectral(convams,delta~t); %generate the modulated
%spectrum
%Plot 17
subplot(212), %plot the modulated spectrum
plot(Hz,convamspec, )










bigsig=(envsig-1)/m; %remove DC value, divide by in
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biggesig-bigsig*max-s; %amplify the signal
%plot the complex envelope-detected signal
%Plot 16 %over the message signal
subplot(21 1),
plot(t(151:250),(fdtsig(151:250);envsig(151:250)])
title('Pot 16 - multi-tone filtered and envelope-detected signals)
xlabel(Tume)
ylabeICAmplitude)
%Plot 17 %plot the message signal over the amplified signal
subplot(212),
plot(t(15 1:250),biggersig(151:250))
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EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 8 Key
Frequency Modulation (FM)






Answer: peakpower= 2 => 152/2=> 112.5
P-Ao2 + - T(AN +BN)
average power -4=1 => 152/ 2 => 112.5
baseband bandwidth = 50 Hz
Question 2: Predict the following values for the single-tone FM signal:
peak power
average power
maximum frequency deviation Af
transmission bandwidth
PP = AP_•
Answer: peak power = 2 => 152 / 2 => 112.5
average power = A2 / 2 => 152 / 2 => 112.5
maximum frequency deviation = 8 fm => 10 * 50 => 500 Hz
transmission bandwidth = 2 8 fm=> 2 * 10 * 50 => 1000 Hz
Question 3: What is the distance between the sidebands in the FM spectrum
shown in Plot 4?
Answer. 50 Hz (the value of fm)
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Question 4: From Plot 5, obtain the values representing peak and average
power.
Do your theoretical calculations for bandwidth and power
agree with the computer-generated values?
Answer: peak power = 112.5
average power = 112.5
Yes - calculations agree.
Question 5: Consult a table of values for Bessel functions (or use the
MATLAB "bessel" function). Calculate the amplitude for the
spectral components shown in the FM spectrum in Plot 4 for n
= 0 through 6. List each frequency by its Hz value and
sideband number n. Values should be consistent with the
amplitudes shown for power spectral density in Plot 5.
Answer: n = 0 (1000 Hz) 0.2459 * 15 = 3.6885
n = 1 (950, 1050 Hz) 0.0435 * 15 = 0.6525
n = 2 (900, 1100 Hz) 0.2546 * 15 = 3.819
n = 3 (850, 1150 Hz) 0.0584 * 15 = 0.876
n = 4 (800, 1200 Hz) 0.2196 * 15 = 3.294
n = 5 (750, 1250 Hz) 0.2341 * 15 = 3.5115
n = 6 (700, 1300 Hz) 0.0145 * 15 = 0.2175
Question 6: Calculate the maximum frequency deviation Af associated with





Answer: Af=Bfm =>0.1 *50=>5Hz
Af = B fn => 1 * 50 => 50 Hz
Af = B f. => 5*50=>250 Hz
Af = B fm => 20 * 50 => 1000 Hz
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Question 7: Predict the transmission bandwidth for each of the FM signiaas
referred to in Question 6.
Answer: for B = 0.1 BT = 2 fm => 2 * 50 => 100 Hz
for 3 = 1 BT= 2 (1 + B) fm => 2 (1 + 1) 50 => 200 Hz
for 8 = 5 BT - 2 (1 + B) fm=> 2 (1 + 5) 50 => 300 Hz
for 8 = 20 BT 2Bfm =>2*20*50=>2000Hz






Answer: peak power = 2 => 202 / 2 => 200
P=A 0 2 +.XA2 +BN2)
average power= N= => 82/ 2 + 122/ 2=>
104
baseband bandwidth = 75 Hz
Question 9: Predict the following values for the mnlti-tone FM signal:
peak power
average power
maximum frequency deviation Af
transmission bandwidth
pp = Ap2
Answer: peak power = 2 => 202 / 2 => 200
average power = A2 / 2 => 202 / 2 => 200
maximum frequency deviation = B fm => 10 * 75 => 750 Hz
transmission bandwidth - 2 8 fm => 2 * 10 * 75 => 1500 Hz
Question 10: What is the distance between the sidebands in the FM
spectrum shown in Plot 13?
Answer: 50 Hz (the value of fr)
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Question 11: From Plot 14, obtain the values representing peak and average
power.
Do your theoretical calculations for bandwidth and power
agree with the computer-generated values?
Answer. peak power = 200
average power = 200
Yes - calculations agree.






Answer: B - Afm => 25/75 => 0.33
13-Af/fm =>100/75 => 1.33
1 = Af /fm => 500 / 75 => 6.67
81=-Af/fm => 1000/75-> 13.33
Question 13: Predict the transmission bandwidth for each of the FM signals
referred to in Question 12.
Answer: for B = 0.33 BT - 2 (1 + B) f'm => 2 (1 + 0.33) 75 => 250 Hz
for B = 1.33 BT- 2 (1 + B) fm => 2 (1 + 1.33) 75 => 325 Hz
for B = 6.67 BT - 2 (1 + 6) fm => 2 (1 + 6.67) 75 => 725 Hz
for = = 13.33 BT - 2 8 fm => 2 * 13.33 * 75 => 2000 Hz
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Plot 1 - single-tone messa e si nal
-20'
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Tine
15 Plot 2 - singie-tone message spctrum
o10 50 Hz with amplitude = 
15
5 bandwidth 50 Hz
0•
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Frequency in Hz
20 Plot 3 - single-tone message and FM signals
E
-20 ' ... 
..
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Tume
NO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN
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5 Plot 4 - single-tone FM spectrum, beta=10, delta f=500
o c .- . 1 bad it 1 00 Hz...fc 100H
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
Frequency in Hz
"Plot 5- FM power spectral density, beta=10, deltaf=500
PEKP R=1 12.5 AVG POWER= 112.5
I, I lIl~ l I,
0 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600• 1800 2000
Frequency in Hz
15 Plot 6 - single-tone FM Slctrum, beta--0.1, deltajf=5
10-
5 51bandwidth 5 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
15 Plot 7 - single-tone FM sN? trunm, beta=l, deltaf=50
10 I
5 A bandwidth 50 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
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6 Plot 8 - single-tone FM spectrum, beta=5, deltajf=250
S4- bandwidth 300 Hz
2-
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 9 - single-tone FM spectrum, beta=20, delta-f=1000
14
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20 Plot 10 - multi-tone message signal
-201
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
Tune
15 Plot 11 - multi-t-,ne message sp rm
10.4 25 Hz with amplitude = 12
5 75 Hz with amplitude = 8
1 , bandwidth 75 Hz
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Frequency in Hz
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Plot 12 - multi-tone message and FM sials
-200
-20
0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.02
Tume
NO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN
5 . Plot 13 - multi-tone FM spectrum, beta=10, delta f=750
bandwidth 1500 Hz
fcI15OOHz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 14- multi-tone FM ower spectral density, beta=10, delta_f=750
1 PEAK POWER=200 AVG POWER=200S5-U. is6, ,, ..
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Frequency in Hz
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20 Plot 15 - multi-tone FM spectrum, beta=0.3333, deltajf=25
S|,10LI I
0 500 1000 1500 2 0 0 0 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 16 - multi-tone FM spectrum, beta=1.333, delta.f=100
S 5- bandwidth 325 Hz
01
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
6 Plot 17 - multi-tone FM spectrum, beta=6.667, delta_f=500
4- bandwidth 725 Hz
0[
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 18 -multi-tone FM sptrum, beta=13.33, delta_f=1000
, 2-"01 bandidt 20 I-
0
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
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Iab8scr. m
%Computer-aided Lab 8 script for student use
%Computer-aided Lab 8 Frequency Modulation (FM)
%Part 1--Observe the FM modulation process for single-tone input
%A. Calculate theoretical average power, peak power, and bandwidth





Ac=15; %FM signal amplitude for single-tone message
fc=1000; %FM signal frequency for single-tone
theta=0; %single-tone value
fm=50; %single-tone message signal frequency
s=15*cos(2*pi*fm*t); %single-tone signal















%C. Observe the process of FM modulation
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bet&=10;









title(NO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN,)
pause
cig


















titleU'Plot 5 - FM power spectral density, beta='...
num2str(beta) '.,delta~j=' num2str(deltajf)])
xlabeCFrnqnen in Hz')







%F. Control the bandwidth of the FM signal by varying beta
%Fix beta at values of 0. 1, 1, 5, and 20

















































%Part 2--Observe the FM modulation liocess for multi-tone input
%A. Calculate theoretical average power, peak power, and bandwidth
% for the multi-tone message signal
clear
cig
delta t=.0001; %set signal and modulation variables
t=0:.delta_t: 1;
Ac=20; %FM signal amplitude for multi-tone message
fc=1500; %FM signal frequency for multi-tone
theta=[O 01; %multi-tone value
fm=[75 251; %multi-tone frequency vector
s=8*cos(2*pi*75*t)+12*cos(2*pi*25*t); %multi-tone signal
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%C. Observe the process of FM modulation
beta= 10;









title(CNO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN')
pause
cig





title(['PIot 13 - multi-tone FM spectrum, beta=',...
num2str~bta) ',delta.. W= num2str(deltajf)])
xlabel(friequency in Hz')
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ylabeiCAmplitude)
















%F. Control the bandwidth of the FM signal by varying delta~f
%Fix deltajf at values of 25, 100, 500. and 1000
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EO 3513 Computer-aided Laboratory 9 Key
Radio Frequency Digital Modulation Methods
(ASK, FSK, BPSK, and QPSK)
Answers will vary slightly due to the random bitstream generation.
Question 1: Calculate the bit duration z for this signal.
From the command window, obtain the values of the first 10
bits in the bitstream. Record these values.
Answer: bit duration = 1/bit rate => 1/100 => 0.01 seconds
askbits=0101 101 100
Question 2: Calculate the approximate baseband bandwidth of the NRZL
unipolar digital message signal.
Answer: baseband bandwidth = 0.5/t => 0 5/0.01 => 50 Hz
Question 3: Why is ASK modulation often referred to as "on-off keying"?
Answer: The carrier is turned "on" and "off" to represent the l's and O's in the digital
message signal.
Question 4: Describe a noncoherent method of detection for this ASK
signal. Why will this method work for ASK?
Answer: Envelope detection is appropriate for an ASK signal since the only the
presence or absence of the signal must be detected. (ASK is a DSB-SC
signal.)
Question 5: From the command window, obtain the values of the first 10
bits in the bitstream. Record these values.
Answer. fsk-bits = 0 10 10 1 1 1 1 1
Question 6: From the command window, obtain the values of the first 10
bits in the bitstream. Record these values.
Answer: bpsk bits= 10 110 11111
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Question 7: What are the effects In the frequency domain of squaring the
BPSK signal?
Answer The spectrum of the BPSK signal is considerably narrowed, and is shifted
to a Hz value twice that of the carrier frequency.
Question 8: From the command window, obtain the values of the first 10
bits in the bitstream. Record these values.
Answer. qpsk-bits =000 110 1100
Question 9: What is the chief advantage of quadriphase shift keying over
bipolar phase shift keying?
Answer. The information rate of a QPSK signal is twice that of a BPSK signal, with
no increase in bandwidth requirements.
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Plot 1- unipol•r digital message signal. for ASKS0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
-21 , ,- - ,
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Tune
1.5 Plot 2- unipolar digital message spectrum for ASK
1 baband bandwidth 50 Hz
0.5
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Frequency in Hz
2Plot 3 - ASK signal
0. 1 01111
-21 |t iii
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0.4 Plot 4 - ASK spectrum0.64-tm
S0.42-
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0.6 Plot 5 - demodulated ASK, spctum pror. to filtering
S0.4-S0.2L.L
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Frequency in Hz
2 Plot 6 - recovered ASK signal, message signal,. amplified signal
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2
Trime
2 Plot 7 - unipolar digital~ message signal for FSK
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2
Trune
Plot 8 - unipolar digital message spectrum for FSK0o.LI
baseband bandwidth 50 Hz
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Frequency in Hz
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Plot 9- enlarged FS.K and digital signals0o 1 0 1 0
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0.6 Plot 10- FSK spectrum
a 0.4 cari firqu e-y 1500 Ha---- I
0 .2 -- o*carrie f -equency 500 HZ
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Frequency in Hz
0.3 Plot 11 - upper, then lower demodulated FSK spectrum prior to filtering
S0.2 SiI.10 * I.. . . .. k '•
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Frequency in Hz
0.4 Plot 12.- spectrum of combined FSK signals prior to filtering
~0.2
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Frequency in Hz
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2Plot 13- message, recovered FSK, and amplified signals
-21
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Tmne
NO PLOT HERE-JUST PRESS RETURN
Plot 14 - bipolar digital message signal for BPSK
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0.4 Plot 15- bipolar digital message spectrum for BPSK
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2 Plot 16 - enlarged BPSK signal and message signal S1 0 110
0
-2 t a iii ii
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Tmne
0.3 Plot 17 - BPSK spectrum
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Plot 18 - squared BPSK spectrum
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Plot 19- squad and frequency divided BPSK spRectrum
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0.2 Plot 20 - demodulated BPSK spectrum prior to filtering0.1OL. ..u ... -AA
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Frequency in Hz
Plot 21 - normalized recovered BPSK signal with messae signal
S-2
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Tine
Plot 22- bipolar digital message signal for QPSK
-21- ,
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Time
0.5 Plot 23- bipolar fgital message spectrum for QPSK
O basebuand bmndwidth 50 Hz
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Frequency in Hz
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2 Plot 24 - delayed odd bits
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SPlot 25 - delayed even bits
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Plot 28- phase shifts in QPSKs'al
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Plot 32 - recovered and original odd bit signals
-2
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2 . Plot 33- recovered and original even bit signals
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Time
2 Plot 34 - combined odd and even recovered signals
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la b9scr. m
%Lab 9 script for student use
%Computer-aided Laboratory 9 Radio Frequency (RF)
% Digital Modulation
•%%,%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%PART 1--Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK)





bitstream-round(rand(l: 100)); %generate the random bitstream
bitszream(l:3)=[0 1 0]; %ensure one of each bit type
askbits=bitstream(l:10) %print the first 10 bits
pause
(nrazlsig.t]=nrzluni(bitstream,deltajt,bitrate); %generate the digital signal
clear bitstream;




subplot(21 1), %plot the digital message signal
plot,-tnzsig)
tide(Plot I - unipolar digital message signal for ASK)
xWab(Time)
ylabelCAmplitude)
axis; %release manual scaling




title(Plot 2 - unipolar digital message spectrum for ASK)







%B. Generating the ASK signal
asksig--nrzlsig.*cos(2*pj*fc*t); %generate the ASK signal
axis(sinalLaxis);
%Plot 3
subplot(21 1), %plot. the ASK signal
plot(t,asksig)
titde(tPlot 3 - ASK signal')
xlabel(Time')
ylabelCAmplitude')
axis; %release manual plot scaling









%C. Filtering and recovering the ASK signal
%bandpass filter and recover
recask=recoverm(askft, idealbnd Hz~c bitrate~fc+bitrate);
clear asldfth









udcCleot 5 - demodulated ASK spectrum prior to filtering')
xlabelC(Requency in Hz')
ylabel(Arnplitude')
%lowpass filter and recover
recdemrodask-recovenn(demodff O'deallow',1z~bitrate);
cleardemodift;
ampsig-recdemnodask*2; %amplify recovered signal
axis(big-axis);
%Plot 6
subplot(2 12), %plot message, recovered, and amplified signals
plot(t,[recdemodask;nrzlsig])






%PART 2-Frequency Shift Keying (P5K)







bitstrearn-mrund(rand(l: 100)); %generate the random bitstream
bitszream(1:3)=[0 1 0]; %ensure at least one of each bit type
fsk~bit9=bitstrea(1:10)
big-axis=[0 .2-22]; %set manual scaling for graphs
smalLaxis=(0 .05 -2 21;
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fikeC~ot 7 - unipolar digital message signal for FSK')
xlabel('Time)
ylabelCAmplitude')
axis; %release manual scaling










%B. Generating the FSK signal
fsksig--fsk(nrmig.4eLRtajbizrtelow-freq,hLfrea); %genemrae the FSK signal
axis(smalLaxis); %manually scale graph
%Plot 9
subplot(2l 1), %FSK signal plotted over message signal
plotQ(t.nrzlsig;fsk~sig])




[fskspecHzJftku]=spetm(fsksg~eltAjt); %observ the FSIC spectrum
%plot 10









%C. Coherent detection of the FSK signal




demodfsklower-recsig.*cos(2*pi*lowjreqt); %multiply by carrier in time domain
(demodspeljHz]=specura(demodfsklower.deltaJ-); %generate spectrum
%upper frequency
donofskuppenrecsig.*wos(2*pi*hifreqt); %multiply by carrier in time domain
[demodspecuHzitpecUý(demodfskupper~delta.J); %generate spectrum
%plot I1I
subplot(21 1), %plot upper and lower demodulated signals
plot(Hz(1:2000),demodspecu(1:2000))







combsij-7demodfmper-demnodfklower. %combine signals in time domain
clear cemodfsklowernclear deanodfskupper:,
[combsp~zcmnbfftl=spectral(comnbsig~delta-j); %spectrum of combined signals
clear ecombsig;

























titleCNO PLOT IIERE--JIJST PRESS RETURN)
%PART 3--Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)





bithtreammloumd(rand(1 10)); %generate the random bitsveam
bitstreamn(1:3)m[1 0 1]; %ensure one of each bit type
bpsk-bitsobitstream(1: 10)
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[nrzlsgt]=-Wzlbi(biLtmsemdeltajbirUe); %generate the digital
%message signal
clear bitsream;
big-axis=[O .2-2 2]; %set manual scaling for graphs
small-axis=[0 .05 -2 2];
axis(big-axis);
%Plot 14
subplot(21 1), %plot the message signal
plo*,tnrzlsig)
titleCRot 14 - bipolar digital message signal for BPSK')
xlabel(Time)
ylabelCAmplitude)
axis; %release manual scaling









%B. Generating the BPSK signal
bpsksig-nrzlsig.*cos(2*pi*fc.*t); %generate the BPSK signal
axis(smalaxis); %set manual scaling
%Plo 16
subpl(21 1), %plot the BPSK signal over the message signal
pot0,bpsksig)
title(MPot 16 - enlarged BPSK signal and message signal)








subplot(212). %plot the BPSK spectrum
ploLQfz(l:2000),bpskspec(1 :2000), g')





%C. Coheret detection of the BPSK signal
squprbpsk~b~sig.A2 %square the BPSK signal in time domain





subplot(21 1), %plot. the squared signal spectrum--narrow at 2fc
plotOHz(:2000),qApvespec(1:2000))
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Cis
rectbpskurecoverm(divjfft~kitdelow',Ih,lOOO); %recover via lowpass. filter
clewr divjft:






pltWI2M1dmod spec( 1:2O 000






11Kiekpskteconobpdna(recdemodb~psk); %normalize the signal
awusOxL-axis);
%Plot 21
subplot(212), %plot the recovered signal
pIoQk[nonbpsk~nrzksig])




%PAMr 4--Quaduiphase Shift Keying
%A. Generating the digital message signal
clear
deltau=.0001;




big-axis=-[0 .2-2 2]; %set axes
mad..axis-t0 .1 -2 2];
small... [0 .05 -2 21;
biwreuufroud(rand(1: 100)); %generate the bitsuvrna
.itUreM(1:9)=[0 0 0 110 1 10]; %set values to demonstrate phase shifts
qpsk..bitswbitstream(l: 10)
[nizg,t=nrz~lbi(bitszreai,deltajt,bitrate); %generate the digital signal
clear bitsramn;
axis(big...axis); %set manual scaling
%Plot 22
subplot(21 1), %graph the digital signal
plo~txtnrlig)
tizleCPlo( 22 - bipolar digital message signal for QPSK)
xlabelCTime~)
ylabel(Amnplitude')
axis; %release manual scaling








%B. Genierazing the QPSK signal
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subplot(21 1), %graph the delayed digital signal--odd bits
plotwLm-odd. `b')




subplot(212). %graph the delayed digital signal--even bits
plot(t~nnlvcn..'S)





















iideC(Io 27 - modulated even signal and delayed even bits')
ylabelCAmpliUde')
hold on












[skpea Hl--cnsk..si sg,deltaj-); %Vgenrat the QPSK sperM=
%Plot 29
subplot(212),




%C. Coherent detection of the QPSK signal
uppademo~qp*alg.*cos(2*pj~fc;*t); %demodulate each signal




subplot211), %plot WWpe and lowar signals
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*to(t~uppedanmod)























recý-upper--recoverm(upperfftkidealow,.Hz,bitrat); %recover each signal





subplot(21 1), %plot recovered signals against the input odd and even signals
paot(tjrecjippeqjwuL~odd])












comb-sig~par-mrec.upper~rejower~dehaJ~biutm); %put signal through
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 1
Signal and Spectrum Generation
This laboratory introduces the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M-file and plot instructions refer to building MATLAB script files; questions can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and titled, with x- and y-axes
labeled.
Part 1-Produce and plot signals
A. Establish a time vector
Since your signals will be functions of time, a time vector must be established prior to
generating a signal. Below is a sample time vector"t" that is one second in duration and has
a "step size" of one ten-thousandth of a second. The variable name "deltat' (At) is usually
assigned to the step size. The time vector consists of 10,001 values, or points, starting at 0
and ending at 1.
t=0:0.0001:l; %time vector
M-file: Clear variables and graphs with "clear" and "dg."
Generate two time vectors, t1 and t2:
t1 with a duration of 1 second and step size of .001
t2 with a duration of 1 second and step size of .0001
B. Generate a signal
A single-tone periodic signal can be generated using the following formula, in which
"fW represents frequency in Hz and 'Y' represents a time vector:
s=cos(2*pi*f*t); %single-tone signal
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A multi-tone signal can be generated by adding sinusoids together. The following
signal contains frequencies of 200, 500, and 800 Hz:
s3=10*cos(2*pi*200*t)+4*cos(2*pi*500*t)+6*cos(2*pi*800*t); %multi-tone signal
In future laboratories you will determine the maximum amplitude of a signal in order
to calculate its power in the time domain. The signal "s3" has a maximum amplitude of 20(in this case, conveniently found by adding the maximum amplitudes of its three cosines).
If it is not easily determined from the formula or the signal plot, use the "max" command in
MATLAB to find the approximate maximum signal amplitude:
max_ofL-smax(s); %maximum amplitude in the signal s
Since the signal is a function of the time vector'Y, it will be the same length as
"Y-4l0,001 points.
M-file: Generate three signals, sl, s2, and s3, using your two time
vectors:
sl, function of tl, single-tone with frequency of less than 50
s2, function of t2, single-tone with frequency of less than 500
s3, function of t2, multi-tone with froquencies of less than 500
C. Controlling signal plots
The "plot", "title", "xlaber', and "ylabel" commanas will produce clearly labeled






"Subplot" permits up to four plots per graphics window. The first digit of the
argument represents the number of rows (up to two), the second digit the number of
columns (up to two), and the third digit the placement of the graph (up to four). In the
example below, a graph is placed in the lower right comer of the graphics window:
subplot(224), %formatted for 2 rows and 2 columns, in position 4
plot(t~s)
If you use the subplot command to position the first graph in the window, MATLAB will
continue to follow that format until the graph window is filled.
"Pause" with no argument delays program execution until the user presses return
(preventing graphs from whizzing by unobserved).
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"Cig" between sets of plots prevents plots from being superimposed.
Plot 1: Plot s1.
Signal characteristics may be hard to distinguish when the entire signal vector is
plotted. Described below are two methods of limiting plot size to 1000 points.
The first method involves restricting the number of points plotted. This method has





A second method is more tricky. Establish the axis parameters in vector format, then
use the "axis" command to freeze the axes. Following use of the axis freeze, release the
axis by typing the command "axis". (Note: Using the "hold off' command also unfreezes
the axis.)






%continue to plot signals of similar scale, then release axis
axis; %don't forget to release axis!
Plot 2: Plot the first 1000 points of s2, using one of the methods
described above.
You will often be asked to plot one signal over another in order to compare signals (a
recovered signal and its message signal, for example). Three methods are described below.
The easiest method involves listing pairs of x and y arguments for the "plot"
command:




A second method uses the "hold on" and "hold off" commands. "Hold on" freezes
the current graph while plot commands are repeated. The example below also shows the
use of the "pause" command, with the second signal drawn after a 3-second delay. When
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using "pause" in conjunction with "hold," designate a color other than red in order to see
both signals easily.













Plot 3: Plot s2 and s3 against t2, using one of the methods described
above.
D. Printing plots
On PC platforms, the command "meta" creates a graphics file. '?rtsc" dumps the
current graph window to a printe "Print&" sends a high-resolution copy to the printer (The
capability to use these commands may vary according to machine and software
configuration.)
On Macintosh platforms, choose "print" from the "file" menu to print the active graph
window, or use the "save as" command in the "file" menu to create a Quick-Draw graphics
file.
Part 2-Produce and plot spectra
A. Calling a function
The Communications Toolbox contains the function "spectral," which has the
following function call:
[specsigHz,fftsig]=spectral(s,delta.t);
"Spectral" produces a o•-ZdeC Aq==. To create a two-sided spectrum with
relatively-correct amplitudes, use the following command:
two.sided&sec=abs(fftshift(fftsig)); %plot the vector against its index
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(Note: the two-sided spectrum above can M be plotted against the Hz vector returned from
"Aspec'tral.")
The step size and number of points in the time vector both affect the vector length,





where Af represent the frequency resolution in Hz, N represents the number of points in the
time vector, and At represents the difference between points in the time vector.
The step size alone affects the number of frequencies shown in the spectrum. The
above vector of 10,001 points with At=0.0001 produces a one-sided spectrum of 5000 Hz
with a resolution of I Hz. A vector with a step size of 0.001 will produce a one-sided
spectrum of 500 Hz, regardless of its duration in seconds.
The vector length and step size above are appropriate for most of the signals
generated in this laboratory set. To increase processing speed while drafting a script, reduce
the vector length by reducing the duration of the time vector (from 1 second to 0.2 seconds,
for example).
To call the function "spectral," pass in the input parameters "s" and "deltaj'. The
function ouputs are the vector "specsig" representing the spectrum of"s," the vector "Hz"
for use as the x-axis when plotting the spectrum, and the vector "fftsig" for use in
recovering the signal.
You will not always need to furnish all of the inputs to a function, nor require all of
the outputs generated by a function. For example, you will not be recovering signals in this
laboratory, and will not need "fftsig." Your function call to "spectral" might look like this:
[spectrum-l,Hz]=spectral(sl,0.001); %function call to spectral for sl
Vector lengths for spectral plots are usually not reduced in order to see as many of the





M-file: Using spectral.m, generate the spectrum for sl.
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Plot 4: Plot the spectrum for s1.
Lj" the Hz value and the amplitude of the spectral
component.
M-file: Using spectral.m, generate the spectrum for s2.
Plot 5: Plot the spectrum for s2.
LaW the Hz value and the amplitude of the spectral
component.
M-file: Using spectral.m, generate the spectrum for s3.
Plot 6: Plot the spectrum for s3.
LaM the Hz values and the amplitudes of the spectral
components.
Question 1: Compare Plots 4 and 5. Why does Plot 5 display more
frequencies than Plot 4?
Question 2: Given the spectral plot of a single-tone signal, how could you
determine the maximum amplitude and frequency for the
signal?




EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 2A
Natural Sampling and Recovery
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M-file and plot instructions refer to building MATLAB script files; questions can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and titled, with x- and y-axes
labeled.
Part I-Generate a naturally-sampled signal and its spectrum
A. Generate a signal
M-file: Establish a time vector with a at of 0.0001 and a duration of 1
second.
Generate a multi-tone message signal with frequencies less
than 500. (Tones should have the same amplitude.)
Question 1: What is the maximum amplitude of the signal?
Question 2: What is the highest frequency in the signal? What is the
Nyquist rate?
B. Naturally-sample the signal
M-file: Use natsamp.m to sample the signal. Use a sampling rate
above the Nyquist rate but not more than 2000 Hz.
Plot 1: Plot the sampled signal over the message signal.
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Question 3: Calculate the following values for the sampled signal:
sampling period T (calculated In seconds)
pulse duration c (calculated in seconds)
Describe the pulse shape of the sampled signal.
C. Generate the spectrum
M-ftle: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum.
Plot 2: Plot the spectrum of the sampled signal.
Label the following groups of frequencies in the spectrum:
baseband signal frequencies
spectral components associated with the sampling
frequency (fs) and each of its multiples (2fs, 3fs, etc.)
The amplitude spectrum of a naturally-sampled signal can be determined using the
formula





and d is the duty cycle and N indicates the number of the harmonic.
Question 4: Calculate P. for N = 1, N = 2, and N = 3.
Compare with the values shown on the spectral plot.
Question 5: Describe the overall shape of the spectrum. Does the spectrum
conform to your theoretical expectations? Note any
discrepancies.
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Part 2-Recover the message signal
A. Recover the message signal
The function '"ecovers" calls the filtering function designated in the input parameter.
The Communications Toolbox contains two lowpass filters, "ideallow" and "lowpass."
Select a cutoff frequency that captures galy the baseband signal frequencies.
M-file: Use recovers.m to recover the message signal.
Plot 3: Plot the recovered signal over the message signal.
M-file: lb free memory, dear all variables other than the time vector
and message signal.
Part 3-Observe the effects of aliasing
A. Produce an undersampled signal
M-file: Use natsamp.m to sample the message signal at less than the
Nyquist rate (twice the highest frequency In the signal).
Plot 4: Plot the undersampled signal over the message signal.
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the undersampled
signal.
Plot 5: Plot the spectrum of the undersampled signal.
Question 6: Compare Plot 5 with Plot 2. What is the effect of
undersampling on the spectrum?
M-file: Use recovers.m to recover the undersampled signal. Use the
same cutoff frequency for the lowpass filter that you used in
Part .
Plot 6: Plot the recovered undersampled signal over the message
signal.
Lakl the recovered signal.
Question 7: What is the effect of undersamping on signal recovery?
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M-fille: To free memory, dear all variables other than the time vector
and message signal.
Part 4--Observe the effect on the spectrum of varying the duty cycle
A. Generate the sampled signal
M-file: Use natsamp.m to sample the message signal at the same rate
used In Part 1b, varying the duty cycle.
Plot 7: Plot the sampled signal.
B. Generate the spectrum
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum.
Plot 8: Plot the spectrum of the sampled signal.
Label the Hz value at the first zero crossing (1k/).
Question 8: Compare Plot 8 with Plot 2. What is the effect of changing the
duty cycle on the sampled signal baseband bandwidth?




EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 2B
Flattop Sampling and Recovery
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M-file and plot instructions refer to building MATLAB script files; questions can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and titled, with x- and y-axes
labeled.
Part 1--Generate a flattop-sampled signal and its spectrum
A. Generate a signal
M-file: Establish a time vector with a at of 0.0001 and a duration of 1
second.
Generate a multi-tone message signal with frequencies less
than 500. (Tones should have the same amplitude.)
Question 1: What is the maximum amplitude of the signal?
Question 2: What is the highest frequency in the signal? What is the
Nyquist rate?
B. Flattop-sample the signal
M-file: Use flattop.m to sample the signal. Use a sampling rate above
the Nyquist rate but not more 2000 Hz.
Plot 1: Plot the sampled signal over the message signal.
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Question 3: Calculate the following values for the sampled signal:
sampling period T (calculated in seconds)
pulse duration % (calculated in seconds)
Describe the pulse shape of the sampled signal.
C. Generate the spectrum
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum.
Plot 2: Plot the spectrum of the sampled signal.
Lahal the following groups of frequencies in the spectrum:
baseband signal frequencies
spectral components associated with the sampling
frequency (fs) and each of its multiples (2fs, 3fs, etc.)
The amplitude spectrum of a fianop-sampled signal can be determined using the
formula





and d is the duty cycle, c is the pulse duration in seconds, and f indicates the frequency in
Hz.
Question 4: Calculate P. for f = 550, f = 700, and f = 880.
Compare with the values shown on the spectral plot.
Question 5: Describe the overall shape of the spectrum. Does the spectrum
conform to your theoretical expectations? Note any
discrepancies.
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Part 2-Recover the message signal
A. Recover the message signal
The function "recovers" calls the filtering function designated in the input parameter.
The Communications Toolbox contains two lowpass filters, 'ideallow" and "lowpass."
Select a cutoff frequency that captures only the baseband signal frequencies.
M.fIle: Use recovers.m to recover the message signal.
Plot 3: Plot the recovered signal over the message signal.
M-file: To free memory, dear all variables other than the time vector
and message signal.
Part 3-Observe the effects of aliasing
A. Produce an undersampled signal
M-file: Use flattop.m to sample the message signal at less than the
Nyquist rate (twice the highest frequency In the signal).
Plot 4: Plot the undersampled signal over the message signal.
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the undersampled
signal.
Plot 5: Plot the spectrum of the undersampled signal.
Question 6: Compare Plot 5 with Plot 2. What is the effect of
undersampling on the spectrum?
M-file: Use recovers.m to recover the undersampled signal. Use the
same cutoff frequency for the lowpass filter that you used in
Part 2.
Plot 6: Plot the recovered undersampled signal over the message
signal.
Label the recovered signal.
Question 7: What is the effect of undersampling on signal recovery?
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M-file: To free memory, dear all variables other than the time vector
and message signal.
Part 4-Observe the effect on the spectrum of varying the duty cycle
A. Generate a sampled signal
M-file: Use flattop.m to sample the message signal at the same x kte
used in Part 1b, varying the duty cycle.
Plot 7: Plot the sampled signal.
B. Gewrate the spectrum
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum.
Plot 8: Plot the spectrum of the sampled signal.
Lnhti the l-z value at the first zero crossing (11).
Question 8: Compare Plot 8 with Plot 2. What is the effect of changing the
duty cycle on the sampled signal baseband bandwidth?




EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 2C
Impulse Sampling and Recovery
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M-file and plot instructions refer to building MATLAB script files; questions can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and titled, with x- and y-axes
labeled.
Part 1--Generate a impulse-sampled signal and its spectrum
A. Generate a signal
M-file: Establish a time vector with a At of 0.0001 and a duration of 1
second.
Generate a multi-tone message signal with frequencies less
than 500. (Tones should have the same amplitude.)
Question 1: What is the maximum amplitude of the signal?
Question 2: What is the highest frequency in the signal? What is the
Nyquist rate?
B. Impulse-sample the signal
M-file: Use imsamp.m to sample the signal. Use a sampling rate above
the Nyquist rate but not more than 2000 Hz.
Plot 1: Plot the sampled signal over the message signal.
Question 3: Calculate the duration of the sampling period T (in seconds).
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C. CGenwet the spectum
M-flle: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum.
Plot 2: Plot the spectrum of the sampled signal.
Label the following groups of frequencies in the spectrum:
baseband signal frequencies
spectral components associated with the sampling
frequency (fs) and each of its multiples (2fs, 3fs, etc.)
Question 4: Describe the overall shape of the spectrum. Does the spectrum
conform to your theoretical expectations? Note any
discrepancies.
Part 2-Recover the message signal
A. Recover the message signal
The function "recovers" calls the filtering function designated in the input parameter
The Communications Toolbox contains two lowpass filters, "ideallow" and "lowpass."
Select a cutoff frequency that captures only the baseband signal frequencies.
M-file: Use recovers.m to recover the Impulse-sampled signal.
Plot 3: Plot the recovered signal ever the message signal.
M-file: To free memory, dear all variables other than the time vector
and message signal.
Part 3-Observe the effects of aliasing
A. Produce an undersampled signal
M-file: Use impsamp.m to sample the message signal at less than the
Nyquist rate (twice the highest frequency in the signal).
Plot 4: Plot the undersampled signal over the message signal.
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the undersampled
signal.
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Plot 5: Plot the spectrum of the undersampled signal.
Question 5: Compare Plot 5 with Plot 2. What is the effect of
undersampling on the spectrum?
M-file: Use recoversm to recover the undersampled signal. Use the
same cutoff frequency for the lowpass filter that you used in
Part 2.
Plot 6: Plot the recovered undersampled signal over the message
signal.
Label the recovered signal.
Question 6: What is the effect of undersampling on signal recovery?
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 3A
Pulse Modulation (PAM and PWM)
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M-file and plot instructions refer to building MATLAB script files;questlons can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and tided, with x- and y-axes
labeled.
Part 1-Observe the differences in the time domain for two types of
pulse-modulated signals (PAM and PWM)
A. Generate a signal
M-file: Establish a time vector with a At of 0.0001 and a duration of 1
second.
Generate a multi-tone message signal with frequencies less
than 200.
Question 1: What is the maximum amplitude of the message signal?
B. Modulating the signal
You studied the flattop-sampled signal in Laboratory 2, and saw that while its pulses
varied in amplitude, they always appeared at the start of the sampling period T, and had a
constant duration s. Flattop sampling is one implementation of pulse-amplitude modulation
(natural sampling is the other). In this laboratory, the familiar characteristics of the pulse-
amplitude modulated (PAM) signal will be compared to characteristics of the pulse-width
modulated signal.
M-file: Use fiattop.m to pulse-amplitude-modulate the signal. Use a
sampling rate of 500 Hz.
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Plot 1: Plot the PAM signal over the message signal. Show a portion
of the signal that contains the maximum signal amplitude.




Like PAM signals, pulse-width modulated (PWM) signal pulses begin with the
sampling period T. Pulse amplitudes are constant, while their widths vary, based on the
amplitude of the message signal at each pulse beginning. To facilitate this variation in pulse
width, the maximum pulse duration is expressed as a frawion of the sampling period T. The
widest pulse that could occur would be this fraction of the sampling period T, located
where the maximum signal amplitude fell at the beginning of a pulse. The most narrow
pulse would occur where the minimum signal amplitude fell at the beginning of a pulse.
M-file: Use pulsewid.mn to pulse-width-modulate the signal. Use a
sampling rate of 500 Hz and a maximum pulse duration of
greater than 0.5.
Plot 2: Plot the PWM signal over the message signal. Show the same
portion of the signal (containing the maximum signal
ampltuae) as displayed In Plot 1.
Question 3: What is the maximum pulse duration that could occur in your
PWM signal?
Part 2-Observe the differences in the frequency domain for the two
types of modulation
A. Generate the spectra
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the PAM signal.
Plot 3: Plot the spectrum of the PAM signal.
Label the following values:
Hz values of the baseband signal frequencies
sampling frequency (fs)
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the PWM signal.
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Plot 4: Plot the spectrum of the PWM signal.
LaW the Hz value of the sampling frequency (fs).
B. Calculating baseband bandwidth
Recall that while PAM signals have a baseband bandwidth of approximately 0.5k,
PWM signals have larger baseband bandwidths, approximately 0.5/risetime. Consider the
risetime of the pulses in your modulated signals to be equal to the step size in the time
vector.
Question 4: Using the above approximations, calculate the baseband
bandwidths for the PAM and PPM signals. Do these values
reflect what you observe in the spectral plots? Note any
discrepancies.
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 3B
Pulse Modulation (PAM and PPM)
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M-file and plot instructions refer to building MATLAB script files;questions can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and titled, with x- andy-axes
labeled.
Part 1-Observe the differences in the time domain for two types of
pulse-modulated signals (PAM and PPM)
A. Generate a signal
M-file: Establish a time vector with a At of 0.0001 and a duration of 1
second.
Generate a multi-tone message signal with frequencies less
than 200.
Question 1: What is the maximum amplitude of the message signal?
B. Modulating the signal
You studied the flattop-sampled signal in Laboratory 2, and saw that while its pulses
varied in amplitude, they always appeared at the start of the sampling period T, and had a
constant duration t. Flattop sampling is one implementation of pulse-amplitude modulation
(natural sampling is the other). In this laboratory, the familiar characteristics of the pulse-
amplitude modulated (PAM) signal will be compared to characteristics of the pulse-position
modulated signal.
M-file: Use flattop.m to pulse-amplitude-modulate the signal. Use a
sampling rate of 500 Hz.
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Plot 1: Plot the PAM signal over the message signal. Show a portion
of the signal that contains the mainmum signal amplitude.




A pulse-position modulated (PPM) signal, like a pulse-amplitude modulated signal,
has a constant duration t. However, the pulse beginnings vary in location within the
sampling period T. Most PPM systems vary pulse position from the middle of the sampling
period T. Negative signal amplitudes cause the pulse to shift left; positive signal amplitudes
cause the pulse to shift right.
The function "pulspos.m" transmits signal information via the amount of the pulse
offset from the beginning of the sampling period. To allow for larger variations in the pulse
offset, the pulse duration z is kept small. For a PPM signal with a duty cycle of 0.2, the
largest pulse offset that could occur would be 0.8 of the sampling period T, observed at the
maximum signal amplitude. No pulse offset occurs at the minimum signal amplitude.
M-file: Use pulseposm to pulse-position-modulate the signal. Use a
sampling rate of 500 Hz and a pulse duration of less than 0.5.
Plot 2: Plot the PPM signal over the message signal. Show the same
portion of the signal (containing the maximum signal
amplitude) as displayed in Plot 1. (Note: Using the "grid"
command may help identify the boundaries of the sampling
periods.)
Question 3: What is the largest pulse offset that could occur in your PPM
signal?
Part 2-Observe the differences in the frequency domain for the two
types of modulation
A. Generate the spectra
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the PAM signal.
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Plot 3: Plot the spectrum of the PAM signal.
Label the following values:
Hz values of the baseband signal frequencies
sampling frequency (fs)
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the PPM signal.
Plot 4: Plot the spectrum of the PPM signal.
Label the Hz value of the sampling frequency (fs).
B. Calculating baseband bandwidth
Recall that while PAM signals have a baseband bandwidth of approximately 0.5/k,
PPM signals have larger baseband bandwidths, approximately 0.5/risetime. Consider the
risetime of the pulses in your modulated signals to be equal to the step size in the time
vector.
Question 4: Using the above approximations, calculate the baseband
bandwidths for the PAM and PPM signals. Do these values
reflect what you observe in the spectral plots? Note any
discrepancies.
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 4A
Analog-to-Digital Conversion (Quantization)
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M-file and pkt instructions refer to building MATLAB script files; questions can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and titled, with x- and y-axes
labeled.
Part 1-Evaluate two analog-to-digital converters
A. Evaluate a bipolar converter
The function"quantize.m" is used to set the quantization characteristic for a bipolar
quantization system. "Quantize.m" converts signals with values between -10 and +10
volts.
M-file: Use quantize.m to generate the characteristic for a 3-bit bipolar
analog-to-digital converter.
Plot 1: Plot the quantization characteristic, using the output vector
quanch-x to represent voltage in, and quanchy to represent
voltage out.
Question 1: Calculate the following values relating to the quantization
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B. Evaluate a unipolar converter
"Quantuni.m" is a unipolar quantizing function that converts signals between values
of 0 and +10 volts.
NI-file: Use quantuni.m to generate the characteristic for a 5-bit
unipolar analog-to-digital converter.
Plot 2: Plot the quantization characteristic, using the output vector
quanchx to represent voltage In, and quanch.y to represent
voltage out.
Question 2: Calculate the following values relating to the quantization






Part 2-Observe the quantization process
A. Generate and sample a signal
M-file: Establish a time vector with a At of 0.0001 and a duration of
0.1 seconds.
Generate a multi-tone message signal s with frequencies less
than 50. (Maximum signal amplitude should not exceed 10.)
Signals are typically sampled prior to quantizing.
M-file: Use flattop.m to sample the signal, using a sampling rate of
500 Hz or greater.
B. Quantize the signal using a 3-bit bipolar converter
M-file: Use quantize.m to quantize the sampled signal as if using a 3-
bit bipolar converter. Use the same sampling rate for sampling
and quantizing. (The characteristic of this converter is
displayed in Plot 1.)
Plot 3: Plot the 3-bit bipolar quantized signal over the sampled signal.
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C. Quantize the signal using a 5-bit unipolar converter
M-file: Use quantize.m to quantize the sampled signal as if using a 5-
bit bipolar converter.
Plot 4: Plot the 5-bit bipolar quantized signal over the sampled signal.
A bin number representing voltage level is assigned to each sample in the quantized
signal. Bin numbers begin with 0.
D. Relate bin numbers to voltage levels
M-file: Print the values of quanchiy for the 3-bit bipolar converter
(the highest "voltage" level appears twice, for plotting
purposes only.). Then print the first 5 values of binhums.
Question 3: List the amplitude ("voltage") of the 3-bit bipolar quantized
signal in each of the first 5 sampling periods.
M-file: Print the values of quanch-y for the 5-bit bipolar converter;
then print the first 5 values of in binnhums.
Question 4: List the amplitude ("voltage") of the 5-bit bipolar quantized
signal in each of the first 5 sampling periods.
Part 3-Measure the quantization noise
The difference between the message signal and the quantized signal is referred to as
"quantization noise'-noise introduced by the quantization process. The function "snWm"
returns the signal to noise ratio, measured in dB.
A. Find the signal to noise ratios
Plot 5: Plot the 3-bit bipolar quantized signal over the message signal.
M-file: Use snr.m to find the signal to noise ratio for the message
signal and the 3-bit bipolar quantized signal.
Plot 6: Plot the 5-bit bipolar quantized signal over the message signal.
M-file: Use snr.m to find the signal to noise ratio for the message
signal and the 5-bit bipolar quantized signal.
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B. Compare quantization noise for the two systems
Question 5: List the values of the signal to noise ratios for the 3-bit bipolar
and 5-bit bipolar quantized signals. Which converter produced
less quantization noise?




EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 4B
Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
This laboratory requimb ihe Communicatiors Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M-file and plot instructions refer to building MATLAB script files;questions can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and titled, with x- and y-axes
labeled.
Part 1--Generate a bitstream to encode
A. Generate a message signal
M-file: Establish a time vector with a At of 0.0001 and a duration of 1
second.
Generate a multi-tone message signal s with frequencies less
than 50. (Maximum signal amplitude should not exceed 10).
B. Quantize the message signal
M-file: Use quantize.m to quantize the message signal, using 2
symbols and from 3 to 6 elements. Use a sampling rate of 100
to 200 Hz.
Plot 1: Plot the quantized signal over the message signal.
C. Generate a bitstream
The function "encode.m" will convert "binnums," the vector returned from
"quantize.m" containing the quantization levels, to "codedsig," a bitstream of l's and O's.
Each value in bin_nums is represented by one binary word in "codedsig." The number of
bits in each word is determined by the number of elements.
M-file: Use encode.m to convert "bin nums" to a bitstream.
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Part 2-Encode the bitstream using pulse code modulation (PCM)
The functions "nrzluni.m," "rzuni.m," and "manchest.m" translate the vector
"codedsig" into PCM signals. The bit rate for these PCM-encoded signals is calculated by
multiplying the sampling rate by the number of elements.
A. Generate a non-return-to-zero level (NRZL) unipolar coded signal and spectrum
M-file: Using nrzlevel.m, generate a NRZL unipolar coded signal.
Plot 2: Plot an expanded view of the NRZL unipolar coded signal over
the quantized signal, showing the first 8 to 10 words.
Question 1: In your own words, describe the NRZL unipolar encoding
scheme.
M.file: Using spectral.m, generate a NRZL unipolar coded signal
spectrum.
Plot 3: Plot the NRZL unipolar coded signal spectrum.
Question 2: Predict an adequate baseband signal bandwidth for the NRZL
unipolar coded signal based on its spectral plot.
M-file: To free memory, clear the variables for the NRZL unipolar
coded signal and spectrum.
B. Generate a return-to-zero level (RZL) unipolar coded signal and spectrum
M-file: Using rzuni.m, generate a RZL unipolar coded signal.
Plot 4: Plot the RZL unipolar coded signal over the quantized signal,
showing the same portion of the signal as in Plot 5.
Question 3: In your own words, describe the RZL univolar encoding
scheme.
M-file: Using spectral.m, generate an RZL unipolar coded signal
spectrum.
Plot 5: Plot the RZL unipolar coded signal spectrum.
Question 4: Predict an adequate baseband signal bandwidth for the RZL
unipolar coded signal based on its spectral plot.
M-file: To free memory, clear the variables for the RZL unipolar coded
signal and spectrum.
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C. Generate a manchester coded signal and spectrum
M-file: Using manchest.m, generate a manchester coded signal.
Plot 6: Plot the manchester coded signal over the quantized signal,
showing the same portion of the signal as in Plot S.
Question 5: In your own words, describe the manchester encoding scheme.
M-file: Using spectral.m, generate a manchester coded signal
spectrum.
Plot 7: Plot the manchester coded signal spectrum.
Question 6: Predict an adequate baseband signal bandwidth for the
manchester coded signal based on its spectral plot.
M-file: Print out the values of "codedsig" that represent the bits
shown in Plots 2, 4, and 6.
Question 7: Record the values of "codedsig." Is this bit pattern reflected
on Plots 2, 4, and 6?
D. Estimate bandwidth for the PCM signals
The minimum theoretical PCM bandwidth for sinc-shaped pulses is B*N, the
baseband message signal bandwidth times the number of elements(bits). Rectangular
pulses theoretically require an infinite bandwidth, but can be estimated based on r, the
pulse duration:
B = 0.5A
The value of r depends on the PCM encoding scheme employed. For NRZL coded
signals, r is equal to the bit duration. For RZL and manchester coded signals, r is equal to
1/2 of the bit duration.
Question 8: Calculate the approximate baseband bandwidth for the PCM
signals:
NRZL unipolar coded signal
RZL and manchester coded signals
How do th'-e values compare with your predictions?
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 4C
Companding
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M-file and plot instructions refer to building MATLAB script files;questions can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and tided, with x- and y-axes
labeled
Part I-Observe the effects of companding on the message signal
A. Generate the signal
M-file: Establish a time vector with a At of 0.0001 and a duration of
0.05 seconds.
Generate the following multi-tone message signal s:
s=2+2.1*cos(2*pi*50*t)+1.7*cos(4*pi*50*t)...
+1.5Scos(6*pi50*t)+1.3*cos(8*piS50*t);
B. Compare compression characteristics for high and low values of mu
Companding (the process of compressing, then expanding) improves the quantization
process by proportioning signals that spend most of the time in the lower range of the
dynamic range. The functions "compress.m" and "expand.m" simulate a mu-255
compander. Values of mu range from 1 to 255. An input of mu = 255 produces the
maximum compression and expansion.
When using "compress.m" and "expand.m," be sure pass in the exact maximum of
each individual signal. Use the "max" command as part of the parameter.
M-file: Using compress.m, compress the message signal, using mu =
255.
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Using expand.m, expand the compressed signal, using mu =
255.
Plot 1: Plot the compressed signal (mu = 255) over the message
signal. (Notice the low-level signal activity.)
Plot the expanded signal (mu = 255) on the same graph. The
expanded signal should plot directly over the message signal.
M-file: Using compress.m, compress the message signal, using mu =
5.
Using expand.m, expand the compressed signal, using mu = 5.
Plot 2: Plot the compressed signal (mu = 5) over the message signal.
Plot the expanded signal (mu = 5) on the same graph. The
expanded signal should plot directly over the message signal.
Question 1: What is the effect on the compressed signal of increasing the
value of mu?
Part 2-Reduce quantizaton noise by companding the message signal
Your goal in this section of the laboratory is to design a companding system that will
reduce quantization noise. The signal s is given, as is the use of a 2-bit unipolar quantizer.
Your variables are the sampling rate and the value of mu. (Note: Your variables must
remain constant within the system, but may be adjusted to represent different systems.)
"Quantuni.m" employs a truncation rather than a rounding scheme, which tends to
increase quantization noise.
A. Sample and quantize the message signal
M-file: Use flattop.m to sample the message signal.
M-file: Use quantuni.m to quantize the sampled signal (use the same
sampling rate for sampling and quantizing). Pass in 2 symbols
and 2 elements.
Plot 3: Plot the quantized signal over the sampled signal.
Plot 4: Plot the message signal over the quantized signal. (This graph
illustrates the degree of quantization noise present without
companding.)
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B. Establish a benchmark value for signal to noise ratio
M-flle: Use snr.m to calculate the signal to noise ratio for the message
and quantized signals (no companding).
Question 2: Obtain the value of the signal to noise ratio (no companding).
Record this value. By exceeding this benchmark value, you
will be decreasing quantization noise.
C. Compress, sample, and quantize the message signal
M-file: Use compress.m to compress the message signal.
Plot 5: Plot the compressed signal over the message signal to gauge
the degree of compression.
M-file: Use flattop~m to sample the compressed signal, using the same
sampling rate as before.
M-file: Use quantuni.m to quantize the sampled compressed signal,
passing In 2 symbols and 2 elements. Continue to use the same
sampling rate.
Plot 6: Plot the quantized compressed signal over the sampled
compressed signal.
D. Expand the quantized compressed signal
M-file: Use expand.m to expand the quantized compressed signal.
Plot 7: Plot the companded signal over the message signal. (This
graph Illustrates the degree of quantization noise with
companding.)
E. Find the signal to noise ratio for the companded signal
M-file: Use snr.m to calculate the signal to noise ratio for the message
and companded signals.
Question 3: Obtain the value of the signal to noise ratio using companding.
Record this value.
If the signal to noise ratio has not increased over the benchmark value obtained in
Question 2, examine the signals shown in Plot 7. Try to determine the major cause of the
noise in the companded signal. Adjust one or both variables in your system, and repeat the
companding steps.
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Question 4: Provide the following characteristics of your system:
sampling rate
value of mu




EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 5
Amplitude Modulation Double Sideband (AM DSB)
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M-file and plot instructions refer to building MATLAB script files; questions can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and titled, with x- and y-axes
labeled.
Part 1--Generate single- and multi-tone message signals and spectra
A. Generate the message signals
M-file: Establish a time vector with a At ot 0.0001 and a duration of 1
second.
Generate a single-tone signal with a frequency of less than
500.
Generate a multi-tone signal with frequencies of less than 500.
Plot 1: Plot the single-tone message signal.
Plot 2: Plot the multi-tone message signal.
B. Predict power and bandwidth for the message signals
Parseval's theorem states that average signal power can be calculated in either the time
or the frequency domain. The following formula applies to calculation in the time domain:
P=A0 2 + INX(AN2 +BN 2 )
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Peak power is calculated as follows:
Fý = 2
2





C. Verify bandwidth for the message signals
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the single-tone
message signal.
Plot 3: Plot the spectrum of the single-tone signal.
Label the following values:
Hz value of the spectral component
amplitude of the spectral component
baseband signal bandwidth In Hz
M-file: Use spectral~m to generate the spectrum of the multi-tone
message signal.
Plot 4: Plot the spectrum of the multi-tone signal.
Label the following values:
Hz value of the spectral component
amplitude of the spectral component
baseband signal bandwidth in Hz
M-file: To free memory, dear the variables representing the spectra of
the single- and multi-tone signals.
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IL i ia
Pan 2-Generate amplitude modulated double sideband (AM DSB)
signals using single- and multi-tone input
A. Generate the single- and multi-tone AM DSB signals
M-file: Modulate the single-tone signal by multiplying It with a cosine
with a carrier frequency of 1500 to 3000 Hz. (Remember to use
the ".*" operator. )
Modulate the multi-tone signal by multiplying it with a cosine
with a carrier frequency of 1500 to 3000 Hz (choose a
different carrier frequency than used for single-tone
modulation).
Plot 5: Plot the single-tone AM DSB signal.
Plot 6: Plot an expanded view of the single-tone AM DSB and
message signals that shows one or more zero crossings.
Label the phase shifts shown in this portion of the signal.
Plot 7: Plot the multi-tone AM DSB signal.
Plot 8: Plot an expanded view of the multi-tone AM DSB and message
signals that shows one or more zero cros ags.
Label the phase shifts shown in this portion of the signal.
B. Predict power for the single-tone AM DSB signal




Average power for the AM DSB signal is obtained using by adding the power
produced by each of the two components, resulting in
A2
4
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C. Verify the bandwidth of the single- and multi-tone AM DSB signals
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the single-tone AM
DSB signal.
Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the multi-tone AM
DSB signal.
Plot 9: Plot the spectrum of the single-tone AM DSB signal.
Label the following values:
amplitude of each spectral component
Hz value of each spectral component
transmission bandwidth in Hz
Plot 10: Plot the spectrum of the multi-tone AM DSB signal.
Label the following values:
amplitude of each spectral component
Hz value of each spectral component
transmission bandwidth in Hz
M-file: To free memory, clear variables representing spectra for the
single- and multi-tone AM DSB signals.
D. Verify power for the single-tone AM DSB signal
Peak power is verified in the time domain.
M-file: To calculate peak power, use the "max" command to find the
single-tone AM DSB signal maximum; then square this value
and divide by 2.
Average power is verified in the frequency domain.
M-file: To calculate total average power, use psd.m to obtain a vector
representing power spectral density of the single-tone AM DSB
signal; then use the "sum" command to add the frequencies.
Question 3: Record the values representing peak and average power for the
signal-tone signal.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power in Question 2
agree with the computer-generated values?
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Part 3-Recover the AM DSB signals
A. Demodulate the AM DSB signals (multiply by their carriers)
M-file: Multiply the single-tone AM DSB signal by Its carrier.
Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the demodulated
single-tone signal.
Multiply the multi-tone AM DSB signal by Its carrier.
Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the demodulated
multi-tone signal.
To free memory, clear variables representing the single- and
multi-tone AM DSB signals, and the demodulated single- and
multi-tone AM DSB signals (all are time domain vectors).
Plot 11: Plot the spectrum of the demodulated single-tone signal.
Plot 12: Plot the spectrum of the demodulated multi-tone signal.
MWfile: To free memory, dear variables representing the spectra of the
demodulated single- and multi-tone demodulated signals.
B. Filter and recover the message signals
"Lowpass" and "ideallow" are the lowpass filters available. Choose cutoff
frequencies that capture only the baseband signal frequencies.
M-file: Use recoverm.m to recover and filter the single-tone baseband
signal frequencies.
Multiply the recovered signal by a factor of 2.
Use recoverm.m to recover and filter the multi-tone baseband
signal frequencies.
Multiply the recovered signal by a factor of 2.
Plot 13: Plot the recovered single-tone signal over the message signal.
Plot 14: Plot the recovered multi-tone signal over the message signal.
Question 4: Why is coherent detection (detection using the carrier)
necessary for an AM DSB signal?
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 6
Amplitude Modulation Single Sideband (AM SSB)
"This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M-file and plot instructions refer to building MATLAB script files; questions can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and titled, with x- and y-axes
labeled.
Part 1-Generate single- and multi-tone message signals and spectra
A. Generate the message signals
M-file: Establish a time vector with a At ot 0.0001 and a duration of 1
second.
Generate a single-tone signal with a frequency of less than
500.
Generate a multi-tone signal with frequencies of less than 500.
Plot 1: Plot the single-tone message signal.
Plot 2: Plot the multi-tone message signal.
B. Predict the power and bandwidth for the message signals
Parseval's theorem states that average signal power can be calculated in either the time
or the frequency domain. The following formula applies to calculation in the time domain:
P = AO2 + 1/2 (A 2 +Bn 2), summation from 1 to**
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Peak power is calculated as follows:
pp = A2 /2





C. Verify bandwidth for the message signals
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the single-tone
message signal.
Plot 3: Plot the spectrum of the single-tone signal.
Label the following values:
Hz value of the spectral component
amplitude of the spectral component
baseband signal bandwidth in Hz
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the multi-tone
message signal.
Plot 4: Plot the spectrum of the multi-tone signal.
Label the following values:
Hz value of the spectral component
amplitude of the spectral component
baseband signal bandwidth in Hz
M-file: To free memory, clear the variables representing the spectra of
the single- and multi-tone message signals.
Part 2---Generate amplitude modulated single sideband (AM SSB) signals
using single- and multi-tone input
A. Generate the single- and multi-tone AM SSB signals
Single sideband modulation could be accomplished, in theory, by double sideband
modulation followed by filtering of unwanted frequencies. In practice, however, retaining
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one sideband while rejecting the other is a complex procedure. In this laboratory, you will
use a Ifilbert transform, simulated by the function "hilbert.m," to apply a 900 phase shift to
the signal, cancelling either the upper or lower sideband.
"Hilbert.m" is called by the function "ssb.m."
M-file: Use ssb.m to modulate the single-tone signal. Pass in a carrier
frequency of 1500 to 3000 Hz.
Use ssb.m to modulate the multi-tone signal. Pass in a carrier
frequency of 1500 to 3000 Hz (choose a different carrier
frequency than used for single-tone modulation).
Plot 5: Plot the single-tone AM lower sideband (LSB) signal.
Plot 6: Plot an expanded view of the single-tone AM LSB and message
signals.
Plot 7: Plot the single-tone AM upper sideband (USB) signal.
Plot 8: Plot an expanded view of the single-tone AM USB and
message signals.
Plot 9: Plot the multi-tone AM LSB signal.
Plot 10: Plot an expanded view of the multi-tone AM LSB and message
signals.
Plot 11: Plot the multi-tone AM USB signal.
Plot 12: I-wt an expanded view of the multi-tone AM USB and message
B. Predict power and bandwidth for the AM SSB signals
Peak power for the AM SSB signal is calculated as before:
Pp = p,2/2
Average power for the AM SSB signal is calculated as follows:
P=A2-/2
An examination of the AM SSB signal plots will confirm that the signal maximum in
an AM SSB signal is half of the signal maximum in its message signal.
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C. Verify the power and bandwidth of the AM SSB signals.
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the single-tone AM
LSB signal.
Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the single-tone AM
USB signal.
Plot 13: Plot the spectrum of the single.tone AM LSB signal.
Label the following values:
amplitude of each spectral component
Hz value of each spectral component
transmission bandwidth in Hz
Plot 14: Plot the spectrum of the single-tone AM USB signal.
Label the following values:
amplitude of each spectral component
Hz value of each spectral component
transmission bandwidth in Hz
M-file: To free memory, clear the variables representing the spectra of
the single-tone LSB and USB signals.
Use spectral.m to ge the spectrum of the multi-tone AM
LSB signal.
Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the multi-tone AM
USB signal.
Plot 15: Plot the spectrum of the multi-tone AM LSB signal.
LaIbel the following values:
amplitude of each spectral component
Hz value of each spectral component
transmission bandwidth in Hz
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Plot 16: Plot the spectrum of the multi-tone AM USB signal.
Label the following values:
amplitude of each spectral component
Hz value of each spectral component
transmission bandwidth in Hz
M-file: To free memory, clear the variables representing the spectra of
the multi-tone LSB and USB signals.
Peak power is verified in the time domain.
M-file: To calculate peak power, use the "max" command to find the
single-tone AM LSB signal maximum; then square this value
and divide by 2.
Calculate peak power for the single-tone AM USB signal.
Average power is verified in the frequency domain.
M-file: To calculate total average power, use psd.m to obtain a vector
representing power spectral density of the single-tone AM LSB
signal; then use the "sum" command to add the frequencies.
Calculate total average power for the single-tone AM USB
signal.
Question 3: Record the values representing peak and average power for the
signal-tone LSB and USB signals.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power in Question 2
agree with the computer-generated values?
M-file: To free memory, clear the variables representing the power
spectral densities of the single-tone AM LSB and USB signals.
Part 3-Recover the AM SSB signals
A. Recover the single-tone AM SSB signals
The first step in recovering an AM SSB signal is to demodulate (multiply the signal
by its carrier).
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When you called the function "ssb.m" you passed in the parameters setting amplitude
(car-amp) and frequency (carfrecq) for the cai: ier signal. To demodulate the AM SSB
signals, you will need to reconstruct the carrier signal in the following form:
Scarrier = car._am p*(2*pi* car freq*t)
M-file: Multiply the single-tone AM LSB signal by its carrier.
(Remember to use the ".0" operator.)
Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the demodulated
single-tone AM LSB signal.
Multiply the single-tone AM USB signal by its carrier.
Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the demodulated
single-tone AM USB signal.
To free memory, clear the variables representing the single.
tone AM LSB and USB signals; and their demodulated signals.
Plot 17: Plot the spectrum of the demodulated single-tone AM LSB
signal.
Plot 18: Plot the spectrum of the demodulated single-tone AM USB
signal.
M-file: To free memory, clear the variables representing the spectra of
the demodulated single-tone AM LSB and USB signals.
The second step in recovering an AM SSB signal is to filter the demodulated signal in
order to recover the message signal.
"Lowpass" and "ideallow" are the lowpass filters available. Choose cutoff
frequencies that capture only the baseband signal frequencies.
M-file: Use recoverm.m to recover and filter the baseband signal
frequencies for the single-tone AM LSB signal.
Multiply the recovered signal by a factor of 4.
Use recoverm.m to recover and filter the baseband signal
frequencies for the single-tone AM USB signal.
Multiply the recovered signal by a factor of 4.
To free memory, clear the variables representing the recovered
single-tone AM LSB and USB signals, and their "fft" vectors.
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Plot 19: Plot the recovered single-tone AM LSB and USB signals over
the message signal.
B. Recover the multi-tone AM SSB signals
M-file: Multiply the multi-tone AM LSB signal by its carrier.
Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the demodulated
multi-tone AM LSB signal.
Multiply the multi-tone AM USB signal by its carrier.
Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the demodulated
multi-tone AM USB signal.
To free memory, clear the variables representing the multi-tone
AM LSB and USB signals; and their demodulated signals.
Plot 20: Plot the spectrum of the demodulated multi-tone AM LSB
signal.
Plot 21: Plot the spectrum of the demodulated multi-tone AM USB
signal.
M-file: To free memory, clear the variables representing the spectra of
the demodulated multi-tone AM LSB and USB signals.
Use recoverm.m to recover and filter the baseband signal
frequencies for the multi-tone AM LSB signal.
Multiply the recovered signal by a factor of 4.
Use recoverm.m to recover and filter the baseband signal
frequencies for the multi-tone AM USB signal.
Multiply the recovered signal by a factor of 4.
To free memory, clear the variables representing the recovered
single-tone AM LSB and USB signals, and their "fft" vectors.
Plot 22: Plot the recovered multi-tone AM LSB and USB signals over
the message signal.
Question 4: Is coherent detection (detection using the carrier) necessary
for an AM SSB signal?
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 7
Conventional Amplitude Modulation
(Conventional AM)
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M.file and plot instructions refer to building MATLAB script files;questions can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and titled, with x- and y-axes
labeled.
Part 1--Generate single- and multi-tone message signals and spectra
A. Generate the message signals
M-file: Establish a time vector with a At ot 0.0001 and a duration of 1
second.
Generate a single-tone signal with a frequency of less than
500. Find the maximum signal value.
Generate a multi-tone signal with frequencies of less than 500.
Find the maximum signal value.
Plot 1: Plot the single-tone message signal.
Plot 2: Plot the multi-tone message signal.
B. Predict power and bandwidth for the message signals
Parseval's theorem states that average signal power can be calculated in either the time
or the frequency domain. The following formula applies to calculation in the time domain:
P=A0 2 +I•(AN2 +BN2)
"N=I
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Peak power is calculated as follows:
A2pp -- AP2
2





C. Verify bandwidth for the message signals
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the single-tone
message signal.
Plot 3: Plot the spectrum of the single-tone signal.
Label the following values:
Hz value of the spectral component
amplitude of the spectral component
baseband signal bandwidth in Hz
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the multi-tone
message signal.
Plot 4: Plot the spectrum of the multi-tone signal.
Label the following values:
Hz value of the spectral components
baseband signal bandwidth in Hz
M-file: To free memory, clear the variables representing the spectra of
the single- and multi-tone signals.
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Part 2-Generate conventional amplitude modulated (conventional AM)
signals using single- and multi-tone input
A. Generate the single- and multi-tone conventional AM signals
The function "cony_am.m" is used to normalize and modulate the message signal.
M-file: Use conv-am.m to modulate the single-tone message signal.
Use a carrier frequency of 1500 to 3000 Hz.
Use convam.m to modulate the multi-tone message signal,
using a different carrier frequency in the same range.
Plot 5: Plot the single-tone conventional AM signal.
Plot 6: Plot the multi-tone AM DSB signal.
B. Predict power and banuwidth for the conventional AM signals
Peak power for the single-tone conventional AM signal is calculated as follows:
pp = (I + m)2 PC
where P, is the average power of the carrier.
Average power for the single-tone conventional AM signal is calculated as follows:
m2)P= (1+--!-jPc
where Pc is the average power of the carrier.
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C. Verify the power and bandwidth of the conventional AM signal
Amplitude of the spectral components in the sidebands of the conventional AM signal
can be calculated as
mA/2
where m is the modulation index and A is the amplitude of the signal tone. The amplitude
of the spectral component representing the carrier is equal to the amplitude of the carrier.
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the single-tone
conventional AM signal.
Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the multi-tone
conventional AM signal.
Plot 7: Plot the spectrum of the single-tone conventional AM signal.
Label the following values:
amplitude of each spectral component
Hz value of each spectral component
transmission bandwidth in Hz
Plot 8: Plot the spectrum of the multi-tone conventional AM signal.
Label the following values:
Hz value of each spectral component
transmission bandwidth in Hz
M-file: To free memory, clear variables representing spectra of the
single- and multi-tone conventional AM signals.
Peak power is verified in the time domain.
M-file: To calculate peak power, use the "max" command to find the
single-tone conventional AM signal maximum; then square this
value and divide by 2.
Average power is verified in the frequency domain.
M-file: To calculate total average power, use psd.m to obtain a vector
representing power spectral density of the single-tone
conventional AM signal; then use the "sum" command to add
the frequencies.
To free memory, clear the variable representing power spectral
density.
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Question 3: Record the values representing peak and average power for the
signal-tone conventional AM signal.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power in Question 2
agree with the computer-generated values?
Part 3-Recover the conventional AM signals
A. Recover the single-tone conventional AM signal
Conventional AM signals are recovered via use of a bandpass filter and envelope
detector.
The function "recoverm.m" is used to bandpass-filter and recover the signals.
M-file: Use recoverm.m and the bandpass filter idealbnd.m to filter
and recover the single-tone conventional AM signal.
The function "envelope.m" is an envelope detector that uses a Hilbert transform to
detect the magnitude of the complex envelope. Due to its algorithm, "envelope.m" is a
highly accurate but memory-intensive function.
M-file: Reduce the size of the vector representing the filtered single-
tone conventional AM signal to about 500 points.
Use envelope.m detect the filtered single-tone conventional
AM signal.
Plot 9: Plot an expanded view of the single-tone envelope-detected
signal over its filtered conventional AM signal.
To complete the signal detection, the steps in the conventional AM process are
reversed. The DC value is removed from the envelope-detected signal; this signal is divided
by the modulation index; finally the signal is multiplied by the maximum value of the
original message signal.
M-file: Subtract 1 from the envelope-detected signal to remove the DC
value. Then divide by the modulation index and multiply by
the maximum value in the message signal.
Plot 10: Plot an expanded view of the single-tone message signal over
the modified envelope-detected signal.
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B. Recover the multi-tone conventional AM signal
M-file: Use recoverm.m and the bandpass filter idealbnd.m to filter
and recover the multi-tone conventional AM signal.
Reduce the size of the vector representing the filtered multi-
tone conventional AM signal to about 500 points.
Use envelope.m detect the filtered multi-tone conventional AM
signal.
Plot 11: Plot an expanded view of the multi-tone envelope-detected
signal over its filtered conventional AM signal.
M-file: Subtract 1 from the envelope-detected signal to remove the DC
value. Then divide by the modulation index and multiply by
the maximum value in the message signal.
Plot 12: Plot an expanded view of the multi-tone message signal over
the modified envelope-detected signal.
Part 4-Observe the effect of overmodulation on a conventional AM
signal
A. Overmodulate a single-tone conventional AM signal
M-file: Use conv-am.m to modulate the single-tone signal, using a
modulation index greater than 1.
Using the envelope detector on the corventional AM signal will give you a preview
of why envelope detection is inadequate as a detection method for an overmodulated
conventional AM signal.
M-file: Reduce the length of the overmodulated conventional AM
signal to about 500 points.
Use envelope.m to detect the envelope of the overmodulated
signal.
Plot 13: Plot an expanded view of the envelope-detected signal over the
overmodulated conventional AM signal.
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B. Describe the effect of overmodulation on signal recovery
Question 4: What type of detection Is needed for an overmodulated
conventional AM signal? Why?
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 8
Frequency Modulation (FM)
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the "help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M-file and plot instructions refer to building MATLAB script files; questions can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and titled, with x- and y-axes
labeled.
Part 1--Observe the FM modulation process for single- and multi-tone
input
A. Generate the message signals
M-file: Establish a time vector with a At of 0.0001 and a duration of 1
second.
Generate a single-tone signal with a frequency of less than
100.
Generate a two-tone signal with frequencies of less than 100.
Amplitudes may vary.
Plot 1: Plot the single-tone message signal.
Plot 2: Plot the multi-tone message signal.
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B. Predict peak power, average power, and bandwidth for the message signals
Parseval's theorem states that average signal power can be calculated in either the time
or the firequency domain. The following formula applies to calculation in the time domain:
P=Ao2 +2,(AN2 +BN2)
Peak power is calculated as follows:
2





C. Generate the single- and multi-tone message signals spectra
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the single-tone
message signal.
Plot 3: Plot the spectrum of the single-tone message signal.
Label the following values for the message signal:
Hz value of the spectral component
amplitude of the spectral component
baseband signal bandwidth in Hz
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the multi-tone
message signal.
Plot 4: Plot the spectrum of the multi-tone message signal.
Label the following values for the message signal:
Hz value of the spectral components
amplitude of the spectral components
baseband signal bandwidth In Hz
M-file: lb free memory, dear the variables associated with the single-
and mult tone message signal spectra.
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Part 2--Generate frequency modulated (FM) signals using single- and
multi-tone input
A. Generate the single- and multi-tone FM signals
The function 'fm-mod.m" is used to frequency modulate the message signal. Input
parameters relating to the message signal frequency and phase, and carrier signal frequency
and amplitude must be specified. Additionally, either beta (B) or deltaj (At) must be
specified. When B is specified, Af is calculated and returned, and vice versa.
For multi-tone FM signals, signal frequencies and phases are passed in using
vectors. For this laboratory, phase (theta) can be set to zero. A sample frequency vector
follows:
fr=[33 66]
M-file: Use fm.mod.m to generate the single-tone FM signal.
Use fmmod.m to generate the multi-tone FM signal.
For both FM signals, use B = 10 and a carrier frequency
between 1500 and 2500 Hz. Set the amplitude of each FM
signal equal to the maximum amplitude in its message signal.
Plot 5: Plot the single-tone FM signal over its message signal. Notice
the variations in FM signal frequency as message signal
amplitude changes.
Plot 6: Plot the multi-tone FM signal over its message signal. Show
the message signal maximum and minimum amplitudes, if
possible.
B. Predict peak power, average power, and bandwidth for the FM signals
Peak power is calculated as before:
PP -AP
2
Average power of the FM signal is calculated as follows:
P=A2 /2
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Recallthat and Afrar related in that B f. = Af. There are three cases for estimating
transmission bandwidth, depending on the value of B:
for B8 0.25 BTr- 2 fm -rowband FM)
for 2.5 B < 10 Br - 2 (1 + B) fm (Carson's rule)
for B > 10 BT- 2 B fm (wideband FM)
where fm is the frequency of the message signal.
Question 2: Predict the following values for the single-tone FM signal:
peak power
average power
maximum frequency deviation Af
transmission bandwidth (use Carson's rule)
C. Generate the spectra of the FM signals
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the single-tone FM
signal.
Plot 7: Plot the spectrum of the single-tone FM signal.
Label the carrier frequency and the transmission bandwidth.
Label Al to each side of the carrier frequency.
Question 3: Consult a table of values for Bessel functions (or use the
MATLAB "bessel" command). How many sidebands are
required for 98% power transmission for this FM signal? Does
the spectrum shown in Plot 7 reflect the expected number of
sidebands?
Question 4: What is the distance between the sidebands in the FM spectrum
shown In Plot 7?
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectrum of the multi-tone FM
signal.
When calculating transmission bandwidth for a multi-tone FM signal, use the
maximum frequency in the message signal.
Plot 8: Plot the spectrum of the multi-tone FM signal.
Label the carrier frequency and transmission bandwidth.
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D. Verify the power and bandwidth of the single-tone FM signal
Peak power is verified in the time domain.
M-file: To calculate peak power, square the maximum value of the FM
signal and divide by 2.
Average power is verified in the frequency domain.
M-file: To calculate total average power, use psd.m to obtain a vector
representing power spectral density of the single-tone
conventional AM signal; then use the "sum" command to add
the frequencies.
Question 5: Record the values representing peak and average power for the
signal-tone FM signal.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power in Question 2
agree with the computer-generated values?
Part 3--Control the bandwidth of the FM signals
A. Control the bandwidth of the single-tone FM signal by varying 8
M-file: Use fm_mod.m to generate two single-tone FM signals, both at
a carrier frequency of 2500 Hz but with different values of B.
Question 6: Calculate the maximum frequency deviation Af associated with
each of the two values of B.
Question 7: Calculate the transmission bandwidth for each of the single-
tone FM signals.
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectra of the two single-tone
FM signals.
Plot 9: Plot the first of the single-tone FM signal spectra generated
above.
Label the spectrum with the transmission bandwidth calculated
in Question 7.
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Plot 10: Plot the second of the single-tone FM signal spectra generated
above.
Label the spectrum with the transmission bandwidth calculated
in Question 7.
A. Control the bandwidth of the multi-tone FM signal by varying At
M-flle: Use fm.mod.m to generate two multi-tone FM signals, both at
a carrier frequency of 2500 Hz but with different values of At.
Question 8: Calculate the value of B associated with each of the two values
of Af.
Question 9: Calculate the transmission bandwidth for each of the multi-
tone FM signals (use the higher of the two values for message
signal frequency).
M-file: Use spectral.m to generate the spectra of the two multi-tone
FM signals.
Plot U: Plot the first of the multi-tone FM signal spectra generated
above.
Label the spectrum with the transmission bandwidth calculated
in Question 9.
Plot 12: Plot the second of the single-tone FM signal spectra generated
above.
Label the spectrum with the transmission bandwidth calculated
in Question 9.




EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 9
Radio Frequency Digital Modulation Methods
(ASK, FSK, BPSK, and QPSK)
This laboratory requires the Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB. The
toolbox functions are available on disk for use on both PC and Macintosh platforms. Users
should employ the"help" feature in MATLAB for information about the functions, or
consult the users' guide.
M-file and plot instructions refer to building MATLAB script files; questions can
be answered separately. Develop script files, produce and label plots, and answer questions
as directed by your instructor. All plots should be numbered and titled, with x- and y-axes
labeled.
Part 1-Amplitude shift keying (ASK)
A. Generate the digital message signal
The radio frequency modulation methods in this laboratory are all based on digital
message signals. One method of generating a random bitstream in MATLAB is described
below:
bitstream--round(rand(1:500)); %random bitstream
M-file: Generate a random bitstream of 100 bits.
ASK signals require a unipolar digital signal.
M-file: Use "nrzluni.m" to generate a digital message signal with a bit
rate of 100 bits per second.
Question 1: Calculate the bit duration c for this signal.
Plot 1: Plot at least the first 10 bits of the NRZL unipolar digital
message signal.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the first 10 bits, and the bit
duration c.
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Recall that a "coarse" approximation for baseband bandwidth of a digital signal is0.5/k.
Question 2: Calculate the approximate baseband bandwidth of the NRZL
unipolar digital message signal.
M-flle: Use "spectral.m" to generate the one-sided spectrum of the
digital message signal.
Plot 2: Plot the first 2000 Hz of the NRZL unipolar digital message
sigoal spectrum.
Label the baseband bandwidth in Hz.
B. Generate the ASK signal
M-file: Generate *he ASK signal by modulating It with a cosine with a
carrier frequency of between 500 and 1000 Hz. (Remember to
use the ".*" operator.)
Plot 3: Plot at least 5 bits of the ASK signal.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the bits shown.
Question 3: Why Is ASK modulation often referred to as "on-off keying"?
M-file: Use "spectral.m" to generate the one-sided spectrum of the
ASK signal.
Plot 4: Plot the first 2000 Hz of the ASK signal spectrum.
Label the carrier frequency of the ASK signal.
M-file: To free memory, clear the ASK signal and spectrum, and the
NRZL unipolar digital message spectrum.
Part 2-Frequency shift keying (FSK)
A. Generate the FSK signal
The FSK signal can be based on either a unipolar or bipolar digital signal Use the
NRZL unipolar digital message signal generated in Part 1 to generate the FSK signal.
The FSK signal is generated using the function "fsk.m." Within this function, the
bits representing l's are modulated at a higher frequency, and the bits representing 0's are
modulated at a lower frequency.
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M-file: Use "fsk.m" to generate the FSK signal. Choose a high
frequency of between 1000 and 1500 and a low frequency of
between 500 and 1000, allowing a margin of 200 Hz between
the two frequencies.
Plot 5: Plot at least the first 5 bits of the FSK signal over the
NRZL unipolar digital message signal.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the bits shown.
M-file: Use "spectral.m" to generate the one-sided spectrum of the
FSK signal.
Plot 6: Plot the first 2000 Hz of the FSK signal spectrum.
Label the two carrier frequencies of the FSK signal.
M-file: To free memory, dear the FSK signal and spectrum and the
NRZL unipolar digital message signal.
Part 3-Binary phase shift keying (BPSK)
A. Generate the digital message signal
The BPSK signal is based on a bipolar digital signal.
M-file: Set the bit pattern for the first 8 bits of the bitstream as
follows:
bitstream(1:8)=[0 0 0 1 1 0 1 11;
Use "nrzlbi.m" to generate an NRZL bipolar digital message
signal at a bit rate of 100 bits per second.
Plot 7: Plot at least the first 10 bits of the NRZL bipolar digital
message signal.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the first 10 bits, and the bit
duration c.
M-file: Use "spectral.m" to generate the spectrum of the NRZL bipolar
digital message signal.
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Plot 8: Plot the first 2000 Hz of the spectrum of the NRZL bipolar
digital message signal.
Label the baseband bandwidth in Hz.
B. Generate the BPSK signal
M-file: Generate the BPSK signal by modulating the message signal
with a cosine at a frequency of between 250 and 1000 Hz.
Plot 9: Plot at least the first 5 bits of the NRZL bipolar digital
message signal over the BPSK signal. Notice the phase shifts
present in the signal where bit values change.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the bits shown.
B. Generate the BPSK spectrum
M-file: Use "spectral.m" to generate the one-sided spectrum of the
BPSK signal.
Plot 10: Plot the first 2000 Hz of the BPSK signal spectrum.
Label the carrier frequency of the BPSK signal.
Part 4-Quadriphase shift keying (QPSK)
The QPSK signal, like the BPSK signal, must be based on a bipolar digital message
signal; however, it exhibits four different types of phase shifts. The first 8 bits of the digital
message signal form a pattern that will demonstrate the four types of phase shifts present in
the QPSK signal.
A. Generate the QPSK signal
The first step in generating the QPSK signal is to split the signal by putting it through
a serial-to-parallel converter. One of the output signals is composed of the odd bits, the
other of the even bits. The bits in each output signal have a bit rate of half of the input
signal.
M-file: Use "ser..par.m" to split the NRZL bipolar digital message
signal into two signals.
Plot 11: Plot at least the first 5 bits of the signal composed of odd bits.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the first 5 bits shown, and the bit
duration g.
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Plot 12: Plot at least the first 5 bits of the signal composed of even
bits.
Label the values (0 or 1) of the first 5 bits shown, and the bit
duration t.
Next, the signal composed of odd bits must be modulated by a positive cosine
function. The signal composed of even bits must be modulated by a negative sine function.
M-file: Multiply the signal composed of odd bits with a positive
cosine function with a carrier frequency of between 250 and
1000 Hz.
Plot 13: Plot at least the first 5 bits of the digital message signal over
the modulated "odd-bit" signal. Notice the phase shifts
present.
M-file: Using the same carrier frequency, multiply the signal
composed of even bits with a negative sine function.
Plot 14: Plot at least the first 5 bits of the digital message signal over
the modulated "even-bit" signal. Notice the phase shifts
present.
The QPSK modulation process is completed by summing the two modulated signals
in the time domain.
M-file: Sum the two modulated signals.
Plot 15: Plot the first 5 bits of the QPSK signal (0.1 seconds).
Label the phase shifts present in the signal.
M-file: Use "spectral.m" to generate the one-sided QPSK spectrum.
Plot 16: Plot the first 2000 Hz of the QPSK spectrum.
Label the carrier frequency of the QPSK signal.
Question 4: Compare the spectrum for the BPSK signal in Plot 10 with that
of the QPSK signal in Plot 16. What is the chief advantage of
quadriphase shift keying over bipolar phase shift keying?
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APPENDIX D--PROGRAMMING LABORATORY KEYS
EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 1 Key
Signal and Spectrum Generation




Question 1: Compare Plots 4 and 5. Why does Plot 5 display more
frequencies than Plot 4?
Answer: For signal sI shown in Plot 4, the step size of 0.001 produced a one-sided
spectrum of only 500 Hz; for signal s2 shown in Plot 5, the step size of
0.0001 produced a one-sided spectum of 5000 Hz.
Question 2: Given the spectral plot of a single-tone signal, how could you
determine the maximum amplitude and frequency for the
signal?
Answer: On a one-sided spectrum, signal amplitude is plotted against frequency in
Hz. The maximum signal amplitude could be found by observing the
amplitude of the spectral component Frequency could be determined by
observing the H-z value of the spectral component.
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labl-ex.m
%Programming Lab I example for instructor use
%Answers will vary!
%Programming Lab I Signal and Spectrum Generation%qq%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Part l-Produce and plot signals


























title(Plot 3 - signals s2 and s3)







WPart 2--Pfoduce and plot spectra
%A. Cailing a function
[specl~shortHzl=spectral(sl,.OO1); %generate spectrum for si
%Plot 4
plot(shortHz.specl) %plot spectrum of sl





[spec2,longHz]=spectral(s2,.OOO1); %generate spectrum for s2
%Plot 5
subplot(21 1),
plot~ongHz,spec2) %plot spectrum of s2
titleClot 5 - spectrum of s2')
xlabel(Crequency in Hz)
ylabelCAmplitude')
(spec3l=spectral(s3..OOO1); %generate spectrum for s3
%Plot 6
plot(longHz,spec3) %plot spectrum of s3
titleClot 6 - spectrum of s3')
xiabelC'Fiequency in Hz)
ylabelCAmplitude)
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 2A Key
Natural Sampling and Recovery
Answers will vary. The answers below are based on the following signal:
s=2*(cos(2*pi* 150*t )+cos(2*pi*250*t)+cos(2*pi*450*t));
Question 1: What is the maximum amplitude of the signal?
Answer. 6
Question 2: What is the highest frequency in the signal? What is the
Nyquist rate?
Answer. highest frequency is 450 Hz
Nyquist rate is 900 Hz
Question 3: Calculate the following values for the sampled signal:
sampling period T (calculated in seconds)
pulse duration r (calculated in seconds)
Describe the pulse shape of the sampled signal.
Answer. T = l/fs => 1/1000 => 0.001 seconds
,c d * T => 0.5 * 0.001 => 0.0005 seconds
The top of each pulse reflects the shape of the message signal.
Question 4: Calculate Pn for N = 1, N = 2, and N = 3.
Compare with the values shown on the spectral plot.
Answer For N = I PN = 0.3183
ForN=2 PN= 0
ForN=3 P,,= -0.1061
Values on the spectral plot appear larger by a factor of 2, consistent with the
increased signal amplitude. (Note that absolute values are plotted)
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Question 5: Describe the overall shape of the spectrum. Does the spectrum
conform to your theoretical expectations? Note any
discrepancies.
Answer:. The spectrum consists of groups of frequencies which have a "sine" shape
to their envelope.
Yes--no discrepancies.
Question 6: Compare Plot 5 with Plot 2. What is the effect of
undersampling on the spectrum?
Answer: The replicas of the baseband message signal frequencies produced by
sampling overlap.
Question 7: What is the effect of undersampling on signal recovery?
Answer. The overlapping of the baseband message signal frequencies prevents
proper recovery of the message signal (this effect is called "aliasing").
Question 8: Compare Plot 8 with Plot 2. What is the effect of changing the
duty cycle on the sampled signal baseband bandwidth?
Answer. As the pulse width decreases, the sampled signal baseband bandwidth
increases; as pulse width increases, the sampled signal baseband bandwidth
decreases. This relationship illustrates the trade-off between transmission
power and bandwidth requirements.
Narrower pulses translate to more frequent changes, requiring higher
frequencies to capture those changes.
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Plot I - message signal, naturally-sampled signal
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Plot 5 - undersampled spectrum
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IWbA-ex.m
%Programming L.ab 2A example for instructor use
%Answers will vary!
%Programming Lab 2A Natural Sampling and Recovery
WPart I--Generate a nafturally-sampled signal and its spectrum




t=0:delta~t:1; %generate the signal
s=2*(cos(2*pi* 150* t).cos(2*pi*250*t)+cos(2*pi*450* z)); %signal
%plot I
subplot(21 1), %plot the signal
plot(t(1 :500),s(1:500))




%B. Naturally-sample the signal
natsgl=natsamp(s,delta.,samprate,.5); %sample the signal
plot(t(1:500),natsigl(1:500),Vb) %plot the naturally-sampled signal
hold off
%C. Generate the spectrum
[specnatl,Hz~fzatl]=spectr~al~agl~deltajt);
%Plot 2
subplot(212), %plot the spectrum
plot(Hlz~senatl)
titkeCPlot 2 - spectrum of naturally-sampled signal')
xl"abeICquency in Htz)
ylabelCAznplitude')




%Part 2-Recover the message signal
%A. Filter and recover the sampled signal
recsgl=revcvrsffntml,.5,'idealowJWz,5);
%Plot 3
subplot21 1), %plot recovered signal
plot(t(1:500),(recsigl(1:500);s(1:5OO)I)
tlteCPIot 3 -recovered and message signals')
ylabel(Amplitude')
clear %fre memory
%Part 3-Observe the effects of aliasing
%A. Produce an undmrampled signal
delta-t-.OOO1;. %restore variables fort and s
tbO-deltajA~;
s=2*(cos(2*pi*15O*t)+cos2*pi*~25O*t)4vo( 24 pi*4 5O*t)); %signal
natsig2-tsamp(s,deltajt,sampraZe,5); %undersample dhe signal
%Plot 4
subplot(212), %plot undersampled signal over message signal
plott(1:500),[s(1:500)nalsg2(1:500)])





subplot21 1), %plot undersampled. spectrm
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£ide'Pi 5 - undersamPled spectruml)
plot(t(l:SOO),[recsg2(l:500);s(1:500)])





%Part 4--Observe the effect on the spectrum of vary*n the duty cycle
%A. Generae the sampled signal
delta-t-.0001;
samprate=1000-
tm.deltaj1l; %generate the signal
S=2*(c0s(2*pi*15O*t)+coS2*pj4*250*t)+cos(2*pi*4SO*t)); *signa
natsig3=natsamp(s~deltaj-tsamprated); %sample dhe signal
%Plot 7
subplot(21 1), %plot the naturaily-samipled signal
plot(t(1:500)natsig3(1:300))
diteClot 7 - Inaturally-sampled signal with d =.2')
xlbelTume')
ylabelCAmplitude')
%B. Generate the spectrum.
[z)natHzpspctr (natWig3a~);
%plot 8
subplot(212), %plot the spectrum.
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plot(HzAspcat3)
titlcCýl 8 - spectrum of naturally-sampled signal with d = .2')
xlabe1('Fiquency in Hzb)
ylabolCArnplitude')
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Flattop Sampling and Recovery
Answers will vary. The answers below are based on the following signal:
s=cos(2*pi* 100*t)+cos(2*pi* 150*t)+cos(2*pi*200*t);
Question 1: What is the maximum amplitude of the signal?
Answer. 3
Question 2: What is the highest frequency in the signal? What is the
Nyquist rate?
Answer: highest frequency is 200 Hz
Nyquist rate is 400 Hz
Question 3: Calculate the following values for the sampled signal:
sampling period T (calculated in seconds)
pulse duration x (calculated in seconds)
Describe the pulse shape of the sampled signal.
Answer. T = lIfs => 1/1000 => 0.001 seconds
'[ d * T => 0.4 * 0.001 => 0.0004 seconds
The top of each pulse is flat, reflecting the amplitude of the message signal
at the pulse beginning.
Question 4: Calculate P. for f = 550, f = 700, and f = 880.
Compare with the values shown on the spectral plot.
Answer: For f = 800 PN = 0.3359
For f = 850 PN = 0.3282
For f= 900 PN = 0.32 0 0
Values are consistent with those on the spectral plots.
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Question 5: Describe the overall shape of the spectrum. Does the spectrum
conform to your theoretical expectations? Note any
discrepancies.
Answer. The flattop-sampled signal spectrum shows frequencies with amplitudes that
individually conform to the "sin" envelope.
Yes-no discrepancies.
Question 6: Compare Plot 5 with Plot 2. What is the effect of
undersampling on the spectrum?
Answer. The replicas of the baseband message signal frequencies produ#,zd by
sampling overlap.
Question 7: What is the effect of undersampling on signal recovery?
Answer. The overlapping of the baseband message signal frequencies prevents
proper recovery of the message signal (this effect is called "aliasing').
Question 8: Compare Plot 8 with Plot 2. What is the effect of changing the
duty cycle on the sampled signal baseband bandwidth?
Answer. As the pulse width decreases, the sampled signal baseband bandwidth
increases; as pulse width increases, the sampled signal baseband bandwidth
decreases. This relationship illustrates the trade-off between transmission
power and bandwidth requirements.
Narrower pulses translate to more frequent changes, requiring higher
frequencies to capture those changes.
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Iab2Bex.m
%Ptmgiundnng Lab 2B example for instructor use
%Answers will vary!
%Programming Lab 2B Flattop Sampling and Recovery
%Part 1--Generate a flanop-sampled signal and its spectrum




t=&.deltajA~; %generate fth signal
s-cos(2*pi* 1OO*t)4cos(2*pi* 150*t>+cos(2*pi*200*t);
%Plot 1
subplot(21 1), %plot the signal
plot(z(1 :5OO),s(l:500))




%B. Rlatop-sample the signal
flatsigl=flanop(s,deltajt,sazprte,.4); %sample the signal
%Plot 2
%plot the flattop-sampled signal over
plot(t~l:500),flatsigl(1:500),'b) %fth message signal
hold off
%C. Generate the spectrum
Lspecflatz~fftflatll-spetra(flamsig~elta~t);
%Plot 3
subplot(212), %plot the spectrum
dideCPloc 2 - spectrum of flanp-sampled signal')





%Part 2-Recover the message signal
%A. Filter and recover the sampled signal
tecsigl=recver~s(fftflatl,.4,'idealow',Hz,25);
%Plot 3
subplot(21 1), %plot recovered signal
pkot(t(1:500),(recsgl(1:500);s(1:500)1)




%Part 3--Observe the effects of aliasing
%A. Produce an undersampled signal
delta-t=.OO0l; %restore variables for t and s
sx-cos(2*pi*IOD*t)+cos(2*pi*150*t)+co(*pj*200*t);
fltig2--flattos~delta JsampateA.); %undersample fth signal
%Plot 4
subplot(212), %plot undersampled signal and message signal
plot(1~:500),[flatsig2(1:500);s(1:500)])
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wbpio*2l 1), %plot unduusmpled scRumM
pbtoHzq~rseflaa)





subplot212), %plot recovered umdersampled signal
plott(1:500),[recsg2(1:500);s(1:SOO)])






%Part 4--Observe the effect on the spectrum of varying the duty cycle
%A- Generate the sampled signal
delMtaj=.OO0l;
tx&deltxajl; %generate the signal
sos(2*pi*100*t)tcos(2*pi*150*t)+cos(2*pi*200*t); %signal
fltsig3=fla~p~sdetajt~samprateAd); %sample the signal
%Plot 7
subplot(2 1), %plot the flattop-sampled signal
plot(t(l:500),flatsig3(1:500))
ddte~lot 7 - flattop-sampled signal with d = .7)
ylabelAmnplitie)
%B. oencaite the spectrum
[Rxsp z seMW(flamig3,deltajt);
%plot 8
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subpWo2 12), %plot the spectrum
plmOt(Hzspflat3)
ZitecCIot 8 - spectrum of flalzop-sampled signal with d = .7)
xlabeICFequency in HIt)
ylabel(Amplitude)
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Impulse Sampling and Recovery
Answers will vary. The answers below are based on the following signal:
s-5*(cos(2*pi* 100*t)+cos(2*pi*350*t)+cos(2*pi*400*t));
Question 1: What is the maximum amplitude of the signal?
Anwer: 15
Question 2: What is the highest frequency in the signal? What is the
Nyquist rate?
Answer: highest frequency is 400 Hz
Nyquist rate is 800 Hz
Question 3: Calculate the duration of the sampling period T (in seconds).
Answer. T = l/fs => 1/2000 => 0.0005 seconds
Question 4: Describe the overall shape of the spectrum. Does the spectrum
conform to your theoretical expectations? Note any
discrepancies.
Answer The amplitudes of the spectral components of an impulse-sampled spectrum
should in theory remain constant. Since those shown in the plot decline
gradually (due to the computer's inability to generate a perfect impulse), the
spectrum does not conform to theoretical expectations.
Question 5: Compare Plot 5 to Plot 2. What is the effect of undersampling
on the spectrum?
Answer The replicas of the baseband message signal frequencies produced by
sampling overlap.
Question 6: What is the effect of undersampling on signal recovery?
Answer. The overlapping of the baseband message signal frequencies prevents
proper recovery of the message signal (this effect is called "aliasing").
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Iab2C-ex.m
*Programming L.ab 2C examiple for instructor use
%Answers will vary!
%Programming LabC Impulse Sampling and Recovery
WPart, 1-Generate an impulse-sampled signal and its spectrum






t=O~deltaj-: 1; %generate the signal
s-5*(cos(2*pi* 100*t)+cos(2*pi*350*L)+cos(2*pi*400*t));
%Plot 1
subplot(21 1), %plot the signal
plot(t(1:500),s(1:500))




%B. Impulse-sample the signal
imnpsigl=impsamp(s.deltaj-sampraze); %sample, the signal
%plot, the impulse-sampled signal over
plot(t(1:500),impsigl(l :500),'g') %the message signal
hold off
%C. Generate the spectrum
[specnimp1Hz~ftmpl]=spetral(impsig1 aeta t);
%Plot 2
subplot(212). %plot, the spectrum
plot(HZ'specimpl.)
titlCMlo 2 - spect~rum of impulse-sampled signal')
xlabelC(iuluency in Hz')
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ylabel(Amplitude')
%Part 2-Recover the impulse-sampled signal
%A. Filter and recover the sampled signal
recsigl-recvers(fftimplA'iealow',Hz,500);
%Plot 3
subplot(21 1), %plot recovered signal
ploit(l:500).[recsgl(1:500);s(l:500)J)
Utile(Pot 3 -recovered and message signals')
ylael(Amplitude')
clear %fire memory
%Part 3-Observe the effects of aliasing
%A. Produce an undersampled signal




impsig2--impsamp(s~deltajsamprate); %undersample the signal
%Plot 4
subplot(212), %plot undersampled Siguid
plot(t(1:500),(impsig2(l:500);s(1:500)])
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subplot(21 1). %plot undmampled spectrum
pbo((Hzspcclmp2)





mubplot(212), %plot recovered undersaimpled signal
plott(1:500),[recsig2(1:500);s(1:s5o)])
UdeClot 6 - recovered and message signals')
xlabe(Time')
yiabelCAmpholue)
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Pulse Modulation (PAM and PWM)
Answers will vary. The answers below are based on the following signal:
s=2*(cos(2*pi* 120*t)+sin(2*pi*30*t));
Question 1: What is the maximum amplitude of the message signal?
Answer. 4




Answer. T = 1/fs => 1/500 => 0.002 seconds
S= d * T => 0.5 * .002 = 0.001 seconds
Question 3: What is the maximum pulse duration that could occur in your
PWM signal?
Answer. Maximum pulse duration = 0.9 * T => 0.9 * 0.002 => 0.0018 seconds
Question 4: Using the above approximations, calculate the baseband
bandwidths for the PAM and PWM signals. Do these values
reflect what you observe in the spectral plots? Note any
discrepancies.
Answer. PAM bandwidth = 0.5h => 0.5/0.001 => 500 Hz
PWM bandwidth = 0.5/risetime => 0.5/0.0001 = 5000 Hz
The calculated baseband bandwidth of the PAM signal, 500 Hz, is adequate
to capture the signal information. The PAM pulses occur at fixed, known
intervals, and are of a fixed, known duration. The 500 Hz approximation is
based solely on cthe value of that duration.
The PWM signal requires a much higher baseband bandwidth because less
information is known about its pulses. The higher frequencies are needed to
convey the information regarding the exact widths of the pulses. The
approximation of 5000 Hz appears to capture most of the information
required for dhe PWM signal.
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IabA-ex.in
%Programming Lab 3A example for instrucor use
%Answers will vary!
%Programm-ing Lab 3A Pulse Amplituide and Pulse Width Modulation
%Paut i--Observe the differences in the timne domain
%for two types of pulse-modulated signals (PAM and PWM)




s=2*(cos(2*pi* 120*t)+sin(2*pi* 30* t));
sampmte=5O(0,

















%Part 2-O)bsev the differences in the spectra
%for two types of pulse-modulated signals (PAM and PWM)
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%A. Generate the spectuum of the PAM signal




utieCPIog 3 - spectrum of PAM signal)
xlabf~elCquency in H4k)
ylabelCAmplitude)
%B. Generate the spectrum of fth PWM signal




titleClot 4 - spectrum of PWM signal)
xlabel(Frequency in Hz)
ylabelCAmplitude')
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Pulse Modulation (PAM and PPM)
Answers will vary. The answers below are based on the following signal:
s=5*(cos(2*pi* 100*t)+cos(2*pi*40*t));
Question 1: What is the maximum amplitude of the message signal?
Answer. 10




Answer. T = 1Ifs => 11500 => 0.002 seconds
S= d * T => 0.5 * .002 = 0.001 seconds
Question 3: What is the largest pulse offset that could occur in your PPM
signal?
Answer. Largest pulse offset = 0.9 * T => 0.9 * 0.002 --> 0.0018 seconds
Question 4: Using the above approximations, calculate the baseband
bandwidths for the PAM and PPM signals. Do these values
reflect what you observe in the spectral plots? Note any
discrepancies.
Answer. PAM bandwidth = 0.5h => 0.5/0.001 --> 500 Hz
PPM bandwidth = 0.5/risetime => 0.5/0.0001 = 5000 Hz
The calculated baseband bandwidth of the PAM signal, 500 Hz, is adequate
to capture the signal information. The PAM pulses occur at fixed, known
intervals, and are of a fixed, known duration. The 500 Hz approximation is
based solely on rthe value of that duration.
The PPM signal requires a much higher baseband bandwidth because less
information is known about its pulses. The higher frequencies are needed to
convey the information regarding the exact location of the pulses. The
approximation of 5000 Hz appears to capture all most of the information
required for the PPM signal.
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Iab3Bex.m
%Programming Lab 3B example for instrutor use
%Answers will vary!
%Programming Lab 3B Pulse Amplitude and Pulse Plosition Modulation
%Part 1--Observe the differences in the time domain
%for two types of pulse-modulated signals (PAM and PPM)











titleClot I - message signal, PAM signal')
xlabel(Time')
ylabelCAmplitude')










%Part 2--Observe fte differences in the spectra
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%for two types of pulse-modulatWd signals (PAM and PPM)
%A. Gae ate the spectrum of ft PAM signal




tide(Plot 3 - spectrum of PAM signal)
xlael(T-Frequency in Hz-)
ylabelCAmplitude)
%B. Generate the spectrum of the PPM signal




title(Plot 4 - spectrum of PPM signal')
xlabel(Frequency in Hz)
ylabel(Amplitude')
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Analog-to-Digital Conversion (Quantization)
Answers will vary. The answers below are based on the following signal:
s--4*cos(2*pi*20*t)+5*cos(2*pi*45*t);
Question 1: Calculate the following values relating to the quantization






Answer: dynamic range = 6 * number of bits => 6 * 3 => 18 dB
actual stt;p size = 2 -n + 1 x full-scale V => + 2 -3 + 1 x 10 => 2.5 V
actual resolution = - 2 -n x full-scale V => 2 -3 x 10 => 1.25 V
percentage resolution = ± 2 -n x 100% => + 2 -n x 100% => 12.5%
number of levels = 3 bits => 23 => 8 levels
Question 2: Calculate the following values relating to the quantization






Answer: dynamic range = 6* number of bits => 6 * 3 => 18 dB
actual step size = 2 -n + I x full-scale V=> + 2 -6 + I x 10 => 0.3125 V
actual resolution =± 2 -(n + 1) x full-scale V => ± 2 -6 x 10 => 0.156 V
percentage resolution =_± 2 -(n + 1) x 100% => ± 2 -6 x 100% => 1.56%
number of levels = 3 bits => 25 => 32 levels
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Question 3: List the amplitude ("voltage") of the 3-bit bipolar quantized






Question 4: List the amplitude ("voltage") of the 5-bit bipolar quantized






Question 5: List the values of the signal to noise ratios for the 3-bit bipolar
and 5-biIi lMpolar quantized signals. Which converter produced
less quantization noise?
Answer 3-bit converter snr = 12.3872 dB
5-bit converter snr = 15.8277 dB
The 5-bit converter produced less noise, as evidenced by its higher signal to
noise ratio, or by its closer representation to the message signal.
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lab4A ex.m
%Lab 4A example script for instructor use
%Answers will vary!
%Programming Lab 4A Analog-to-Digital Conversion
% (Quantization)%%%%%c%%%%91%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Part 1--Evaluate two analog-to-digital converters
%A. Evaluate a bipolar converter
clear
cig









%B. Evaluate a unipolar converter










%Part 2-Observe the quantization process
%A. Generate and sample a signal
delta-tj.0001; %set signal and sampling variables
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tmuO~e8a~O~l
gi.*COS(2*pi*20*t)+5*Cos(2*pj*45*t); %signal frequencies must be less than
%half the sampling rate!
flatsg-flanop(s~deltajt.samprated);
%B. Quantize the signal using an 3-bit bipolar converter
(qxl~ciyl ,quan...sigl ,bin-pumsl)=quantiz(2,3,fltsg,sampratedelta~t);
%Plot 3
subplot(21 1). %plot the sampled and quantized signals
plot(t.Vlatsig;qUan..sigl])
title(Plot 3 - sampled and 3-bit bipolar quantized signals')
xlabelCTime)
ylabel(Amnpltude')













%Part 3-Measure the quantization noise
%A- Find the signal to noise ratios
%Plot 5
subplot(21 1),
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plot(t.[s*quan..sigll)





title(Plot 6 - message signal and 5-bit bipolar quantzdW signal')
xlabel(Time')
ytabelCAmplitude')
%B. Compare quantization noise for the two systems
snr...3bit;=snr(s~quan...sigl)
snr...bit=snrs,quan-.sig2)
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 4B Key
Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
Answers will vary. The answers below are based on the following signal:
s=7*cos(2*pi* 10*t)+3*cos(2*pi*35*t);
Question 1: In your own words, describe the NRZL unipolar encoding
scheme.
Answer: Marks are indicated by positive voltage; spaces are indicated by zero
voltage.
Question 2: Predict an adequate baseband signal bandwidth for the NRZL
unipolar coded signal based on its spectral plot.
An Prediction: B = approximately 1000 Hz
Question 3: In your own words, describe the RZL unipolar encoding
scheme.
Answer: Marks are indicated by positive voltage; spaces are indicated by zero
voltage. Voltage always drops to zero for the last half of the bit duration.
Question 4: Predict an adequate baseband signal bandwidth for the RZL
unipolar coded signal based on its spectral plot.
Answer: Prediction: B = approximately 2000 Hz
Question 5: In your own words, describe the manchester encoding scheme.
Answer: Changes are indicated by a transition in the middle of the bit. Marks always
change from high to low voltage; spaces change from low to high voltage.
Question 6: Predict an adequate baseband signal bandwidth for the NRZL
unipolar coded signal based on its spectral plot.
Answer: Prediction: B = approximately 2500 Hz
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L
Question 7: Record the values of "codedsig." Is this bit pattern reflected
on Plots 2, 4, and 6?
Answer. I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Plots reflect the bit pattern above.
Question 8: Calculate the approximate baseband bandwidth for the PCM
signals:
NRZL unipolar coded signal
RZL and manchester coded signals
How do these values compare with your predictions?
Answer. For NRZL signal: B = 0.51k => 1/0.0083 seconds => 600 Hz
For RZL and manchester signals: B = 0.5/c => 1/0.00042 seconds =>
1200 Hz
The predicted NRZL signal bandwidth of 1000 Hz is within 400 Hz of the
calculation.
The predicted RZL signal bandwidth of 2000 Hz is within 800 Hz of the
calculation.
The predicted manchester signal bandwidth of 2500 Hz is more than twice
the calculation.
Predictions are conservative in all cases.
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10 Plot 4- RZL unipolar coded signal and quanized signal
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Ia b4B~ex.m
%L~ab 4B example script for instructor use
%Answeas will varyl
%Programming Lab 4B Digital Encoding
%Part 1--Geeatse a bitstream to encode
%A. Generate a message signal
clear
cig

















title(NO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN)
clear s;clear qx;clea qy;
%C. Generate a bitstream
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codedsig-encode~bnjinums,2,eements); %binary-encode the signal
%Part 2-Encode the bitstream using pulse code modulation (PCM)
%A.. Gemiae a wvn-retun-to-zro level (NRZL) unipolar



























titleC~ot 4 - RZL unipolar coded signal and quantized signal')
xlabl('Tume)
ylablvCAmplitude')
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 4C Key
Companding
Answers will vary according to student's choices for values of sampling rate and mu.
Question 1: What is the effect on the compressed signal of increasing the
value of mu?
Answer: Increasing the value of mu increases the compression function, raising the
lower signal values more, which minimizes the extreme differences in the
signal.
Question 2: Obtain the value of the signal to noise ratio (no companding).
Record this value. By exceeding this benchmark value, you
will be decreasing quantization noise.
Answer: snrj.quant = 8.0639 dB
Question 3: Obtain the value of the signal to noise ratio using companding.
Record this value.
Answer: snrcmpnd = 9.18 dB
Question 4: Provide the following characteristics of your system:
sampling rate
value of mu
Answer: sampling rate = 1400 Hz
mu = 255
Note: In general, lower sampling rates require lower values of mu in order
to reduce quantization noise through companding the message signal. For
example, with a sampling rate of 500 Hz, mu must be equal to or less than
50. With a value of mu = 255, the sampling rate must be at least 780 Hz.
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10, Plot I - message, compressed, expanded signals with mu = 255
0
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Plot 2- messgeic2
10 Plot 2- message, cornressed,.expanded signals with mu = 5
. 5 -
0
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
10 ~Plot 3 - sampled signal and quantized, signal
.~ 5
0
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
10 Plot 4 -qantized siga nd message signal.
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
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10 Plot 5 - message signal, compressed signal with mu,= 255
0,
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
0 Plot6- sam and uantized!omressed sig•als with mu= 255
0'
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
10 Plot 7 - message signal. and companded signal
5-
0
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tlme
NO PLOT HERE
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Iab4Cex.m




%Part 1--Observe the effects of companding on the quantization
% process








%B. Compare compression characteristics for high and low values of mu
muhigh=255; %highest value of mu
mulow=5; %lowest value of mu
sighigh=compress(smuhigh.max(s)); %compress with mu=255











sig[ow=compress(s,mulowj=ax(s)); %compress with mu=5
exlow=expwan(siglow,mulow,nmax(siglow)); %expand with mu=5
%Plot 2
subplot(212),
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plo9(t,[s;siglowD)









%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Part 2-Reduce quantization noise by companding the message signal
%A. Sample and quantize the message signal


















%B. Establish a benchnmrk for signal to noise ratio
snr_quant-sr(ssquansig) %find the quantization noise
%C. Compress, sample, and quantize the message signal






title('lot 5 - message signal. compressed signal with mu = 255)
xlabelCTime)
ylabelCAmplitude)














tizleCMl 7 - message signal and companded signal)
xlabelCTime')
ylabel(Amplitude')
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 5 Key
Amplitude Modulation Double Sideband (AM DSB)
Answers will vary. The answers below are based on the following signals:
sgl=5*cos(2*pi*200*t);
mlt=5*cos(2*pi*400*t)+3*cos(2*pi* 100*t)+2*cos(2*pi*350*t);






Answer. peak power = 2 => 52 /2 => 12.5
P=A0 2 +2-- (AN2 +BN 2 )
average power = 2 NI => 52 /2 => 12.5
baseband bandwidth = 200 Hz






Answer: peak power = => 52 / 2 => 12.5
A 2
average power = 4 => 52 / 4 => 6.25
transmission bandwidth = 400 Hz
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Question 3: Record the values representing peak and average power for the
signal-tone signal.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power In Question 3
agree with the computer-generated values?
Answer:. dsb..pk.pwr.sngl = 12.5
dsb_avgpwr._sngl = 6.2506
Yes-calculations agree.
Question 4: Why Is coherent detection (detection using the carrier)
necessary for an AM DSB signal?
Answer. Envelop dettion of the AM DSB signal would not detect phase shifts,
which indicate that the message signal has changed from positive to
negative values, or from negative to positive values.
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5Plot I - sinle-tonemessa si
0-5
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
10 Plot 2 -multi-tonemessa sial
-10
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tme
5. Plot 3- single-tone message signal spectrum.
iI ' 4 - 200 Hz with amplitude = 5
Srt bandwidth 
200 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 4.- multi-tone message signal spectrum
400 Hz with nplitude = 5
100 Hz with amplitude= 3
0 LALLbndwidth 400 Hz
oFl 350 Hz with amplitude = 2
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
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o5 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
5 Plot. 6- expanded messae and sin&!e-tone.DSB signlals
-5o 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01
Tune
Plot 7 - multi-tone DSB signal
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
10 Plot. 8.- expanded miessage and multi-tone DSB signals
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01
Time
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3 Plot 9- sLne-tone DSB sig.al sctrum
Frequency in Hz
3 Po10- multi-tone DSB signal spectrum. .
0 2- 11 .. bait h 8 " ". 3400 H0 wit amp litude = 2
it = =.5... . l it
band3widHh withi
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
3 Plot 11 -demodulated sile-tone DSB s ctrum or to filterin
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3z 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
3 65 Plo wth 12 dmodulated mu=-tn 1.5 s-tu pnotiltrn
3350 Hz withai. it I
"0 - 2 9|H i h a p l t d I I k I 
_
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
3 Pot I Preogrlammid flabtoraw DS Key-page pro5 ofitn
2347
Plot 13- single-tone message, r pliied recovered DSB signal
10
-101
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
T'une
-10
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
lime
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labS ex.m
%Programming Lab 5 example for instructor use
%Answers will vary!
%%%%%q%%%%%t%%q%%l%%%%%%%%•%%%%%%
%Programming Lab 5 Amplitude Modulation AM DSB
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Part 1--Generate single- and multi-tone message signals
%and spectra
%A. Generating the message signals
clear
cIS
deltajt:.0001; %set signal and sampling variables
t=O:delta_t 1;




subplot(211), %plot the single-tone signal
plot(t(l:500),sgl(1:500))




subplot(212), %plot the multi-tone signal
plot(t(1:500),mlt(1:500))





%B. Predict power and bandwidth for the message signals
%C. Verify bandwidth for the message signals
[specsglzj-spectral(sgldeltat); %generate the spectrum
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%Plot 3
subplot(21 1), %plot the spectrum
plot(Hzspecsgl)
title(Plot 3 - single-tone message signal spectrum')
xlabel(Requency in Hz')
ylabel(Amplitude')
[specmltHz]-spectral(mltndehajt); %generate the spectrum
%Plot 4
subplot(212), %plot the spectrum
plot(Hz,specmlt)
tide(Plot 4 - multi-tone message signal spectrum')
xlabel(Frequency in Hz')
ylabelCAmplitude)




%Part 2--Generate AM DSB signals using single- and multi-tone
%input
%A. Generate the single-tone AM DSB signal and spectrum
moddsbsgl=cos(2*pi*2000*t).*sgl; %modulate the signal by multiplying by a cosine
moddsbmlt=cos(2*pi*3000*t).*mlt;
%Plot 5
subplot(21 1), %plot the modulated signal
pkot(t(1:500),moddsbsgl(l:500))




subplot(212), %plot detailed view to show phase shifts
plot(t(l: 100),(sgl(l: 100);moddsbsgl(l: 100)1)
tide(Plot 6 - expanded message and single-tone DSB signals)
xlabel(Time)
ylabel(Amplitude')





subplot(211). %plot the modulated signal
plot(t(l:500),moddsbmlt(1:500))




subplot(212), %plot detailed view to show phase shifts
plot(t(1:100),Imlt(l: 100);moddsbmlt(1: 100)1)





%B. Predict power for the single-tone AM DSB signal
%C. Verify bandwidth for the single- and multi-tone AM DSB signals
dsbsgLpec=specia(moddsbsgldeltajt); *genwate the modulated spectrum
dsbmlspec=spectml(moddsbmltdelta_t);
%Plot 9
subplot(21 1), %plot the modulated spectrum
plot(Hzdsbsglspec)




subplot(212), %plot the modulated spectrum
pot(Hzdsbmltspec)
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clg
%D. Verify the power for the single-tone AM DSB signal
dsb..pkpwrm gl=((max(moddsbsgl))A2)2 %find the peak power
psddsb=psd(moddsbsgl,deltat); %generate the power spectral density




%Part 3-Recover the AM DSB signals
%A. Demodulate the AM DSB signals
demodsgl=cos(2*pi*2000*t).*moddsbsgl; %first step in recovering the signal--
%multiply by the carrier
demodmlt=cos(2*pi*3000*t).*nmddsbmnlt;
[specsgl,Hz,sglfft]=spectral(demodsgl,delta.t); %generate the spectrum
[specmlt,Hzlmltfft]=spectral(demodmltdelta_t); %the recovered signal










title(Plot 12 - demodulated multi-tone DSB spectrum prior to filtering)
xlabel(Frequency in Hz)
ylabelC(Amplitude)
clear specmlt; clear specsgl;
pause
cig
%B. Filter and recover the message signals
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subplot(21 1), %plot the recovered signal on top of the message signal
plotQt(1:500),[sgl(1 :500);bigsgl(1:500)])




subplot(2 12), %plot the recovered signal on top of the message signal
plot(t(1:500),[mlt(1:50);bigmlt(1:500)I)
titleClot 14 - multi-tone message, amplified recovered DSB signal')
xlabelCTime')
ylabelCAmplitude)
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 6 Key
Amplitude Modulation Single Sideband (AM SSB)
Answers will vary. The answers below are based on the following signals:
sgl=8*cos(2*pi*220*t);
mlt=2*cos(2*pi* 150*t)+4*cos(2*pi*225*t)+8*cos(2*pi*400*t);





Answer: peak power = Ap2 /2 => 82/2=32
average power = A 0 2 + 1/2 X (An2 + Bn2 ) => 82 / 2 = 32
baseband bandwidth = 220 Hz





Answer: peak power =A .i 2 ;2=>4 2 /2=8
average power = A2 / 2 => 42 / 2 = 8
transmission bandwidth = 440 Hz
Question 3: Record the values representing peak and average power for the
signal-tone LSB and USB signals.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power in Question 2
agree with the computer-generated values?
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Question 4: Is coherent detection (detection using the carrier) necessary
for an AM SSB signal?
Answer. Yes, because although there are no phase shifts present in the AM SSB
signals, their shapes do not closely follow the envelope of the message
signal, preventing envelope detection.
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10 Plot 1 - single-tone message signal
-10 ,, , ...
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
Plot 2 - multi-tone message signal
-20. ....
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
10 Plot 3 - single-tone message signal sprEoum
n220 Hz with amplitude = 8
S 5-
bnwidth 2M Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
10 Plot 4.- multi-tone message signal spectrum
bandwidth 400 Hz
5-- - 400 Hz with amplitude = 8
22T2+z wth amplitude =2
0I iL . , 150 Hz with am•plitude =42
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
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5 Plot 5 -single-tonc LSB signal
| 
-5
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
10 Plot 6- single-tone message signal, expanded LSB signal
10
-101
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01
Tune
5 Plot 7 - toneUSBsigal
-5
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
10 Plot 8 - single-tone message signal, expanded USB signal
-101 .. .
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01
ThM
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Plot 9 - multi-tone LSB signal
-10
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tume
20 Plot 10- multi-tone message.signal, expanded LSB signal
10-
-10
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01
Time
10 Plot 11 - multi-tone USB si al
-10
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tume
20 Plot 12 - multi-tone message signal, expanded USB signal
10-
-10
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01
Time
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4 Plot 13 - single-tone LSB spectrum
1280 Hz with amplitude =4
bandwidth 220 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 1 - single-tone USB spectrum
1 1720 Hz with amplitude = 4
"2' baadwidwh 2dt H40z
oF fj ,i3• H itham i tud=
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 15 - multi-tone LSB spectrum
290 H10 wit withtud amltd 4 4
~~~bandwidth 400 Hz -*a
2- z m td2 2275 Hz with amplitude = 201 II2"-350 Hz wit aplitude =I
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in z
4 Plot 16 - multi-tone USB spectrum
i 2900 Hz with amplitude = 4
2 2725 Hz with amplitude =f 2 lot.id 40 H
0126.50 .Hz with amplitude = 1 0-
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
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2 Plot 17- single-tone demodulated LSB sptrum prior to filtering
o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
2 Plot 18 - single-tone demodulated USB spectrum prior to filtering
o.1i . L
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
10 Plot 19 - single-tone message and recovered LSB and USB signals0o
_101.........
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tine
NO PLOT HERE--JUST PRESS RETURN
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2 Plot 20- multi-tone demodulated LSB spectrum prior to filtering
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 21 - multi-tone demodulated USB sectrum prior to filtering
0 . .... 11)l
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
20 Plot 22 - multi-tone message and recovered LSB and USB signals
_20 i i
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
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lab6 ex~m
%Programming Lab 6 example for instructor use
%Answers will vary!
%Programming Lab 6 Amplitude Modulation AM SSB
Wart 1--Generat single- and multi-tone message signals
% and spectra









subplot(21 1), %plot the signal
plot(t(l:500),sgl(1:500))




subplot(212), %plot the signal
plot(t(l:500),mlt(1:500))





%B. Predict the power and bandwidth for the message signals
%C. Verify bandwidth for the message signals
[specsgl,Hz]=spectral(sgl,deltaJt); %generate the spectrum
%Plot 3
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subplot(21 1), %plot the spectrum
plot(Hzspecsgl)
titleCPlot 3 - single-tone message signal spectrum')
xlabel('Fmquency in liz)
ylabel'CAmplitude)
specmlt=spectral(mlt.deltaj); %generate the spectrum
%Plot 4
subplot(212), %plot the spectrum
plot(Hzspecmlt)







%Part 2--Generate AM SSB signals using single- and multi-
% tone input
%A. Generate the single- and multi-tone AM SSB signals
ilsbsgl,usbsgl]=ssb(t,sgl,1,1500); %generate the single-tone upper and lower
%sideband signals
[lsbmlt,usbmlt]--ssb(t,mltl,2500); %generate the multi-tone upper and lower
%sideband signals
%Plot 5
subplot(21 1), %plot the lower sideband signal
plot(t(1:500),lsbsgl(1:500));




subplot(212), %plot detailed view-no phase shifts
plot(Q(l: 100),[sgl(l: 100);lsbsgl(l: 100)])








subplot(21 1), %plot the upper sideband signal
plot(t(1:5OO),usbsgl(1 :500));




subplot(2 12), %plot detailed view-no phase shifts
plot(i(l: l00),[sgl(1: 100);usbsgl(l :100)])






subplot(21 1), %plot die lower sideband signal
plot(t(1:500),lsbmlt(1 :500));




subplot(2 12), %plot detailed view-no phase shifts
plotQt(l: 100),[mlt(l: 100);lsbmlt(l: 100)])




subplot(21 1), %plot the upper sideband signal
plot(t(1:500),usbmlt(1:500));
tute('PIot I1I- multi-tone USB signal')
ilabeirune)
ylabelCAinplitude')
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%Plot 12
subplot(2 12), %plot detailed view-no phase shifts
plot(t(1: 100),[inlt(1: 100);usbmlt(1: 100)])




%B. Predict power end bandwidth for the AM SSB signtals
%C. Verify the power end bandwidth of the AM SSB signals
[qmspe glz]=spectal~sbsgl.deltaýt); %generate. the lower sideband spectrum
[speusbsglHz]=spectral(usbsgl~delta-t); %generate the upper sideband spectrum
%Plot 13
subplot(21 1), %plot the lower sideband spectrum
plot(HzMspecsbsgl);




subplot(2 12), %plot the upper sideband spectrum
plot(Hz,specusbsgl);






[4=spbmd~z]=specdlt,delta~t); %generate the lower sideband spectrum
[sPecusbmlnltjzl--spectral(usbmlt~delta~t); %generate the upper sideband spectrum
%plot 15
subplot(21 1), %plot the lower sideband spectrum
plot(HzUsectsbridt);
title(Plot 15 - multi-tone LSB spectrum')
xlabel('Prcquecy in Hz')




subplot(2 12), %plot the upper sideband spectrum
ploI(Hz~specusbmlit);





Lsb-pk-prýsngl=((max~isbSgl))A2)/2 %find the peak power
usb-pksnr gl=((max(usbSgl))A2)/2
4psdsb.Hz]=_psd(lsbsgl,deltaLt); %generate the lower sideband power
%spectral density
lsb...avg..pwr,..sngl=sumqsdlsb) %find average power by summing the power
%spectral densities
[psdusb,Hz]=psd(usbsgl,deltaJt); %generate the lower sideband power
%spectral density
sb~avgpwr~snglsum(psdusb) %find average power by summing the power
%spectral densities
clear psdusb-,clear psdlsb;
%Part 3--Recover the AM SSB signals
%A. Recover the AM SSB single-tone signals
demnodlsbsgl=cos(2*pi* 1500*t).*lsbsgl; %recover the single-tone signal by








subplot(21 1), %plot the demodulated lsb spectrum
plot(Hz~seclsbsgI)
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subplot(212). %plo' the demodulated usb spectrum
plot(Hz,specusbsgl)





recLsbsgl=recovenn(fftisbsgl,'ideallowHz,25o); %recover and filter
clear fftlsbsgl; %single-tone LSB
biglsbsgl=recLsrbsgl*4; %amplify signal
clear recisbsgl;
recusbsgl--recoverm(fftubsgl,'ieajlow'Jjz,250); %recover and filter




subplot(21 1), %plot the recovered signals over the message signal




title(NO PLOT H-ERE--JUST PRESS RETURN')
clear biglsbsgl-,clear bigusbsglhclear sgl;
clg
%B. Recover the AM SSB multi-tone signals
demodlsbmk-cos(2*pi*250O*t).**sbmj, %recover the multi-tone signal by
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subplot(21 1), %plot the demodulated lsb spectrum
plot(Hz,speclsbmlt)





subplot(212), %plot the demodulated usb spectrum
plot(Hz~speusbinlt)






reclsbmlt=zrcoverm(fftlsb~nha,'ideallowHz,420); %recover and filter
clear fftlsbmlt; %multi-tone LSB
biglsbmlc=reclsbmlt*4; %amplify signal
clear reclsbmlt;
recusbm-fcovermn(fftusbmnltidalow',Hiz,420); %recover and filter




subploc21 1), %plot the recovered signals over the, message signal
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tide(<Pbt 22 - zuuki-tone Message and recoveznd LSB and USB signals)
XWWAbe1CUne
ylabelCAmpliltude)
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 7 Key
Conventional Amplitude Modulation
(Conventional AM)
Answers will vary. The answers below are based on the following signals:
sgl=cos(2*pi* 150*t);
mlt=3*cos(2*pi*430*t)+2*cos(2*pi*250*t)+cos(2*pi* 11 0*t);






Answer: peak power = 2 => 12/2 => 0.5
P=A0 2 -+ (AN2 +BN 2 )
average power = 2 --I => 12 / 2 => 0.5
baseband bandwidth = 150 Hz





Answer: peak power = (1 + M)2 Pc => (1 + 0.8)2 * 0.5 => 1.62
P = + P
average power = P => (I + (0.82 / 2)) *0.5 => 0.66
transmission bandwidth = 300 Hz
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Question 3: Record the values representing peak and average power for the
signal-tone conventional AM signal.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power in Qt 'ion 2
agree with the computer-generated values?
Answer: camnpk.pwr.sgl = 1.6172
cam avg.pwrsgl = 0.6598
Yes-calculations agree.
Question 4: What type of detection is needed for an overmodulated
conventional AM signal? Why?
Answer. Coherent detection (detection using the carrier) is necessary for an
overmodulated conventional AM signal. The phase shifts preclude envelope
detection.
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Plot 1 - single-tone message signal
l1
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
Plot 2 - multi-tone message signal
E
_10 .. - ...
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Tune
1- Plot 3 - single-tone message s ignal spctrum
I9 150 Hz with amplitude= I 1S0.5-
,t - bandwidth 150 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 4.- multi-tone message signal spectrum
-.430 Hz with amplitude = 3
- 250 Hz with amplitude = 2
0 l__dwidth 430 I-Iz 110 Hz with amplitude = 1
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
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2 Plot 5- single-tone conventional AM sigal
-20 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
"Tume
Plot 6 - multi-tone conventional AM signal
-2
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time
1Plot 7 -.single-tone conventional AM spectrum.
2000 Hz with amptlitude .
0O.5-
2150 Hz with 2150 Hz with anptlitude = 0.4
01 amptlitude = 0.4 bandwidth 300 H-b
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
1 ~ Plot 8 - multi-tone conventional AM spEtrum
2890 Hz bandwidth 860 Hz12250 Hz
0.5-2250 Hz 2500 Hz
2070 Hz 2610 Hz
)iý> 250 Hz0 2930 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
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2 Plot 9 - single-tone filtered and envelope-detected signals
0.01 0.011 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.015 0.016 0.017 0.018 0.019 0.02
Time
2 Plot 10 - single-tone envelope-detected and message signals
-2
0.01 0.011 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.015 0.016 0.017 0.018 0.019 0.02
Tume
2 Plot 1.1 - multi-tone filtered and envelope-detected signals
0.01 0.011 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.015 0.016 0.017 0.018 0.019 0.02
Time
5 Plot 12 - multi-tone envelo c-detected and message signals
0.01 0.011 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.015 0.016 0.017 0.018 0.019 0.02
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Plot 13 - overmodulated conventional AM signal
"0.01 0.011 0.012 0.013 0.014 0.015 0.016 0.017 0.018 0.019 0.02
Time
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lab7_ex.m
%Lab 7 example script for instructor use
%Programming Lab 7 Conventional Amplitude Modulation
% (Conventional AM)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%8%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%PART 1--Generate single- and multi-tone message signals
% and spectra




t=O:delta t:1; %time vector
sgl=cos(2*pi* 150t); %single-tone signal
%muld-tone signal
mlt=3*cos(2*pi*430*t)+2*cos(2*pi*250*t)+cos(2*pi* 110*0;
max_-m=max(mlt); %save for amplifying detected signal
fcl=2000; %modulating frequencies for the carrier signals
fc2=2500;
fsl=150; %highest frequency in the single-tone message signal
fs2-430; %highest frequency in the multi-tone message signal
m=.8; %conventional AM modulation index
over_m=1.5; %index for overmodulated signal
%Plot 1
subplot(21 1), %plot the signal
plot(t( 1:500),sgl(1:500))




subplot(212), %plot the signal
plot(t(1:500),mlt(l:500), 'b')
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%B. Predict power and bandwidth for the message signals
%C. Verify bandwidth for the message signals
[specsglHz]=specta'l(sgl.deltat); %generate the spectrum
%Plot 3
subplot(21 1), %plot the spectrum
plot(Hz,specsgl, 'g)
title(Plot 3 - single-tone message signal spectrum)
xlabel(Frequency in Hz')
ylabelCAmplitude')
[specmltH-z]=spectral(mlt,deltajt); %generate the spectrum
%Plot 4
subplot(212), %plot the spectrum
plot(Hz.specmlt)







%PART 2--Generate conventional AM signals using single- and
% multi-tone input







subplot(21 1), %plot the conventional AM modulated signal
plot(t(1:500),convamsgl(1:500))
title(Plot 5 - single-tone conventional AM signal')
xlabel('riMe')
ylabel(CAmplitude)
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%Plot 6
subplot(212), %plot the conventional AM modulated signal
plot(t(1:500),convammnt(1:500), 'b)





%B. Predict power and bandwidth for the conventional AM signals
%C. Verify power and bandwidth for the conventional AM signals




subplot(21 1), %plot the modulated spectrum
plot(Hz,camspecsgl, 'g)




subplot(212), %plot the modulated spectrum
plot(Hzxmspecmlt)
title(Plot 8 - multi-tone conventional AM spectrum')
xlabel(Frequency in Hz)
ylabelCAmplitude')
clear camspecsgl-clear camspecmlt~clear convammlt;
pause
cig
cam pkpwrsgl=((max(convamsgl))A2)/2 %fimd the peak power
psdcamffipsd(convamsgl,delta..); %generate the power spectral density
clear convamsgl;
cam-avg-pwr.sgl=sum(psdcam) %find average power by summing the power
%spectal density values
clearpsdcam;
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•%%%%%%•%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Part 3-Recover the conventional AM signals






%plot the envelope-detected signal over the
%Plot 9 %filtered signal
subplot(21 1),
plot(t(101:200),[fdtsgl(101:200);envsgl(101:200)])
title(Plot 9 - single-tone filtered and envelope-detected signals')
xlabel(Time')
ylabelCAmplitude)
bigsgl=(envsgl-1)/n; %remove DC value, divide by m
%Plot 10
%plot the message signal
subplot(212), %over the amplified envelope-detected signal
plot(t(101:200),bigsgl(101:200))












fidtmlt=futmlt(1:300); %reduce length for speed
envmlt=envelope(filtlt); %use envelope detector
%plot the envelope-detected
%Plot I %signal over the filtered signal
subplot(21 1).
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plot(t(O01:200),[fdtmlt(101:200);envmlt(101:200)])
title(Plot 11 - multi-tone filtered and envelope-detected signals')
xlabel("Time')
ylabelCAmplitude)
bigmlt=(envmlt-1)hn; %remove DC value, divide by m, amplify















%PART 4-Observe the effect of overmodulation on a single-tone
%conventional AM signal
%A. Overmodulate a single-tone conventional AM signal
oconvamsgl=conv..am(sgldeltajt,fcloverj.m); %overmodulate the signal
%Plot 13
subplot(21 1), %plot the enlarged view of the overmodulated signal
plot(t(101:200),oconvamsgl(101:200))





%B. Describe the effect of overmodulation on recovery
oenv=envelope(oconvamsgl); %use envelope detector
plot(t(101:200),oenv(101:200), 7')
hold off
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 8 Key
Frequency Modulation (FM)
Answers will vary. The answers below are based on the following signals:
sgl=15*cos(2*pi*50*t);
mlt=6*cos(2*pi*90*t)+9*cos(2*pi*30*t);





SA 2Pp -- P_.•
Answer: peak power 2 => 152 / 2 => 112.5
P=A0 2 +I I(AN2 +BN2)
average power = 2 N1 => 152/ 2 => 112.5
baseband bandwidth = 50 Hz
Question 2: Predict the following values for the single-tone FM signal:
peak power
average power
maximum frequency deviation Af
transmission bandwidth (use Carson's rule)
2Pp = AP.-
Answer: peak power = 2 => 152 / 2 => 112.5
average power = A2 / 2 => 152 / 2 => 112.5
Af = B *fm => 10 * 50 => 500 Hz
transmission bandwidth = 2 8 f. => 2 * 10 * 50 => 1000 Hz
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Question 3: Consult a table of values for Bessel functions (or use the
MATLAB "bessel" command). How many sidebands are
required for 98% power transmission for this FM signal? Does
the spectrum shown in Plot 7 reflect the expected number of
sidebands?
Anwer. 14 sidebands ar required.
The spectral plot reflects the expected number of sidebands.
Question 4: What is the distance between the sidebands in the FM spectrum
shown in Plot 7?
Answer. 50 Hz
Question 5: Record the values representing peak and average power for the
signal-tone FM signal.
Do your calculations for bandwidth and power in Question 2
agree with the computer-generated values?
Answer. fm_pkpwrsngl = 112.5
fm_avgpwr._sngl = 112.4888
Yes--aculations agrees.
Question 6: Calculate the maximum frequency deviation M associated with
each of the two values of B.
Answer. Af =8 *fm => 1 * 50 =>50Hz
Af=B *fin =>5 * 50=>250Hz
Question 7: Calculate the transmission bandwidth for each of the single-
tone FM signals.
Answer. BT-2 fm=>2 * 50=> 100Hz
BT- 2 (1 +8) fr=> 2 (1 + 5) * 50-=> 600 Hz
Question 8: Calculate the value of B associated with each of the two values
of Af
Answer. B=Af/fm=>900/90=> 10
B = Af ifm => 1200 / 90 => 13.333
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Question 9: Calculate the transmission bandwidth for each of the multi-
tone FM signals (use the higher of the two values for message
signal frequency).
Answer. BT - 2Bfm=>2 * 10*90=> 180OHz
BT -2 6 fmr=> 2 * 13.333 * 90 => 2399.94 Hz
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20 Plot 1 - single-tone message signal
1-20
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
Tane
20 Plot 2 - multi-tone message signal
-20,
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
True
Plot 3 - single-tone messae spcrum15 •-o
, 050 Hz with amplitude = 15
bandwidth 50 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
SPlot 4 - multi-tone.message spectruS-•1• 30 Hz with amplitude = 9
5 90 Hz with amplitude = 6
bandwidth 90 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
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20 Plot 5 - single-tone message and FM signals.
-201•
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Time
20 Plot 6 - multi-tone message and FM si nals
-20
0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.014 0.016 0.018 0.02
Time
Plot 7 - single-tone FM spectrum with beta=10
4) bandwidth 1000 Hz
S ,ll, ~I , I1l ,, 11 f +•{:=• fc'Af_ ,fC +[ M Jl•l !!
.LJ, .J4.. i.,0. fc HL00
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Frequency in Hz
Plot 8 - multi-tone FM spectrum with beta=10
.,,,i7]-I I),,..,fcl1500 Hz
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Frequency in Hz
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15 Plot 9 - single-tone FM spectrum, beta=1151 4 I ~bandwidth 100Hz1
i 0 ... . I ...S0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
6Plot 10 - single-tone FM spectrum, beta=5
1 4 bandwidth 600 Hz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 11 - multi-tone FM spectrum, delta f=900
bandwidth 1800 Hz
< 0 1.,lll 1 1 hI I ,,, .... . .
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
Plot 12- multi-tone FM spectrum, deltajf=1200
"bandwidth 2400 HIz
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Frequency in Hz
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lab8 ex.m
%Lab 8 example script for instructor use
%Answers will vary!
%Programming Lab 8 Frequency Modulation (FM)
%%%%% %%%%%%%V.V%%%%%%V.%%%%%
%PART 1--Generate the single- and multi-tone message signals
%A. Generate the single- and multi-tone message signals
clear
clg
deltat=.0001; %set signal and frequency variables
t-O-deltat: 1;
Acs= 15; %FM signal amplitude for single-tone message
fcs=1500; %FM signal frequency for single-tone
thetas=O; %single-tone, value
fms=50; %single-tone message signal frequency
sgl=15*cos(2*pi*fms*t); %single-tone signal
Acm=20; %FM signal amplitude for multi-tone message
fcm=1500; %FM signal frequency for multi-tone
thetam=[0 01; %multi-tone value
freqlff9i
fieq2=30,
fmm=[freql freq2]; %multi-tone frequency vector










title(Plot 2 - multi-tone message signal)
xlabel(Tnne)
ylabelCAmplitude)
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peuse
%B. PreW.ct peak power, average power, and bandwidth for the
%message signals



















%PART 2--Generate frequency modulated (FM) signals using
%single- and multi-tone input
%A. Generate the single- and multi-tone FM signals
beta=10O
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%R Predict peak power, average power, and bandwidth
% for the FM signals
%C. Generate the spectra of the FM signals
[spesglHz]=spectral(fm...sgl,deltajt);
%Plot 7
subplot(21 1), %label delta-f
plot(Hz(l :3000).specsgl(1 :3000))











%D. Verify the power and bandwidth of the FM signal
psdfmf-psd(frn~sgIldelta,_);
fm-j*-wrsngl=(max(fmRsgl)A2)/2
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%%%%%%%%%pwt%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%n
%PART 3--Control the bandwidth of the FM signal
%A. Control bandwidth by varying beta, using single-tone input
%fix beta at values of Iland 5
























%B. Control bandwidth of the FM signal by varying delw...,
% using multi-tone input
%fix deltajfat values of 900 and 1200




















title(plot 12 - multi-tone FM spectrum, deltajf=1200)
xlabelC(Reuency in Hz')
ylabelCAxnplitude')
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EO 3513 Programming Laboratory 9 Key
Radio Frequency Digital Modulation Methods
(ASK, FSK, BPSK, and QPSK)
Answers will vary.
Question 1: Calculate the bit duration s for this signal.
Answer: bit duration = I/bit rate => 1/100 => 0.01 seconds
Question 2: Calculate the approximate baseband bandwidth of the NRZL
unipolar digital message signal.
Answer: baseband bandwidth = 0.5/t => 0.5/0.01 => 50 Hz
Question 3: Why is ASK modulation often referred to as "on-off keying"?
Answer. The carrier is turned "on" and "off" to represent the l's and O's in the digital
message signal.
Question 4: Compare the spectrum for the BPSK signal in Plot 10 with that
of the QPSK signal in Plot 16. What is the chief advantage of
quadriphase shift keying over bipolar phase shift keying?
Answer: The information rate of a QPSK signal is twice that of a BPSK signal, with
no increase in bandwidth requirements.
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Plot 1 - NRZLuoa diymlm ss n
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-21 ... ..
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T'Mne
I Plot 2- NRZL Muipolar digital message spectrum
baddbandwidth 50 Hz
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Frequency in H-z
2 Plot 3 - ASK signal0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
-21 , , , ,,,
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0.5 Plot 4 - ASKspectrum
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Frequency in Hz
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Plot 5- epanded FSK and digital messa e signals2 0 0 1 0
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Plot 9 - BPSK signal and message signal
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2 Plot 13- modulated odd signal and delayed odd bits
"20 0.01 0.02 0.0_3 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
Tume
2 Plot 14- modulated even signal and delayed even bits
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Time
0.4 Plot16- QPSKgs• .
S 0.
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Frequency in Hz
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Iab9.ex~m
%Exanplc Lab 9 script for instrctor use
%Programming Laboratory 9 Radio Frequency (RF)
% DigiWa Modulation
%PART 1-Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK)






bitstreamwround(rand(1: 100)); %generate the random bitsteam
unpolar-.bitsmbitsbrem(l: 10) %print the first 10 bits
[nzzlsg,t]=Amiui(bitstream,deltaLbimtrt); %generfte the digital signal
big~axis-=[0~ .- 2 2]; %set manual scaling for graphs
med-axis=[0 .05 -2 2];
axis(big-xds);
%plot 1
subplot(21 1), %plot the digital message signal
ploIQturzlsig)
Wt(Itelot I - NRZL unipolar digital message signal')
Xlabel(T~me')
ylabeCAmplitude')




Utite~ot 2 - NRZL unipolar digital message spectum')
xA"e(Frequency in Hz')
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dear m~spec
%B. Generate the ASK signal
a~cs*gr~ig.*co(2*pj*fc*t); %generate the ASK signal
axisoig-Mais);
%Plot 3
subplot(211), %plot the ASK signal
title('Iot 3 - ASK signal')
xiabel('rime')
ylabelCAmpliwude')
%C. Generate the ASK spectrum










%FART 2-Fiequency Shift Keying (FSK)
%A. Generate the FSK signal
lOWftuq=3O,
hWftuq=1OOD,
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bfbgsk(n .•gdeltajbitratelowwfmbLfije ; %generate the FSK signal
axis(med-axis); %manually scale graph
%Plot 5
subplot(21 1), %FSK signal plotted over message signal
plo(t,[rzWigftsksig])
title(Mot 5 - expanded FSK and digital message signals')
xlabel(Time')
ylabelCAmpliude')
%B. Generate the FSK spectrum













%PART 3-Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)
%A. Generate the digital message signal and spectrum
%set bit pattern to show phase shifts at beginning





[=nnsig,t]-4b(bitswe•m,deltatbitme); %genemte the digital
%message signalaxistbig.axis);
%Plot 7
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subplot(211), %plot the message signal
ploAtQ~nrlsig)
titleClot 7 - NRZL bipolar digital message signal')
xlabel('Time')
ylabelCAmpliwude')
(nrzlspec,Hzl=speczra(nrzlsig,deltajt); %generate the message spectrm
%Plot 8
subplot(212),
plot(Hz(1 :2000),nrzlpec(1 :2000), 'g')





%B. Generate the BPSK signal
bpsksig--nrzlsig.*cos(2*pi*fc.*t); %generate the BPSK signal
axis(big...axis); %set manual scaling
%plot. 9
subplot(21 1), %plot the BPSK signal over the message signal
plIa(t,[bpdsksig~nrzsig])
dtltKeIot 9 - BPSK signal and message signal')
ylabelCAmpfitude')




subpW2,loZ), %plot the BPSK spectrum
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plot(Hz(1:2000),bpskspec(1:2000). 'g')





%PART 4-Quadriphase Shift Keying
%A. Generate the QPSK signal





mubplot(21 1), %graph the delayed digital signal-odd bits
plot(wwnzlodd, 'bo)




subplot(212), %graph the delayed digital signal--even bits
pwot~rzlieven,'g')










tillcCPM 13 - modulated odd signal and delayed odd bits')
xlae(TuneC)
ykaWlAmplitiide')





titdeCPot 14 - modulated even signal and delayed even bits')
ylabeCAmplitude')
cIg





tidcClot 15 - QPSK signal')
xAbeC"Muc)
ylabelCAmplitude')






titleC~lot 16 - QPSK spectrum')
xlabelc(rquency in Hz')
ylabel(Amplitude')
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APPENDIX E-COMMUNICATIONS TOOLBOX FOR MATLAB
compress.m
%function comsig=compress(s,mu,Vm)
%COMPRESS compresses the signal's' using using the mu-255
%companding law, returning 'comsig. Values of mu must be
%between 1 and 255; mu - I results in a linear function
%(no compression).
%input parameters:
% s-the signal for compression and later expansion
% mu--the degree of compression effected (mu = 255 delivers the
"% highest compression, mu = I results in no compression)
"% Vm--the maximum voltage in the signal. (Note: This value
% must be exact! Using the 'max' command to pass in the
% variable ensures its accuracy.)
%Written by Mike Shields 27 Jul 93
%Edited by Susan Guckelberg 5 Dec 93
function comsig=compress(smuVm);
signs=(2*sign(s))-l; %find the sign of each value of sand adjust to
%avoid division by 0
b=log(mu.*(abs(s)/Vm)+l); %the compression function
b=b.*(Vm/log(l+mu));
comsig=b.*signs; %restore the signs to s
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convert.m
%function conv_nuni vt(decimal symbols,elements)
%CONVERT takes a decimal number value 'decimal' and returns its
%representation using the number of 'symbols' raised
%to the number of 'elements'.
%Input parameters:
"% decimal-a base 10 number for conversion to another base
"% symbols--the number of symbols in the coding scheme
"% (binary=2, quad=4, hex= 16)
"% elements--the number of places in the coding scheme
"% (the power to which the number of symbols is raised)










%CONAM normalizes the input message signal 'msg',
%raises it by 1, modulates it using 'm' and 'fc', and returns the
%conventioal AM modulated signal convamsig'.
%Input parameters:
"1 msg--the message signal, normalized
"% delta.t-the step size of the time vector
"% fc-the frequency of the carrier (modulating) signal
% m--the index of modulaton (values between 0 and 1)
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 10 Aug 93
function convamsig=convam(msg,deltajtfcm);
t=(l:length(msg))*delta-t; %regenerate the time vector
normsig=msg/max(abs(msg)); %normahze the signal
convamsig=(l+m*normsig).*cos(2*pi*fc*t); %multiply by the modulation index,
%add 1 to raise the values above O,
%and modulate the signal




%ENCODE accepts the vector of bin numbers "binnums'
%genamWd by 'quantize.m'. For each number in
%binjums', converLm is called to
%convet it to the desired base ('symbols). It returns
lithe encoded signal 'codedsig', the length of binjhums
%multiplied by 'elements.
%Inputpame•ners:
" bin-nums--a vector of bin numbers returned from bipolar.m
"% symbols-the number of symbols in the coding scheme
% (binary-2, quad-4, hex-16)
%i elements--the number of places in the coding scheme
% (the power to which the number of symbols is raised)
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envelope.m
%ENVELO) performs an envelope detection on the input signal
%Yx' by computing the Hilbert transform of x, resulting in
%the magnitude of the complex envelope.
%inputpuaimewz
% x-the signal to be envelope-detected
%Wriuten by Dennis W. Brown 8 Sep 93
%Edited by Susan Guckelberg 26 Dec 93
%Hilbert transform section written by Charles Denham 7 Jan 88
%Revised by IS, 19 Nov 88, 22 May 90, TPK 4 Nov 92
%Copyrighted by The MathWorks, Inc. 1988,1990,1992
function envsig=envelope(x);
envsig=O;
%the following section is based on the function
%HILBERT copyrighted by The MathWorks, Inc.
[r,cl=siza(x), %find the size of x
if r==1
x=x.'; %transpose the vector into a column
aed












%end of the section based on HRLBERT
envsig=abs(y); %generate the envelope




%EXPAND expands the signal's' using using the mu-255
%companding law, rerning 'expansig. Values of mu must
%be between I and 255; mu a I results in a linear function
%(no expension).
%lnput:parameters
% s-the signal for expansion (compesed earlier)
% mu-4he degree of expansion effected (mu = 255 delivers the
% highest expansion, mu = I results in no expansion)
"* Vm--the maximum voltage in the signal (Note: This value
"* must be exact! Using the 'max' command to pass in the
"* variable ensures its accuracy.)
%Written by Mike Shields 27 Jul 93
%Edited by Susan Guckelberg 5 Dec 93
function expansig=expand(smnu,Vm);
signs=(2*sign(s))-1; %find the sign of each value of s and adjust to
%avoid division b) 0
b=s*Qog(l+mu)/Vm); %the expansion function
expansig=(Vm/mu)*(exp(b)-l).*signs: %restore the signs to s




%RLATTOP multiplies the signal 's' and an impulse train; then
%convolves it with a pulse to generate the flattop-sampled
%signal 'flatig'.
%Input paiameters:
" s--the signal to be sampled
"% delat--t2 -tl, the step size of the time vector in the, signal
" samprate--the sampling frequency in Hz (note: minimum sampling rate
"% is twice the highest frequency in the message signal)
" d-the duty cycle (less than 1)
%Written by Randy Borchardt 27 Jul93
%Edited by Susan Guckelberg 18 Oct 93
function [flatsig,puistm]=flattop(sdela_tasamprated);
length-smiength(s); %number of points in the time vector
totjfime=Qength-s-1)*deltajt; %number of seconds in the time vector
T=l/samprate; %sampling period T in seconds
numpulse=itoudme/T; %number of pulses
TpLsigenths/numpulse; %number of points in sampling period T
Waupts-&Tpts; %number of points in tau
pulselones(Ijaupts); %generate pulse
impon-zeros(,llengthls); %generate impulse train
imp=l:Tpts:lengzh-s;
imptn(imp)-ones(imp);
pulsummconv(impun,pulse); %genemte pulse train
pulsbum lshn(1length s);
flatsigls.*imptm; %generate the flattop-sampled signal
flatsigucnev(flazsigl,puise);
flatsig-flatsig(1,1:length.s); %set length of flatsig to length of s
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fmhmod.m
%function [fmasigdeltaf, ba] -fm. mod(tAcfcfm,theadeltafbeta)
%FMMOD calculates either delta-f or beta, whichever was not
%passed in, and returns both, along with the frequency-modulated
%signal 'fmsig'. Generates single- and multi-tone FM signals.
%Input parameters:
% t-the time vector on which the message signal is based
% Ac--the amplitude of the returned frequency modulated signal
% fc--th frequency of the reuurned frequency modulated signal
% fm-the frequency of the message signal (a vector for multi-tone signals)
"* theta-the phase of the message signal (a vector for multi-tone signals)
"* deltaJf-the maximum frequency deviation (if unknown, pass in 'none', with
"* quotes, and it will be calculated and returned)
% beta-die index of modulation (if unknown, pass in 'none', with quotes, and
"% it will be calculated and returned)
"* Note: Either delta-for beta MUST be passed in
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 19 Aug 93
function [msigdelta.f,betal=fmmod(tAcfcfm,theta,deltaf,beta);





sigma=zeros(t); %reserve space for sigma









%FREQDIV accepts the squared BPSK signal 'squarebpk' and
*performs a frequency division in preparation for coherent
%Inputparameters:
% squarebpsk-the squared BPSK signal
% t-the time vector for the BPSK signal
% fc--the carrier frequency for the BPSK signal
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 24 Jan 94
function div siygfreq,,div(squarebpsktfc);
div.sig=squarebpsk./cos(2*pi*fc.*t); %divide the
%squared signal by the carrier
%frequency to shift back to fc




%FSK performs frequency shift keying on the input digital
%signal 'dig-sig', returning 'fsksig.'
%laputparameters:
"% dig..sig--the digital input signal, usually NRZL
"% delmj---t2 - ti. the step size of dhe time vector in
"% the signal
"% freqj)--the frequency assigned to 0-value bits
%. freqj-1-he frequency assigned to 1-value bits
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 31 Aug 93
function fsmig=fsk(dig-sig,deltaLbizmtefL~reorqj);
t=(1:ength(dig..sig))*deltajt %regenerate t
T=1Abitrate; %bit duration Tin seconds
avg-bitpts--T/deltajt %number of points in bit
dig-sig=ditsig(2:length(dig-sig)); %lose the first point
z= 1; %index for bits
i=1; %index for dig-sig
while iclength(dig..sig) %generate a frequency vector
%either high or low









Ereq=[freq(1) freqi; %add one point at beginning
%~Of vector
fWksg-cos(2*pi*freq.*t);




%HIGHFASS generates a simple high-pass fdter 'HPF,
%evaluating frequencies in the vector Hz'
%and using the cutoff frequency fc.
%Inputparameters:
% Hz--a vector representing frequencies in Hz. returned from
% spectral.m
% fc--the cutoff frequency beginning the filter
function HPF--ighpass(Hzcutoff);
HPF-Hzl(l+(j.*cutoff));




%HILBERT returns 'hilbsig', the real part of the hilbert tansform
%of the input signal 'anysig', showing a 900 phase shift.
%-ilbert is called by the function ssb.m.
%Input parameters:
% anysig--the input signal
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 30 Jul 93
function hilbsig=hilbert(anysig);
lengths=length(anysig);
ffthilb=fft(anysig); %take the fast fourier transform of the signal
%multiply first half of transform by -j
%and second half by j
hilbjsig=I[ffthilb(l) ffthilb(2:ceil(length_s/2)).*(-j) ...
ffthilb(ceif(length_.sP2)-.I :iengths).*j];
hilbsig=real(ifft(hilbjsig)): %take the inverse fast fourier transform
%and return the real part




%IDEALBND generates an ideal band-pass filter 1BPF, evaluating
%frequencies in the vector 'Hie and using the frequencies
%between 'cutoff 'and 'cutoffT2'.
%Input parameters:
% Hz-a vector representing frequencies in Hz, returned from
% spectral.m
"% cutoffl--the frequency beginning the filter
"% cutoff2--the frequency ending the filter
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 12 Jul 93
function IBPF=idealbnd(Hzcutoffl,cutoff2); %2 cutoff frequencies
IBPF=[zeros(lcutoffl) ones(1,cutoff2-cutoffl)...
zeros(I.length(Hz)-cutofl2)];





%IDEAHLHI generates an ideal high-pass filter THPF, evaluating
%frequencies in the vector ¶Hz' and using the
%frequencies beginning with cutoff.
%Input parameters:
% Hz--a vector representing frequencies in Hz, returned from
% spectral.m
% cutoff--the frequency beginning the filter
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 12 Jul93
%Revised 21 Jul 93
function IHPF=idealhi(Iz,cutoff);
ff=cmoff/(Hz(2)-H-z(lI));
IHPF--[zeros(l ,f) ones(l length(Hz)-ff)];




%IDEALLOW generates an ideal low-pass filter 'ILPF, evaluating
%frequencies in the vector'Hz and using the frequencies
%ending with cutoff.
%Input paramneters:
% Hz--a. vector representing frequencies in Hz, returned from
% spectral.m
% cutoff--the frequency ending the filter
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 12 Jul93








%IMPSAMP multiplies the signal's and an impulse train to
generate the impulse-sampled signal 'impsig'.
%•lnputparameters:
"* s-the signal to be sampled
" deltaj--t2 - tl, the step size of the time vector in the signal
"* samprate--the sampling frequency in Hz (note: minimum sampling rate
"* is twice the highest frequency in the message signal)
%Written by Randy Borchardt 27 Jul 93
%Edited by Susan Guckelberg 18 Oct 93
function [impsig~imptm]=impsamp(sdelta.t,samprate);
length_-length(s); %number of points in the time vector
totjfime=Qength-s-1)*delta-t; %number of seconds in the time vector
T= l/samprate; %sampling period T in seconds
numpulse=tot-time/T; %number of pulses
Tpts=length s/numpulse; %number of points in sampling period T
imptrn=zeros(l,length.s); %generate impulse train
imp-l:Tpts:lengthls;
impiriMP)=onesimp);
impsig=s.*imptrn; %generate the impulse-sampled signal
impsig=impsig(l,l:lengths); %set length of impsig to length of s




%LOWPASS generates a simple low-pass filter UYF.
%evaluating fitquencies in the vector Iz' and using the
%frequencies ending with 'cutoff.
%Inputparameters:
"% Hz--a vector representing frequencies in Hz, returned from
"% spectralm
% cutoff-the frequency ending the filter
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 12 Jul 93
function LPF=Iowpass(Hzcutoff);
LPF=I J(l+(j.*(Hz./cutofO));




%MANCHEST takes a binary-cncoded signal and prepares it for
%plotting as a manchester-ýcoded signal. It returns the
%signal 'mancheat!, a time vector bitj, and the number of
%seconds needed for transmission bunsc'.
%Input parameters.
"% codedsig-a binazy-encoded signal
"% deltajt-t2 - tI, the step size of the time vector in the signal
"% bitrate--number of bits per second desired for the output
"% signal
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 25 Jul 93
function [manchsig~biLt,trnsec]=manchest(codedsig~delta-tbitrate);
T=lI/bitrate; %sampling period T in seconds
avgLTpts=(I/deltaJt)*T;, %number of points in T
while i<=length(codedsig) %fill half the sampling period T with
%either 0rs or I's and the reverse for
%the remainder













trne~eghmnhi)dlat %number of seconds needed for
%transmission of the coded signal
manchsig=[manchsig(l) manchsigl; %add one point to manchsig
%to account for zero
%in time vector, using value of
%first point
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bi~t-tO:deltajtransec; %time vector for bitstream




%NATSAMP multiplies the input signal 's' and the pulse train
%publsirn' to generate the naturally-sampled signal 'natsig'.
%input pammeam
" s--the signal to be sampled
"% deka-t--2 - ti, the step size of the time vector in the signal
"J samnpae-the sampling frequency in Hz (note: minimum sampling rate
"% is twice the highest frequency in the message signal)
" d--the duty cycle (les than 1)
%Writen by Randy Borchardt 27 Jul 93
%Edited by Susan Guckelberg 18 Oct 93
function (natsig~pulstn]=natsamp(sdeltatsamprate,d);
lenOgths=length(s); %number of points in the time vector
tot_tinmeIength_s-l)*delta_t; %number of seconds in the time vector
Tal/samprae; %sampling period T in seconds
numpulse•toatime11; %number of pulses
Tpts-lengths/numpulse; %number of points in sampling period T
taupts=d*Tpts; %number of points in tau
puLseoloes(,Iaupts); %generae pulse
imptrn-zeros(length_s); %generate impulse train
imp=l:Tp-s:kngth-s;
imptMr(imp)ones(imp);
puLstrn=conv(imptrpulse); %generate the pulse train
pulstrmpulstrn(1,1length.s);
natsigl=s.*pulstrn; %multiply the signal and pulse train
natsznatsWgl(1,l:length..s); %set length of flatsig to length of s




%NRZLBI takes a binary-encoded signal and prepares it for plotting
%as a non-return-to-zero bipolar level signal. It returns the
%signal 'n-zlsig', the time vector 'itft', and the number of
%seconds needed for transmission 'transec'.
%Input parameters:
"% codedsig-a binary-encoded signal
" delta_t-t2 - tl. the step size of the time vector in the signal
"% bitrate--number of bits per second desired for the output
" signal
%Algorithm by Pete Hutson 17 Mar 93
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 25 Jul 93
function [nrzlsigbitjtLransec]=nrzlbi(codedsigdelta.t~bitrate);
T=l/bitrate; %bit duration T in seconds
avgTpts=(l/deita&t)*T; %number of points in T
k=l; %index for nrzlsig
i-I; %index for codedsig
while i<=length(codedsig) %fill T with
%either U's or I's










iransec=length(nrzlsig)*deltajt; %number of seconds needed for
%transmission of the coded signal
nrzlsig=[nmlsig(l) nrzlsig]; %add one point to nrzlsig
%to account for zero
%in time vector, using value of
%first point
bit_t=Odeltatbransec; %time vector for bitstream




%NRZLUNI takes a binary-encoded signal and prepares it for plotting
%as a non-return-to-zero unipolar level signal. It returns the
%signal 'nrzlsig', the time vector 'bitt', and the number of
%seconds needed for transmission ransec'.
%Input prameters:
" codedsig-a binary-encoded signal
"% delta.t--t2 - tl, the step size of the time vector in the signal
"% bitrate-number of bits per second desired for the output
" signal
%Algorithm by Pete Hutson 17 Mar 93
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 25 Jul 93
function [nzlsigbitjtransec]=nrluni(codedsigdelta_tbirate);
T=l/bitrate; %bit duration Tin seconds
avg.Tpts=(1/deltaJt)*T; %number of points in T
k=1; %index for points in nrnlsig
i=l; %index for points in codedsig
while i<=length(codedsig) %fill T with
%either 0's or I's










Iran length(nrzlsig)*deltajt; %number of seconds needed for
%transmission of the coded signal
nrzlsig=(nrzlsig(1) nrzlsig]; %add one point to nrzlsig
%to account for zero
%in time vector, using value of
%first point
biLtt=fOdeltat:ftransec; %time vector for bitstreamr
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par ser.m
%function combsig=•aser (oddsigevensigdelta_tbirate )
%PAR-SER accepts the odd and even signals previously separated in
%the function 'serpar.em' and combines them at twice their
%biftrae, returning 'combsig`.
%Inputparameters:
" odd-sig-the digital signal composed of odd bits, returned
"% from 'ser..parm'
" even_sig--the digital signal composed of even bits, returned
" firom 'ser..par.m'
"% deltajt--t2 - tl, the step size of the time vector in the signal
"% bit•ae-number of bits per second in the original digital
"5 signal (before separation)
function comb-sig=parser(odcdsigeven-sigdelta_tbitrate);
odd.sig---odd..sig(2:length(oddcsig)); %reanove last value, added
even-sig=even-sig(2:length(even sig)); %to account for 0 in time vector
bitdur=l/bitrate; %bit duration in seconds
avg_.bitpts=(l/deIta~t)*bitdur, %number of points in each bit
k=l; %index for bits
i=1; %index for length of vector
%generate combined signal at
while iklength(odcLsig) %twice the bitrate passed in











combAsig=[comb..sig(l) comb.sig]; %add one point to combsig
%to account for zero
%in time vector, using value of
%first point




%PSD performs a fast fourier transform on the input signal 'anysig'
%and returns 'fftsig'. For a power spectral density graph,
%plot pdsig' against 'Hz'. To find average signal power,
%integrate psdsig by using the 'sun command.
%Input parameters:
" anysig--the input signal
"% deltaj--t2 - t1, the step size of the time vector in the signal
%Written by Susan Guckelberg, 5 Aug 93
function [pdsighzfftsig]=psd(anysigdeltat);
fftsigffft(anysig); %find the fast Fourier transform of the signal
abfftsig--abs(fftsig); %find the absolute value of the transform
lengtf=length(abfftsig); %find the length of the fourier transform
shortsig=[abfftsig(1) abfftsig(2:ceil((lengthjf)i2))]; %excluding first
%value, truncate the vector
% to half its length
lengthss=length(shortsig); %find length of transform vector
psdsig=shortsig.lengthss; %scale down amplitude by
%dividing the frequency values
%by the vector length
psdsig=(psdsig.A2)/2; %square and halve the amplitudes
nyqfrleq=/(deltaYt*2); %find the Nyquist frequency
Hz=nyqfreq(1:lengthss)/lengthss; %create Hz frequency vector




%PULSPOS returns the pulse-position-modulated signal 'ppsig' for
%the signal 's. Pulse amplitude is set at half of the maximum
%amplitude of the signal. Offset values are calculated from the
%beginning of the sampling period T.
%Input parameters:
"% s--the signal to be sampled
"% delta_t--t2 - tl, the step size of the time vector in the signal
% samprate--the sampling frequency in Hz (note: minimum sampling rate
" is twice the highest frequency in the carrier)
"% pulsdur-the pulse duration (fraction of the sampling period T). Maximum
"% pulse offset is T - pulsdur.
" (Note: pulsedur is typically small; the larger the pulse duration,
"% the smaller the maximum pulse offset)
%Written by Susan Guckelberg, 6 Jul 93
%Revised 8 Nov 93
function ppsig=pulspos(sdelta_tsamprate,pulsdur);
length.s=length(s); %number of points in the time vector
tottime=length_s*deltajt; %number of seconds in the time vector
T=l/samprate; %sampling period Tin seconds
numpulse=toL time/T; %number of pulses
avg.Tpts=lengthns/numpulse; %avg number of points in sampling period T
taupts=ceil(avg.Tpts*pulsdur); %set the pulse duration tau,
%avoiding zero values
minamp=min(s); %find the minimum amplitude in s
maxamp~max(s); %find the maximum amplitude in s
pulsamp=maxamp/2; %set the pulse amplitude
pos...s=s+abs(minamp)+.O1; %increase s values to all positive
max.pos=max(pos-s); %find the maximum amplitude in pos._s
i=l; %initialize index
pulsenum=l;
while i<=length-s %generate pulse position modulated signal
pulsperc=pa-ss(i)/max..pos; %find the percentage of each pulse
%amplitude to the maximum amplitude
Tptsffimund(pulsenum*avg.Tpts)-i+l; %account for fractional
%values of avgTpts
mxoffpts=Tpts-taimts; %fimd maximum offset value
prezerc-ceil(pulsperc*mxoffpts); %assign the amplitude percentage
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%to the pulse offset
poszero=Tpts-taupts-prezero; %find the number ei points
%needed to fill T
if TPts-taupts;
p~p~pL-,p*ones(1:Tpts); %pulse extends the entire width of T
else
%zero level signal points preceding pulse
pu~lsI:preer)=pulsper*zers(l:prez);
%pulse points with value pulsamp
puLse(prezewo+l:prezero+taupts)=pulsamp*ones(l :taupts);
%zero values for remainder of T
puLseprzero+taupts+1 :Tpts)=zeros(l:postzero);





if length(ppsig)<length..s %add zeros to ppsig if shorter than s
ppsig=[ppsig zeros(l:length~s-length(ppsig))I;
end
if length(ppsig)>Aength...s %truncate ppsig if longer than s
ppsig--ppsig(I:lengt&.s);
end




%PULSWID returns the pulse-width-modulated signal 'wsig' for the
%signal 's. The amplitude of pwsig is half the maximum amplitude
%of s.
%Input parameters:
"% s--the signal to be modulated
" delta_t--t2 - tl, the step size of the time vector in the signal
" samprate--the sampling frequency in Hz (note: minimum sampling rate
"* is twice the highest frequency in the carrier)
"* maxdur--the maximum pulse duration, expressed as a fraction of
"* the sampling period T (Note: maximum can be 1, typically close to 1)
%Written by Susan Guckelberg, 6 Jul 93
%Revised 7 Nov 93
function pwsigfpulswid(sdeltat,sampratemaxdur);
length sfflength(s); %number of points in the time vector
tot_time=length s*delta ; %number of seconds in the time vector
T=f/samprate; %sampling period T in seconds
numpulsketoLttime/T; %number of pulses
avg..Tpts=length.s/numpulse; %avg number of points in sampling period T
minamp=min(s); %find the minimum amplitude in s
maxamp=max(s); %find the maximum amplitude in s
pulsamp=maxamp/2; %set the pulse amplitude
pos.s=s+abs(minamp)+.Ol; %increase s values to all positive
max..pos=max(posLs); %find the maximum amplitude in pos,.s
i=l; %initialize index
pulsenum=l;
while i<=ilength s %generate pulse width modulated signal
pulsperc=pos s(i)Anax..pos; %find the percentage of the
%amplitude to the maximum amplitude
Tptsffround(pulsenum*avg.Tpts)-i+l; %account for fractional
%values of avg.Tpts
maxpuls=Tpts*maxdur; %set the maximum pulse duration
taupts=ceil(pulsperc*maxpuls); %assign the percentage to the maximum
%pulse duration to find the number
%of points in tau, avoiding zero values
%generate the pulse width modulated signal
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pwpuhse(1:taupts)=puLsamp*ones(1:,aupts); %pulse points with
%value pulsamp






if length(Jpwsig)dIength~s %add zeros to pwsig if shorter than s
pwsig=[fpwsig zeros(1 :length-s-length(~pwsig))I;
ead
if Iength(pwsig)>lengthr.s %truncate pwsig if longer than s
pwsig--pwsig(1 :length..s);
end





%QUANTIZE accepts a signal 'ss' ranging between -10 and 10 volts.
%It returns 'birnui.nus'. a vector containing the bin numbers
%for the quantization scheme (bin numbers begin with 0);
%the bipolar quantized signial 'quan-sig' (values are rounded
%rather than truncated); and vectors 'quanch~x and quanchj_,,
%for use, in plotting the quantization characteristic.
%For quantization system characteristic only, input only 'symbols'
%and elements', and define outputs'quanch..x' and 'quwchy'.
%Input parameters:
"% ss--thc sampled signal to be quantized (usually a flattop-
"% sampled signal)
% samprate-4he sampling frequency in Hiz
"% deltajt--t2 - ti, the step size of the time vector in the signal
"% symbols--the number of symbols in the coding scheme
"% (binary--2, quad=4, hex= 16)
% elements--the number of places in the coding scheme
"% (the power to which the number of symbols is raised)
%Writtent by Susan Guckelberg, 21 Jul 93
%Re vised 23 Nov 93
function~quanchjx,quanch..y,quan..sig,bin..nums]=quanfize(symbols,...
elernents,ss,samprate,deltaj);
maxqs=10; %maximumn value in the quantized signal
minqs=-1O; %minimumn value in the quantized signal
levels=symbols'elements; %number of levels in the
%quantization scheme
bins=levels-1;
stair-(maxqs-minqs)/levels; %size of the vertical step in
%the quantization scheme
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if nargin==5 %use when a signal is input for quantization
lengthssa-ength(ss);
tot_ime=(lengthss-l)*delta,_t; %number of seconds in the time vector
T=l/samprae; %sampling period T in seconds
numpuIse=tot_ime*samprate; %number of pulses
avg_Tpts=lengthsdnumpulse; %avg number of points in sampling period T




level=minqs; %initialize minimum quantized signal level
j=1; %initialize index
while ss(i)>quanchy(j)+.5*stair %check for values halfway
level=quanch..y(j+1); %between steps
j=j+l;




Tpts=round(pulsenum*avgTpts)-i+l; %account for fractional
%values of avgTpts
quarnsig(i:Tpts+i- 1)=level*ones(l :Tpts); %generate quantized signal


















%QUANTUNI accepts a signal 'ss' ranging between 0 and 10 volts.
%It returns 'innums', a vector containing the bin numbers
%for the quantization scheme (bin numbers begin with 0);
%the bipolar quantized signal 'quansig' (values are truncated
%rather than rounded); and vectors 'quanch_x' and 'quanchjy',
%for use in plotting the quantization characteristic.
%For quantization system characteristic only, input only 'symbols'
%and 'elements', and define outputs 'quanchx' and 'quanch_y'.
%Input parameters:
% ss--the sampled signal to be quantized (usually a flattop-
% sampled signal)
% samprate--the sampling frequency in Hz
"% delta.t--t2 - tl. the step size of the time vector in the signal
"% symbols--the number of symbols in the coding scheme
"% (binary=2, quad=4, hex=16)
"% elements--the number of places in the coding scheme
"% (the power to which the number of symbols is raised)
%Written by Susan Guckelberg, 21 Jul 93
%Revised 23 Nov 93
functionquanch._x,quanch_y.quan.sigbin-numsl=quantuni(symbols,....
elernents,ss,samprate,deltaj);
maxqs=10; %maximum value in the quantized signal
minqs=O; %minimum value in the quantized signal
levels=symbolsAelements; %number of levels in the
%quantization scheme
bins-levels-1;
stair=(maxqs-minqs)/levels; %size of the vertical step in
%the quantization scheme
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if nargin=5 %use when a signal is input for quantization
lengthss-length(ss);
toijime-OQgtss.1)*deltajt %number of seconds in the time vector
T=1/samprate; %sampling period T in seconds
numpulsettAesamprate; %numnber of pulses
avgTps-legthss/numpulse; %avg number of points in sampling period T













Tpts=round(pulsenum*avg Tpts)-i+l; %account for fractional
%values of avg...Tpts
quan..sig(i:Tpts+i- l)=Ievel*one(1:Tpts); %generate quantized signal
















%RECOVERM returns )recsig', a filtered and recovered modulated
%signal.
%•Inputpurmeters:
% fftsig--the ansform to be filtered and recovered
"% func-the title of the filter function, which must be passed
"% in as a string enclosed in quotes
"% Filter functions in the Communications Toolbox are
"5 LOWPASSIHGHPASSJDEALLOWIDEALHI, and IDEALBND.
"S Hz--the vector representing frequency in Hz, returned from spectralim
"S cutoffl-the cutoff frequency for low- and high-pass filters
" cutoff2-an additional cutoff frequency, passed in only for bandpass filters
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 10 Aug 93
function recsig=ecovern(fftsigfuncjIzcutofflcutoff2);
if nargin==4
halffltr~feval(funcHzcutoffl); %generate the filter vector
els i 5




filtsigfffltr.*fftsig; %multiply the filter and signal
recsigireal(ifft(filtsig)); %perform inverse fast fourier transform




%RBCOVERS ream wrecsig, a Multeed and recovered sampled signal.
%inputperameters:
"d ffilsig-the truiudcrm vector to be Multeed and recovered, returned
"d from spetram
"d d-the duty cycle of dhe sampled signal. (Note: to recover an impulse.
"d sampled signal, calculate d-mprazdeltReL)
"d fnc-fte title of the filtr function, passed
"d in asastring encloedin single quotes
%l Filter functions in the Communications Toolbox are
*l LOWPASSOHGHPASSjDEALLOWJDEALHIl, and IDEALBND.
* Hz-the vector representing frequeny in Hz. returned from spectral an
dl cutoffI-the cutoff frequency for low- and highi-puss filters
*l cutoff--m additional cutoff frequency, passed in only for bandpass filters
dWritten by Susan Guckelbeag, 7 Jul 93
%lRevised 10 Aug 93
functon reCLsigrecoves(fflsigAdfuncHcutoffl cutoffl2);
if norgin=.5
balfflto~feVa(funch,Hzcntoff I); dlenerie the filter vector
dse= arfn6




flltsig=fltrL*fftsig.*(l/d); %multiply the filter and signal
%luse l/d to wcait the signal amplitude
recagiff~fltsg) %perform inverse fast fourier transform




%RZUNI take a binary-encoded signal and prepares it for plotting
%as a return-to-zero unipolar coded signal. It returns the signal
%rzunisig! and the number of seconds needed for transmission
Viransec'.
%Inputparaineters:
"% codedsig-a binary-encoded signal
"% deltajt--t2 -t1. the step size of the time vector in the signal
"% bitrate-number of bits per second desired for the output
"%signal
%Written by Susan (3uckelberg 25 Jul 93
function [rzunisig~bi~tjtrnsec]=-rzuni(codedsig~delta-tbitrate);
T-llbitrate; %bit duration T in seconds
avg 'rpts:=(1/delta t)*T, %number of points in T
k=z1; %index for nzunisig
i=1; %index for codedsig
while ic-length(codedsig) %fill half the sampling period T with
%either 0Us or 1's and zeros for
%the remainder












awaseculength(rzunisig)*deltajt; %numnber of seconds needed for
%transmission of the coded signal
rzunisig=[rzunisig(I) rzunisig]; %add one point to rzunisig
%to account for zero
%in time vector, using value of
%first point
bi~t=0:dltaj-mansec; %time vector for bitstream




%SERPAR accepts a digital signal (one that is a function of a
%time vector, such as those returned from 'rzuni.m' or
%*Arzlbi.m) and separates it into two digital signals, one
%composed of the odd bits and one of the even bits. The bit
%durations in the output digital signals are twice that of the
%input digital signal. Input signals ARE RESTRICTED to those
%with EVEN numbers of bits.
%Input parameters:
"% digsig--the digital signal, a function of a time vector
" deltat--t2 - tl, the step size of the time vector in the signal
"* bitrate--number of bits per second in the input signal
"S dig..sig
%Written by Susan Guckelberg 6 Sep 93
function [odd.sigeven.sig]=ser..par(digsig,deltatbitrate);
dig-sig--dig_sig(2:length(dig__sig)); %remove first value, added
%to account for 0 in time vector
toLtme=length(dig_.sig)*deltajt; %number of seconds in the time vector
biLdutrfl/bitrate; %bit duration in seconds
ntunbits=round(tottime*bitrate); %number of bits in input signal
avg_bitpts=(l/deltast)*bitdur; %number of points in each bit
od&.sig='i;
even sig=O;
z=l; %index for counting bits
ifl; %index for dig..sig
%generate odd and even bitstreams at half the bitrate
while klength(digsig)
bitpts=round(z*avg_.bitpts)-i+l; %fmd length of the odd
%bit in dig.sig, accounting
%for fractional values
%of avgbiqxs
bit(l:bitpts)=ones(l:bitpts)*dig-sig(i); %set odd bit to the
%value of dig-sig(i)
odd.sig=[oddcsig bit]; %add bit to odd_sig
bit=D]; %important to wipe out the bit
i=i+bitpts; %advance the index in dig.sig, keep bitpts the samebit(1:bitpts)=ones(l:bitpts)*dig_.sig(i; Sassign value of
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even...sig7=[evei..sig bit]; %next bit in dig..sig
bit=[]; %to even-sig
z--z+1; %advance bit number in dig-sig
bitpts--round(z*avg...bitpts)-i+l; %find length of next bit
%in dig-sig
biz(I:biqps)=ones(l:bitpts)*odd-.sigoength(odd-sig));
odd...sig=-[odd...sig bit]; %add the bit to odd..sig
bit=0;
bit(1 :bitpts)=ones(l:bitpts)*even...sig(length(even..sig));
even..sig-I[evenig bit]; %add the bit to even-sig
bit=fl;
i=i+bitpts; %advance index in dig.sig
z=z+1; %advance one bit in dig...sig
odd~sig--[odd..sig(l) odd-.sig]; %add one point to odd signal
%to account for zero
%in time vector, using value of
%end point
even...sig--[evernsig(l) even..sigI; %repeat for even signal




%SNR subtuacts a noisy signal (usually the output or
%recovered signal with noise) from a clean signal
%(usually the input or message signal) and




%Written by Mike Shields 28 Jul 93
%Edited by Susan Guckelberg 5 Dec 93
function s.n.ratio=snr(cleansignoisysig);
noise-cleansig-noisysig;
s_nratio=10*loglO(sum(cleansig.A2)/sum(noise.A2)); %snr in dB




%SPECTRAL performs a fast fourier transform on the input signal 'anysig'
%and returns 'fftsig'. For a spectral analysis graph, plot 'specsig'
%against 'Hz'.
%Input parameters:
"% anysig--the input signal
"% deltat--12 - tI. the step size of the time vector in the signal
%Written by Susan Guckelberg, 6 Jul 93
function [specsigHzjfftsig]=spectral(anysig,delta.t);
fftsig=fft(anysig); %f'md the fast fourier transform of the signal
abfftsig=abs(fftsig); %find the absolute value of the transform
length f=length(abfftsig); %find the length of the fourier transform
shortsig=[abfftsig(l) abfftsig(2:ceil((length_f)/2))]; %excluding first
%value, truncate the
%vector to half its length
lengthss=length(shortsig); %find length of transform vector
specsig=shortsig./lengthss; %scale down amplitude by
%dividing the frequency values
%by the vector length
nyqfreq=1/(deltat*2); %find the Nyquist frequency
Hz=nyqfreq*(h:lengthss)/lengthss; %create Hz frequency vector




%SSB calls hilbert~m to perform a hilbert transform
%on the input signal, returning lower and upper sideband
%signals 'lsbsig' and 'usbsig'.
%Input parameters:
"* t-the time vector used to generate the message signal
"* msg--the message signal
"* car..amp--the amplitude of the carrier (modulating) signal
"* carjreq-the fr-equency of the carrier (modulating ) signal
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purpose
These thirty-four functions support basic electronic communication concepts and
techniques, and were designed to accompany the EO 3513 course offered at Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, California.
The "help" function in MATLAB provides quick access to detailed information
about required input parameters.
platforms
The Communications Toolbox for use with MATLAB was developed on a
Macintosh Powerbook 165c using MATLAB SIMULINK version 1.2, by The
MathWorks, Inc. The MATLAB m-files were translated for use with MS-DOS platforms
using MacLink Plus 6.0, by DataVis, Inc.
The Communications Toolbox is designed to run under MATLAB 3.5 for the IBM
PC, without the presence of other specialized toolboxes.
MATLAB is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
references
Brown, LT Dennis W. and Fargues, Monique R, Department of Electrical and
Computer Engineering, Naval Postgraduate School Technical Report no. NPSEC-
93-017, SPC Toolbox, 15 October 1993.
Couch, Leon W., II, Digital and Analog Communication Systems, Macmillan
Publishing Company, 1993.
Haykin, Simon, Communication Systems, Second Edition, John Wiley & Sons
Inc., 1983.
The MathWorks, Inc., The Student Edition of MATLAB for Macintosh
Computers, Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Schweber, William, Electronic Communications Systems, A Complete Course,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1991.
Stanley, William D., Electronic Communications Systems, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1982.
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compress and expand, used together simulate the cwnpanding proess for reducing quantization
noise (Schweber, p. 342). The value of Vm (the maximum amplitude, or voltage) in the signal "s"
can be identified at the time of the funicon call by using the •max" command to pass in the "Vm"
paanmer as demonsiated with expand:
exanmig-xpd(mig5,max(camsig);
Algolittm:
The 1A-255 companding law is descried by the formula
V3= In( + IL)
where 1: g5•255. IL = 0 results in a linear function (no compression or expansion).
10 Me s ige 10 Mesage signal expanded
5 o
0 0.05 0 0.05
Time Time





Convert and encode am used to ansfortm the vector of bin numbers returned fnom quantize or
quantuni to a stuam of values encoded in otber than decimal nrexstaliou, commonly as a
bitstivam of Il's and O's. Encode calls convert for each value in the "binjm.s" vector
jagihm:
Encode finds die length of the vector "bin-nums" and loops dtrugh ft vector passing each
value to convert along with the number of symbols (base) and elements (places) desired for the
output.
In convert, the MATLAB function "rem" is used to repe~aty evaluate the input base 10 number
"decimarl resulting in a new number of base "symbol" having the number of places specified by
"elements:' For example, input of 2 symbols and 3 elements results in a three-bit binary numnbet
Each value tetuned froen convert is added to the vector "codedsig."







conv-sm god ssb perfolm two types of amplitude modulation (AM): conventional AMK and
single sideband AM. CThe third type, double sideband AK, can be produced by multiplyumg the
message signal by a cosine functioe of the desire carder frequency.)
conv-am return a conventional AM signal by employing the folmula
Ai + mx(t)]coss~t
where x(t) is the message signal and m is the modulation index (Stanley, p. 147).
ssb returns the lower and upper single sideband (SSB) signals as follows.
where m(t) is the message signal. The mrinus (-) sign is used to produce the uppe sideband (USB)
signal; the plus (+) sign is used to produce, the lower sideband (LSB) signal. The value of NO(t
is determined within the function hiubert by raking the fast fourier trnsfoan of fth message-
signal and applying -j to the positve frequenie and j to the negative frequencies (Couch, p. 314).
5 5
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02
Time Tunme
5S Conventional AM s~a
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02
Tme Trime





envelope performs an envelope detection on the input signal "x." (Note: envelope performs a
transpose of the input signal vectoi making it a memory-intensive function. Reduce the size of
the input vector whenever possible.)
VWitten by Dennis W. Brown 8 Sep 93
Hilbert transform section written by Charles Denham 7 Jan 88
Revised by LS, 19 Nov 88, 22 May 90, TPK 4 Nov 92
Copyrighted by The MathWorks, Inc. 1988,1990,1992 (The MathWorks, Inc., p. 310)
algrithm:
envelope computes the Hilbert transform of "x," resulting in the magnitude of the complex
envelope (Brown and Fargues, p. 55).
2 Envelop-dewtion of a signal
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05
Time








flattop, limpsamp, and natsamp sample the input signal "e" flattop retun a flattop-
sampled signal; Impsamp returns an impulse-sampled signal; natsamp retarns a naturally-
sampled signal.
VWriten by Randy Borchardt 27 Jul93
sigritm:
The sampling functions each begin by generating an impulse train. hnpsamp multiplies the
impulse train and the inmput signal "s" and returns the product as "impsig."
flattop generates "impsig" in the same way, and then convolves it with a single pulse of duty
cycle "d" to produce the flauop-sampled signal "flatsig."
natsamp creates a pulse train by convolving a single pulse of duty cycle "d" with the impulse
train. TMe pulse tain and the input signal "s" are multiplied to generate he natrally-sampled
signal "nabsig."
lImpsamp also returns its impulse train, and flattop and natsamp each return a pulse train.
5es~ 5ina atrl-aMMled sga
-51 -51
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
Time Tine
. Impul-sampled siW 5 latto samMleds
-5 5
"0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
Tine Tune
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fm-modfunctionda
Sy o n all:
[(..iSdeltaf,bew )-no.md(tAc 'c, n mtdet ,delta•,btam)
fm.mod calculates either "deltaj" (the maximum frqeqncy deviation) or "bets," whichever was
Mx passed M. and returns both, along with the frequencymmodulated signal "fmjig" fIm_mod
will generate single- and multi-tone FM signals.
For multi-tone signals, frequeocy and phase parameters are repreented by vectors. A sample vector
for m, representing a three-tone signal, follows:
fIm= [50 150 2301;
Mae vector -epresenting phases for the multi-tone signal is established in the same way (even whct
all values are zero). I'e vectors represeting frequency and phase must be the same length.
aigolithm:
fmnmod is based on the formula
A co[2ntt +Pjain(2xý.,t + s)]
wher A is the amplitude of the FM signal. f is the frequency of the FM signal, ým is the
frequency of the message signal (a vector for multi-tone FM signals), and is the phase of the
message signal (a vector for multi-to FM signals) (-aykin, p. 190).
20 FM• sinladmesg inl.
10
-20
0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009 0.01





freq_dlv accepts the squared BPSK signal "squarebpsk" and perfomns a frequency division in
repartion for coherent detection. freqldiv is specific to the BPSK detection process used in this
laboratory set.
n~grihm:
freqdiv divides the squared BPSK signal by cos(2tfct), simulating its frequency shift down to
the value of -fc."
1 Squared BPSK spectrum 1 Freq divided BPSK s.petrum
~0.5 - .501 0
0 500 1000 1500 2000 0 500 1000 1500 2000
Frequency in Hz Frequency in Hz
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fsk
fim= fsk(die.sg,1,deltate eq,• O- ,freqj)
fsk performs frequency-shift-keying on the input digital signal "dig..sig", returning "fsksig," with
"freq_.0" assigned to 0 bits, and "frqj" assigned to I bits.
fsk works bit by bit to assign one of two input frequency values to a frequency vector The output
FSK signal is generated as a cosine function of the frequency vector "Delta.' and "bitrate" are
passed in to determine the number of points in each bit.
2 Di talmessage signal 2 FSK signal
-2 -2
0 0.05 0 0.05
Tume Time
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These filters each return a vector the length of "Hz" (reurned from spectral). Examining a one-
sided spectral analysis graph ("specag" plotted against "Hz") will help in determining the desied
cutoff frequency or frequencies.
The "feval" command in MATLAB allows the filter functions to be called from within the
functions recoverin and recovers.
algrihm:
The simple lowpass filter in lowpass is based on the following formula (Stanley, p. 98):
H(f) =
The simple highpess filter in highpass is based on the following formula-
H(f) =
I+
The remaining "ideal" filters are composed of O's and l's, changing values at the cutoff frequency
or frequencies to retain only the desired frequency band. Each of the lowpass filters below has a
cutoff frequency of 100 Hz.
Ideal lowpass filter Simple lowpass filter
0 500 0 500
Frequency in Hz Frequency in Hz
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Each of these four digital encoding functions returns a digital signal at the specified bitraMe for
plotting against the time vector "biLL" The number of transmission seconds "transec" is
calculated.
manchest returns a manchester-encoded signal nrzIlbi returns a bipolar non-retain-to-zero
signal. nrzluni returns a unipolar non-return-to-zero signal rzunl returns a unipolar return-to-
zero signal.
algorithm:
These functions require input of a bitstream of l's and O's, such as "codedsig," returned from
encode, or one randomly generated using the "rand" command in MATLAB. A time vector is
established and the number of points per bit is determined. Values within the bit are assigned
according to the encoding scheme. The examples below show the output for each encoding
function based on input vector of [0 10 0 0 1 1010].
2 Manchester coded signal 2 NRZ bipolar signal
-2, -2-
0 0.05 0.1 0 0.05 0.1
Tune Tmne
NRZ unipolar signal RZ unitplar signal
-21 -21
0 0.05 0.1 0 0.05 0.1
Time Time







serpar and par-ser contribute to the quadriphoa-shift-keying (QPSK) process. ser.par is
used during signal generation to split the digital signal into two signals, one composed of odd bits
and one of even bits. The bitrates of the output signals are slowed to half that of the input signal.
parser is used during the coherent detection of the QPSK signal to join the two signals into one
by alternating the retrieval of the bits between the odd and even signals and reverting to the
original bitrate.
algoithm:
ser-par presents some indexing challenges, since the number of points in successive bits is
subject to change. The number of points in the first two bits of the input digital signal are applied
to the first bit in the odd signal and the first bit in the even signal, in order to reduce the bitrate in
half, while applying the corect bit values.
In parser, only the first half of each 'odd' bit is fetched, and the secord half of each 'even' bit.
This procedure controls the changing number of points per bit, and increases the bitrate to twice
that of the input signals.
2 Digital message signal
-21 ii
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
Time
2 .Odd bit signl 2 Even bit signal.
o o.o5 0.1 0.15 0.2 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
Tume Time






spectral and psd return vectors used for plotting one-sided spectral analysis graphs. Plot
"specsig" against "Hz" to observe the amplitude of signal tones. Plot "psdsig" against "Hz" to
observe the power present in signal tone (power spectral density).
To find average signal powe. integrate "psdsig" by using the MATLAB "sun" command.
The returned vector "fftsig" is used in signal recovery.
alg~orithm:
Each function performs a fast fourier transform on "anysig," creating the "fftsig' output signal,
and then finds its absolute value. The first half of the vector is retained and divided by its length,
resulting in "specsig," returned from spectral. In psd, the vector is then squared and divided by 2
to reflect the power in each signal tone, and retuned as "psdsig." The "Hz" vector is scaled to the
length of the Nyquist frequency (1/2*delta.t).
20 Se 20 Power spectral density
0 500 1000 0 500 1000
Frequency in Hz Frequency in Hz






pulspos returns a pu5e-postion-modulated signal with pulse amplitude set at half of the
maximum amplitude of the input signal. Offset values are calculated from the begining of the
sampling perod T.
pulswid returns a pulse-width-modulated signal with pulse amplitude set at half of the maximum
amplitude of the input signal. Mw input parameter "maxdur" sets the maximum pulse duration.
AU pulses are non-zero-width pulses.
algortm:
The average number of points in the sampling period T and the amplitude of the pulse-modulated
signal is establisbed. The input signal is raised to all-positive values.
In pulswid, the signal amplitude at the pulse beginning is compared to the maximum signal
amplitude. The ratio is applied to the number of points in "maxdur" to detennine the number of
points in the pulse duration "ta."
In pulsepos, "tan" is fixed based on "pulsedu" The number of offset points from the pulse
beginning is determined for each sampling period T, based on the ratio of the signal amplitude to
the maximum signal amplitude at the pulse beginning.
10 PWM .signal 10 PPM sga
0 10
0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03
Tune Tine




[qumcdlx,qumac.,qum aigsbi nnm]=qtmi(symbois,-•.em-ss a,deIMat)
quantize and quantuni simulat auaog-todigital converters whie providing two vectors,
"quwac&.x" and "quandLy," for plotting the desired quantization dcwactisic (use the MATlAB
"stair" command). quantize simulates a bipolar quantizer with a ringe of -10 to +10 volts.
quantuni simulates a unipolar quantizer with a range of 0 to +10 volts..
algrihm:
quantize mid quantuni compute the number of converter levels by raising "symbols" to
"elements." The value of each step in the converter is found by dividing the number of levels into
the difference between the minimum and maximum convener values. The value of each successive
level is found by adding one step, and is stored in the vector "quanhLI" (voltage in). "Qanh..y"
stores output values associated with input values (voltage out).
The average number of points in the sampling paeod T is determianed. The input signal value at
the beginning of each sampling period is found and the value is assigned to he proper "bin."
lnemnediate values are ozunded in quantize and bumcaed in quantuni Thw bin numbers are
stored in "bin-sums."
3-bit bipolar converter 10 3-bit unipolar converter
-0 O.. .
-10 -5 0 5 10 0 5 10
Voltage in Voltage in
I0 Sampled signal I0,bze ual• signa
10 -1
0 0.05 0.1 0 0.05 0.1
Time TIne






recover= and recovers filter and recover signals, returning the time-&unain signal "'ecsig."
Use recoverm for modulated signals and recovers for sampled signals.
Th input pramt ftsig" (ftd fast fourier tasfobm) and "Hz" a returned from spectral. The
input parameter "fune" refers to one of the filter functions included in the Communications
Toolbox: Idealhiglh, Ideallow, ideaibnd, lowpass, and blgbpass. The name of the filter
fuinction must be enclosed by single quotes when passed in as a parametet
"The filter function passed in as "func" is evaluated using the cutoff ftequency or frequencies,
rebuning a filter the length of "Hz." Te filter is tailor!d to the length of "VfWsig" and the two
vectors are multiplied.
In recovers, the resulting signal vector is multiplied by by l/d (the duty cycle) to scale the
amplitude properly. Impulse-sampled signals require the input parameter "d" to be caculated as the
sampling rate times deltat (the step size in the time vector).
Finally, an inver's fast fourite transform is perfor•med on the signal vector.




sar ren ms the signal-to-noise ratio in dB for the "noisysig" signal input.
Wrkiten by Mike Shields 28 Jul 93
r~ajgndhm;
sur is based on the following formula
wher -x- is the input "clean" signal, and "Y is the output, or "noisy." signal.
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APPENDIX G--COMPARISON OF REQUIREMENTS
Couiparison of Laboratory Requirements
Questions Labeled Plots Combined % of Total
Comp-Ald I 2 3 5 4qf
Comp-AId 2 8 7 15 12'1
Comp-Ald 3 4 5 9 7q•
Comp-Aid 4 9 3 12 10(7
Comp-Ald 4 6 I0 87
Comp-Ald 6 3 6 9 7q
Comp-Aid 7 6 5 II 9q.
Comp- Aid 8 13 12 25 2I't
Comp-AId 9 9 16 25 21%
Total 58 63 121 100%
Questions Labeled Plots Plots M-fle Ops Combined % of Total
Prog I 2 3 6 8 19 47
Prog 2A 8 3 8 10 29 6T
Prog 2B 8 3 8 10 29 61
Prog 2C 6 2 6 8 22 511
Prog 3A 4 2 4 6 16 45
Prog 3B 4 2 4 6 16 ,M
Prog 4A 5 6 I(1 21 Sri
Prog 4B 8 0 7 10 25 6T
Prog 4C 4 O 7 14 25 6f •
Prog $ 4 6 14 18 42 91)1.
Prog6 4 6 22 31 63 14ri
Prog 7 4 4 13 22 43 10%
ProgS 9 8 12 19 48 111,-#
Prog9 4 14 16 17 51 II
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